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How long have we been told that cybersecurity starts with 
the programmer? And what does that mean exactly? What 
can we do about it? An official document released in April by 
the cybersecurity agencies of several tech-savvy nations at-
tempts to answer these questions. “Shifting the Balance of 
Cybersecurity Risk: Principles and Approaches for Security-
by-Design and -Default” is an attempt to distill some practical 
principles and guidelines for safer coding. The document, 
which is jointly sponsored by the US, Australia, Canada, New 
Zealand, United Kingdom, Germany, and the Netherlands, is 
an effort to codify some of the best practices often discussed 
at coding conferences and in publications like this one. The 
guidelines are quite general (they all fit on a 15-page PDF [1]), 
but the document is still an encouraging effort by national 
governments to define what the terms “secure by design” 
and “secure by default” really mean.

According to the authors, products that are secure-by-design 
“are those where the security of the customers is a core 
business goal, not just a technical feature.” Secure-by-
default refers to the practice of making the software se-
cure “out of the box,” without the need for additional 
security configuration and with all security features 
available in the basic package – without additional cost.

The three core principles guiding the approach are:

1.  The burden of security should not fall solely on the 
customer.

2. Embrace radical transparency and accountability.

3.  Build an organizational structure and leadership to 
achieve these goals.

Recommendations for secure-by-design include objectives 
such as:

•  Use memory-safe programming languages [2], like C#, 
Rust, Ruby, Java, Go, and Swift.

•  Incorporate secure hardware features that enable fine-
grained memory protection.

•  Use web template frameworks that implement 
automatic escaping of user input to avoid web attacks 
such as cross-site scripting.

•  Use parameterized queries to avoid SQL injection attacks.

•  Include peer review of the code by other developers.

•  Design infrastructure so that the compromise of a 
single security control does not result in compromise 
of the entire system.

Guidelines for secure-by-default include eliminating default 
passwords, implementing single sign-on via Security Asser-
tion Markup Language (SAML) or OpenID Connect, and en-
suring secure logging. Another recommendation is to priori-
tize forward-looking security over backwards compatibility – 
in other words, don’t cut corners on security in pursuit of 
backwards compatibility. The paper emphasizes the need to 
consider the user experience consequences of security set-
tings. “Each new setting increases the cognitive burden on 
end users and should be assessed in conjunction with the 
business benefit it derives. Ideally, a security setting should 
not exist; instead, the most secure setting should be inte-
grated into the product by default. When configuration is 
necessary, the default option should be broadly secure 
against common threats.” The authors give the example of 
the “hardening guides” included with many software prod-
ucts that describe ways to tighten up security. According to 
the paper, a hardening guide implies that the software isn’t 
as secure as it should be in the first place. Not only that, but 
the hardening guide gives the attacker a sort of roadmap 
showing where to look for vulnerabilities. An alternative fa-
vored by the authors is to deliver the software with all these 
hardening steps already in place and then provide a “loosen-
ing guide” describing possible ways to reduce the security 
with an accompanying description of possible risks.

It is worth noting that there is no enforcement mechanism 
tied to these guidelines to make them mandatory. No doubt 
the sponsoring governments will build this approach into 
their own contracts, but for the industry in general, this docu-
ment is best considered informational. Still, in codifying what 
good programming looks like, the document will benefit de-
velopers who want to play it smart but aren’t sure how to 
begin. But as the document points out, it is the customers 
who will ultimately drive adoption of these principles by in-
sisting that software providers adopt secure-by-design and 
secure-by-default practices. One point that is very clear as 
you read through the document is that it will require more 
time and effort to develop software using these secure princi-
ples (at least on the front end – developers might ultimately 
discover they save money on later security patches and up-
dates). The need to dial up the effort will require diligent de-
mands from the customers, as well as a broad understanding 
from the industry itself that this problem is worth fixing.

SAFER CODING

[1]  “Shifting the Balance of Cybersecurity Risk: Principles and 
Approaches for Security-by-Design and -Default”:  
https://  www.  cisa.  gov/  sites/  default/  files/  2023‑04/  principles_ap‑
proaches_for_security‑by‑design‑default_508_0.  pdf

[2]  Software Memory Safety:  
https://  media.  defense.  gov/  2022/  Nov/  10/  2003112742/  ‑1/  ‑1/  0/ 
 CSI_SOFTWARE_MEMORY_SAFETY.  PDF
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SystemRescue 10.0 and Linux Lite 6.4
Two Terrific Distros on a Double-Sided DVD!

SystemRescue 10.0
64-bit

Like KNOPPIX, SystemRescue is a recovery tool. Unlike 
KNOPPIX, SystemRescue can be installed on a drive for 
everyday use. However, doing that can make its tools 
unavailable at precisely the time you need them most. 
Consequently, SystemRescue is most safely run from a 
Live device.

SystemRescue’s kernel supports standard filesystems 
such as ext4 and XFS, but also older filesystems such as 
VFAT and NTFS, newer ones such as Btrfs, and network 
ones such as Samba and NFS. SystemRecue’s tools in-
clude GParted for disk partitioning and FSArchiver for 
saving a filesystem’s contents to a compressed file, as 
well as more mundane tools such as Midnight Com-
mander for file management and a selection of text edi-
tors. Just as importantly, SystemRescue’s documentation 
can be a useful resource during troubleshooting – even 
more useful if you read it beforehand.

Keep a current copy of both SystemRescue and 
KNOPPIX; between the two you will have all the re-
sources you need in emergencies.

Linux Lite 6.4
64-bit

How do you make the transition from Windows to Linux 
easier? Since 2012, one of the most thorough answers 
has been the Debian-derivative Linux Lite. Using a mod-
ified version of Xfce, the Linux Lite distro offers a desk-
top that is as familiar as possible to newcomers.

To achieve this goal, Linux Lite uses several strategies. 
To start with, it includes cross-platform applications 
such as Skype, Steam, Kodi, and Spotify. At times, the 
app name is not used. For example, LibreOffice is listed 
in the menu simply as Office, Writer as Word Processer, 
and Calc as Spreadsheet, in order to not overwhelm 
users with new names. Other menu items are worded 
according to function, rather than project name, and a 
few are borrowed directly from the Windows tradition, 
such as My Computer. Moreover, to further simplify, ex-
cept for large industry standards such as Gimp, most in-
cluded apps are designed to do one thing well. Just as 
importantly, the desktop has the standard features of 
most desktops on any operating system. New users 
may not have previously seen this particular desktop, 
but they have probably seen similar menus, panels, and 
file managers with the same default positions.

At the same time, Linux Lite has the support and secu-
rity you would expect in any distribution, including ac-
tive user forums and regular updates. Whether Linux 
Lite is seen as a lightweight distribution in its own right 
or as a gateway to more traditional distributions, it is as 
painless an introduction to Linux as anyone could want.

+
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  NuTyX with Cards 2.6.3
A new version of NuTyX has been released with an updated version of the Cards 
package management utility with full support for binary packages and sources from 
VCS systems, like Bazaar, Git, Subversion, and Mercurial.

NuTyX is a French Linux distribution based on Linux From Scratch and Beyond 
Linux From Scratch with its own package manager called Cards, which stands for 
Create, Add, Remove, and Download System. Cards is a set of utilities (pkgadd, 
pkgrm, pkginfo, pkgmk, and cards) that come together to serve as all your package 
management needs for NuTyX.

The latest release of NuTyX includes a fully updated toolchain (GCC 12.2.0, 
GNU C Library (glibc) 2.37, and GNU Binutils 2.40), SysV 3.06, systemd 253.0, 
Python interpreter 3.11.3, NVIDIA driver v530.41.03, and X.Org Server v21.1.8. 
You’ll also find updated versions of supported desktops, including Xfce 4.18.3, 
MATE 1.26.1, Gnome 44.0, and KDE Plasma 5.27.4. All in all, NuTyX supports 13 
different Linux desktops. Since version 22.12, there have been more than 1,000 
commits applied.

Download an ISO of NuTyX (with the desktop of your choosing) for installation 
(https://www.nutyx.org/en/downloads#2) and read the release notes for the latest 
version (https://www.nutyx.org/en/news#1).

  System76 Teases In-House Built Laptop
Ever since System76 started producing its Thelio desktop computer, I’ve been won-
dering when they’d finally follow that up with their own laptop.

It looks like that time has come. Carl Richell, CEO and founder of System76 
teased two photos (https://fosstodon.org/@carlrichell/110141037787618107) of the 
LCD “A” panel that was milled from 6061 aluminum bar stock that will be used as 
part of the new laptop, dubbed “Virgo.”

When questioned about ODEM or OEM involvement with the Virgo, Richell had 
this to say, “...there wouldn’t be an ODM or OEM involved in this case but some 
outside suppliers would make parts for us that we design. We don’t have SMT ma-
chines for PCBs for instance but we do the EE work. We have laser, mills, brakes, 
3D printing, paint, fastener machines, and other machines and techniques in the 
Denver factory.”

In other words, System76 will be creating everything their factory will allow them 
to, and all other parts will be supplied by third parties.

Another very interesting aspect of the Virgo is (according to Richell) that it will use 
the same keyboard design as System76’s Launch keyboard, which means it will be 
a low-profile, mechanical keyboard.

Richell said (in the Fosstodon thread on Mastodon) that a rough prototype should 
be complete in a couple of months but there are no specs or other details.
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  Ubuntu 23.04 Beta
Of all the many Ubuntu spins, the official Ubuntu release will highlight some of the 
most important updates for the desktop distribution… mainly by way of GNOME 44.

Although the other 23.04 spins will enjoy their own updates (such as Kubuntu in-
cluding KDE Plasma 5.27), only the official version will include everything brought 
about by the latest iteration of Gnome.

Along with the fresh update to Gnome, Ubuntu 23.04 (Lunar Lobster) will also 
include Linux kernel 6.2, an up-to-date toolchain (such as GCC 13, systemd 252.5, 
BlueZ 5.66.2, NetworkManager 1.42, PipeWire 0.3.65, and Mesa 23).

One of the biggest changes in 23.04 is the brand new, Flutter-based installer. 
The new installer user interface is more modern looking and is just as easy to use 
as the previous iteration.

The only downside to the new installer is that it doesn’t yet support ZFS installa-
tions. Should you wish to install Ubuntu 23.04 with ZFS support, there will be a ver-
sion of the OS with a legacy installer that includes support for the filesystem.

You can download the ISO for the beta from the official Ubuntu Releases page 
(https://releases.ubuntu.com/lunar/ ) or download one of the betas for the official spins 
from https://fridge.ubuntu.com/2023/03/31/ubuntu-23-04-lunar-lobster-beta-released/.

  OpenMandriva Lx 23.03 Rolling Release
OpenMandriva Lx 23.03 (ROME) comes just three months after the release of 
the .01 version of the open source operating system and brings with it some im-
portant updates. This also marks the first time OpenMandriva has offered a rolling 
release version of the operating system.

According to the OpenMandriva team, “OpenMandriva Lx is a unique and inde-
pendent, not based on any other, Linux distribution. A direct descendant of Mand-
riva Linux and the first Linux distribution utilizing the LLVM compiler. This release 
keeps using the entire LLVM toolchain which completes the work that began in 
2015, even before Android switched its compilers.”

ROME ships with kernel 6.2, KDE Plasma 5.27, KDE Frameworks 5.104, KDE 
Gear 22.12.3, built-in support for Flatpak, Mesa 23, Wayland 1.21.0, X.Org 21.1.7, 
LLVM/Clang 15.0.7, GNU Binutils 2.40, GCC 12.2, GNU C Library 2.37, systemd 
235, and the latest version of the Calamares GUI installer (version 3.2.61).

As far as bundled software, you’ll find LibreOffice 7.5.1, Firefox 111, Chromium 
110, Gimp 2.10.34, Calligra Suite 3.2.1, SMPlayer 22.7.0, VLC 3.0.18, VirtualBox 
7.0.6, and plenty of other applications to keep you productive, connected, and 
entertained.

You can find the download link for the ROME ISO on the OpenMandriva website 
(https://www.openmandriva.org/release-picking) and read the full release announce-
ment on the OpenMandriva ROME page (https://www.openmandriva.org/en/news/
article/openmandriva-rome-the-rolling-release).

  
carbonOS: A New Linux Distro with a User 
Experience Focus 

Have you ever run a Windows update, only to have it fail and render your desk-
top unusable? Many have, which is one of the reasons why some Linux distribu-
tions take great pains to ensure it never occurs on the open source operating 
system.

Some developers take this to the next level by using atomic updates, which 
means every time you go to update the operating system, it is guaranteed to suc-
ceed. Should an update fail, the system will automatically roll back the upgrade so 
everything continues working.

That’s the route carbonOS is taking. According to the developer, “The sys-
tem’s layout ensures the integrity of system files. Unlike other atomic distros, 
carbonOS does not attempt to keep around traditional package management 

ADMIN HPC
http://www.admin-magazine.com/HPC/

Warewulf 4 – Interactive Environments
• Jeff Layton
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languages such as Python are a very 
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on a Warewulf 4 cluster.
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• Ali Imran Nagori
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controlled from the command line.

Versioned Backups of Local Drives with Git
• Andreas Stolzenberger
Versioning is a recommended approach to 
back up files as protection against hardware 
failures and user errors. To create versioned 
backups, you can use established backup pro-
grams or an open source tool that originates 
from the developer world: Git.
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features: carbonOS is Flatpak-first for your apps and container-first for every-
thing else. This will allow carbonOS to achieve unique features, like Verified/
Secure Boot.”

This unique approach might not translate to anything exciting on the desktop 
front (it uses a stock Gnome desktop) but under the hood, there’s plenty to be 
excited about. In fact, the developer of carbonOS has one ultimate goal: “I’d 
love to fulfill the ‘GnomeBook’ dream: an OS as maintenance-free as Chrome 
OS, but as powerful as a real desktop OS….”

Although carbonOS is still in its infancy, you can download an early develop-
ment build to test it out (https://carbon.sh/download ). Just remember, this is 
very much a work in progress, so expect problems, quirks, and unfinished 
features.

  
Kubuntu Focus Announces XE Gen 2  
Linux Laptop

The Kubuntu Focus team has released yet another device that focuses on the 
Kubuntu distribution and offers plenty of power.

This second-generation laptop sports an Intel i7-1260P CPU (12 cores/16 threads), 
that offers a 16 percent and 60 percent boost in single and multicore Geekbench 
5 scores, which means enough performance to handle large, multiprocess tasks. 
As for graphics, the XE Gen 2 ships with Intel IRIS Xe 96 or 80 EU, and the bat-
tery reportedly gives you eight hours of power.

The laptop includes high-speed audio and data ports, such as the Thunderbolt 4, 
so you can attach multiple 4K displays. The total ports include RJ45 Gigabit LAN, six-
in-one card reader, Thunderbolt 4 USB-C Gen 3.2 with both power-in and Display 
Port 1.4A, HDMI 1.4B with HDCP, USB-A 3.2 Gen 1, USB-C 3.2 Gen 2, and a combo 
mic/headphones jack. As well, the XE Gen 2 offers Intel Dual-Band WiFi AX201, a 
14.0" IPS display (at 1920x1080), and can be configured with up to 64GB or high-
speed 3200 Dual-Channel RAM and up to 2TB of 7450MBps NVMe storage with 
no-cost disk encryption.

The base model starts at $895 and can be purchased on the Kubuntu Focus site 
(https://kfocus.org/spec/spec-xe.html).

    
MNT Seeks Financial Backing for New 
Seven-Inch Linux Laptop

If you’re looking for a tiny laptop that’s barely larger than your smartphone and runs 
Linux, MNT has just the device for you.

The MNT Pocket Reform is a full-fledged laptop in a tiny form factor that could 
serve as your new on-the-go hardware. Sure, it’s tiny and the keyboard is small 
enough to be problematic for larger hands, but having a Linux laptop in your pocket 
(granted a larger pocket) has plenty of upsides.

The MNT Pocket Reform includes an ARM Cortex-A53 CPU at 1.8GHz, 8GB of 
DDR4 RAM, 128GB eMMC flash memory, an NVMe SSD slot (for up to 2TB), full 
disk encryption (via LUKS), Vivante GC7000UL GPU, H.264/H.265 video decoder, 
Cortext-M7 Realtime core, HiFi4 Audio DSP, a mechanical keyboard with RGB 
backlighting, a micro-optical trackball, a 7" full HD+ (1920x1200px) display, WiFi 
802.11c, Bluetooth 5.0, MicroSD card slot, and an optional M.2 key B WWAN 
slot for 4G/5G/LTE.

You’ll also find two USB 3.0 Type-C ports (with one delivering power), a Micro 
HDMI port, an ix Industrial 1GbE ethernet port (with optional RJ45 adapter). The 
battery consists of two Li-ion cells for a total of 8000 mAh and an approximate run 
time of four hours.

At the moment, the MNT Pocket Reform is participating in Crowd Supply 
(https://www.crowdsupply.com/mnt/pocket-reform), so you can back the device 
for $899 for a black device or $969 for a purple one.
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Ubuntu Flatpak Remix Adds Flatpak 
Support Preinstalled

Recently, Canonical announced that Ubuntu and all of its official spins would no lon-
ger ship with Flatpak installed out of the box. Of course, anyone can install Flatpak 
on any of the official versions of the open source operating system, but some might 
prefer not to have to take the extra steps.

If that sounds like you, there’s a new unofficial spin, called Ubuntu Flatpak Remix. 
As you might expect, this version is a pretty straightforward take on Ubuntu, only 
with Flatpak preinstalled.

To take this one step further, Ubuntu Flatpak Remix also installs a few of its basic 
apps (such as Firefox, Thunderbird, and LibreOffice) as Flatpak apps (instead of the 
official Snap versions installed on Ubuntu).

One very nice thing about going this route is the Flatpak version of the apps are all 
the latest releases, which is a departure from the traditional Ubuntu release, which 
often includes the stable (but not the newest) versions of common applications.

Other reasons to give Ubuntu Flatpak Remix a try include that the most recent 
Mesa graphic stack (version 22.3.5) is added to improve the gaming experience and 
support for Flathub Portal is installed by default (so you can install Flatpak apps from 
the GUI app store).

As far as the UI is concerned, this Flatpak spin doesn’t deviate from the standard 
Ubuntu desktop, so it looks and feels just like Ubuntu.

Download an ISO of Ubuntu Flatpak Remix (https://flatpakremix.org/ ) and give 
this new distribution a try. Keep in mind, however, that it’s still in alpha, so there 
could be bugs. Another thing to keep in mind is the download is only available as a 
torrent, so you’ll need an app like Transmission (https://transmissionbt.com/ ) to 
download the file.

  
LPI Announces IT Security Essentials  
Certification

The Linux Professional Institute (LPI) has announced the new LPI Security Es-
sentials certification (https://www.lpi.org/our-certifications/security-essentials-
overview), covering preliminary knowledge in all important fields of IT security.

This certification is intended for those who have completed a first course in IT se-
curity, for professionals who want to improve their security skills, and “for anyone 
who wants to attain a basic competence in the secure use of email, websites, social 
media, and the devices they use every day,” the announcement says.

To obtain the LPI Security Essentials certificate, candidates must, for example:
•   Have a basic understanding of common security threats of using computers, net-

works, connected devices, and IT services on premises and in the cloud 
•   Understand common ways to prevent and mitigate attacks against their personal 

devices and data
•   Be able to use encryption to secure data transferred through a network and 

stored on storage devices and in the cloud
“The exam objectives (https://www.lpi.org/our-certifications/exam-020-objectives) 

cover a comprehensive range of topics, including typical IT security fields like en-
cryption and data security, but also rather uncommon topics like aspects of privacy 
and the secure use of social media,” says Fabian Thorns, Director of Product 
Development at LPI.

nnn
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The Right Hardware
Security starts with choosing the right hardware. One factor di-
vides IoT devices into two groups: WiFi connectivity. A device 
that operates on an ordinary WiFi network might seem conve-
nient, but keep in mind that this device is then vulnerable to all 
the attacks intruders use for compromising WiFi networks. On the 
other hand, some IoT devices use protocols and standards that are 
adapted to a specific purpose with security in mind: First and fore-
most of these is the Zigbee protocol suite. A Zigbee network is 
also a wireless LAN, but it transmits on its own frequencies and 
cannot be used as a normal WiFi at all, and that is something that 
contributes towards security. A network that offers no vectors for 
extensive attack scenarios is less vulnerable from the outset.

The ranks of Zigbee devices today include solutions for smart 
room lighting, including Philips Hue. Many thermostats for radi-
ators also rely on communication based on the Zigbee standard. 
However, a communication gateway is needed to mediate be-

tween the Zigbee devices and the admin-
istrator. In most setups, this gateway is 
the hub, as found in the Philips Hue ex-
ample. It has one leg in the Zigbee world, 
and the other is a node on the normal 
network and therefore a good starting 
point for your defense against attackers.

The first line of defense in the fight 
against IoT attacks is always the hard-
ware manufacturer. The manufacturer 
has a duty to provide its own users with 
regular updates to remedy known bugs. 
All told, the premium manufacturers 
have a good performance record for 
maintaining their devices with updates. 
But if you order your smart lamps from 
an unknown company, you could be 
bringing problems into your home. If a 
vulnerable device is connected to the net-
work but is no longer updated by the 
manufacturer, it becomes a dangerous 
point of attack for an intrusion.

As an administrator of a local net-
work, however, you are not completely 

T he “S” in IoT stands for security – as a common saying 
goes. The recent history of IoT development is paved 
with absurd examples of security falling by the way-
side. One oft-reported tale tells of a Bluetooth-controlla-

ble water closet with the pairing code 0000 that could not be 
changed. Another example is the smart breast pump that unex-
pectedly turned innocent mothers into botnet operators. But all 
the horror stories have not diminished the success of IoT. The 
army of smart helpers in households is growing all the time. 
Smart lights, smart thermostats, smart ovens, smart sockets, 
smart coffee machines …

As always: New technology brings the potential for misuse. 
In the context of IoT, many users do not understand the threat 
scenario posed by potentially problematic devices. For in-
stance, what would an attacker gain from taking control of a 
smart washing machine? But things are different if you look at 
smart blinds and, above all, smart lighting control. Anyone 
who gains access to your Philips Hue 
configuration (Figure 1) can see when 
you are at home and, more ominously, 
when you are not. This information is a 
wonderful tool for planning break-ins. 
Insecure thermostats on radiators can 
also become a problem; imagine if a mis-
chievous teenager or angry neighbor 
could turn your apartment into a sauna. 
If they do this in a clever way and then 
change the access credentials for the 
thermostat control center, your heating 
will keep running at full blast without 
you being able to do anything about it.

As is so often the case in the IT con-
text, it is better to be safe than sorry 
when it comes to IoT. Anyone operating 
IoT devices at home will want to con-
sider a few factors to boost security. 
What should you look out for when pur-
chasing IoT devices? What software is 
available to fend off attacks? What tools 
will help you be aware that something is 
going wrong?

Many IoT devices are so poorly protected against attacks that it is easy for an intruder 
to slip inside. With the right tools and best practices, you can bar the door.

By Martin Loschwitz

En Guarde!

Monitor and secure your home IoT appliances

Figure 1: Smart lighting devices 
like Hue lamps by Philips usually 
use Zigbee to communicate. Using 
Zigbee reduces the attack vector, 
but the need for a hub means you 
still face some residual risk. © Philips
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unprotected. The vast majority of routers and WiFi access 
points offer the ability to run multiple networks locally. You 
then have the option of configuring a guest network with spe-
cific parameters you can define in detail. You can therefore use 
a guest network to boost IoT security by isolating the IoT de-
vices on a separate network segment.

You can define a general block for incoming and outgoing 
packets for an IoT network on most routers. The idea is that 
the devices on the network do not need to generate traffic for 
the outside world or receive traffic that the administrator has 
not explicitly allowed through the firewall beforehand. The 
main reason why this protection is so difficult is that not 
every manufacturer tells you the systems on the network with 
which its devices want to communicate. Trial and error, sup-
plemented by a Google search, are usually the means for find-
ing the answer.

Segmentation keeps the extent of damage from an attack as 
small as possible. Even an attacker who succeeds in compro-
mising the IoT network does not au-
tomatically have access to the rest of 
the assets.

If there are devices on the home 
network that are directly connected 
to the network via WiFi and that do 
not rely on Zigbee, well-segmented 
WiFi networks are almost essential 
for survival. It is almost obligatory to 
shield devices of this type from the 
rest of the environment.

Focus on the Router
In many places today, the router is a 
network component whose existence 
users are no longer even aware of. The 
concept of masquerading and NAT is 
so ubiquitous today that it seems quite 
normal to have such a device some-
where. But this can also work the 
other way around, like the case involv-
ing the people from Magenta-T, who 
delivered their Speedport routers with 

security “features” implemented so incorrectly that normal email 
was no longer possible, prompting frustrated users to immediately 
disable all the security features on their devices.

In the context of IoT security, the router plays an important 
role for several reasons. Consider the case of Universal Plug 
and Play (UPnP), a protocol designed for multimedia devices 
such as audio players or cameras to make it easier for devices 
to find each other. In principle, it is fine to use UPnP within 
your own four walls. But some routers and ISPs configure de-
vices to forward UPnP announcements from the LAN to the 
outside world. For example, if you want to monitor what your 
dog is doing in your apartment while you’re away, and you buy 
a cheap IP camera from a discount store, you could theoreti-
cally stream live video from your own home to the web – 24 
hours a day. If you think this is an exaggerated scenario, please 
refer to Shodan (Figure 2). The service collects announcements 
from all over the world and catalogs them so that you can im-
mediately connect to the cameras streamed to the network.

Figure 2: Anyone who doubts that an eavesdropping attack on a poorly 
secured webcam via UPnP is possible is easily proven wrong by the 
Shodan website. © Sebastian Hemel
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relieves the burden on the operator and implicitly makes moni-
toring more efficient. A vulnerability scanner of this type is 
available for Linux. The OpenVAS scanner comes from Green-
bone and is part of the Greenbone Community Edition. Open-
VAS stands for Open Vulnerability Assessment Scanner.

OpenVAS evaluates periodic security advisories from bodies 
such as CERT or CVE, defines machine-readable criteria by 
which it identifies a system as vulnerable, and enables batch-
mode searches. Under the hood, OpenVAS is a bit like a classic 
antivirus program. It tries to find affected systems based on 
signatures. The OpenVAS scanner finds not only specific mal-
ware but also specific firmware versions on target devices.

Keep in mind that most IoT devices contain a small computer 
that exposes details such as the kernel or SSH version to the out-
side world. If OpenVAS is unleashed on a local network, it first 

identifies the active systems and 
then checks them for potential 
problems using its database. 
This check can take place with-
out any manual intervention.

If you want to run your own 
OpenVAS instance on the local 
network, it makes sense to use 
separate hardware to do so. A 
recent Raspberry Pi has enough 
RAM and CPU capacity to run 
OpenVAS. You will need a lar-
gish SD card in the device to 
store the necessary files.

The manufacturer offers the 
components required for Open-
VAS in the form of handy 
Docker containers, also for the 
Raspberry Pi. The documenta-
tion explains how to quickly get 
the community edition of Open-
VAS running in a container on a 
Raspberry Pi. This approach is 
highly recommended: You only 
need a Raspberry Pi and the ap-
propriate Docker compose file 
for this kind of deployment [1].

OpenVAS includes several 
components in the background, 
and they only deliver meaningful 
results when working together. 
Using the Docker Compose op-
tion, you can roll them out si-
multaneously and in a perfectly 
coordinated way. The alternative 
is a manual rollout also de-
scribed in the documentation.

Once you have started all ser-
vices on the Raspberry Pi via 
Docker Compose, the next step 

If you want to prevent remote attackers from getting control 
of your devices, the number one rule is to change the default 
password on every IoT device, without exception, as soon as it 
goes live in your home. In addition, you need to take the time 
to check your own router’s security settings more carefully if 
you have not done so thus far. Whatever else you do, you have 
to avoid streaming UPnP announcements to the Internet, be-
cause this function opens the door to misuse.

Searching for Vulnerabilities
Isolation and best practices can help minimize the potential at-
tack vector in the IoT context, but if you make massive use of 
IoT devices, these precautions might not be enough. You’ll also 
need to actively secure your own network by using software 
that detects existing vulnerabilities and alerts you to them.

It’s obvious that if you use dozens of IoT devices from sev-
eral different manufacturers, it’s almost impossible to keep 
track of all their security announcements. Instead, a tool that 
actively points out an exploitable vulnerability as it occurs 

Figure 3: After the initial deployment of OpenVAS from Greenbone, the vul-
nerability scanner’s web interface still looks empty. © Greenbone

Figure 4: After the initial scans, the web interface displays a detailed evaluation of 
local vulnerabilities, including vulnerabilities affecting IoT devices. © Greenbone

$ xdg‑open "http://127.0.0.1:9392" 2>/dev/null >/dev/null &

Listing 1: Calling OpenVAS
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is to check out the dashboard 
(Figure 3). Connect to the Rasp-
berry Pi via SSH, and then run 
the command from Listing 1 – 
at least if your PC is running a 
graphical interface. X11 is avail-
able for both macOS and Win-
dows; if you want to access 
OpenVAS from a Linux desktop, 
you need to enable X protocol 
forwarding in SSH, then you 
will be up and running.

The Greenbone Security Assis-
tant is a web application that 
opens in your browser when you 
connect to the OpenVAS scanner. 
At the top of the screen are vari-
ous buttons for central tasks. 
The most important of these will 
be Scans. You only need to de-
fine the network you want Open-
VAS to investigate, and off you go. The scanner reliably finds de-
vices based on Linux or similar operating systems with signa-
tures that map to a specific vulnerability in the CERT or CVE 
vulnerability database (Figure 4).

You can use the admin interface to enable notifications. If 
configured to do so, Greenbone Security Assistant can periodi-
cally scan the local network and email the results to the admin.

By the way, it’s not just the IoT device zoo on a network that 
benefits from running OpenVAS. The scanner also finds unre-
solved vulnerabilities in normal systems, such as desktop com-
puters or laptops running macOS, Windows, or Linux.

Detecting Active Attacks
OpenVAS is the ideal tool for detecting and shutting down vul-
nerabilities before they are exploited. But tools such as Open-
VAS are of little help if an attack is already underway. To detect 
an ongoing attack, an intrusion detection system is the best op-
tion. The best-known IDS on the open source scene is probably 
Suricata, and there are now quite a few Suricata heuristics de-
scriptions for attacks on IoT devices on the web.

You will want to combine the capabilities of Suricata and 
OpenVAS in a smart way. If OpenVAS fails as the first line of 
defense in your battle against attackers, at least Suricata will 
tell you about attacks currently taking place. There are many 
signs that can unmask such an attack, such as a sudden and 
unexpected increase in traffic. Certain types of network traffic 
are also good indicators of complex attacks.

The good news is that you can now use Suricata as an appli-
cation in the form of a container on the Raspberry Pi. Jason Ish 
provides some containers [2] for this purpose; setting them up 
on the Raspberry Pi itself is basically just like setting up Open-
VAS. Unlike OpenVAS, however, Suricata comes as a single 
container, so you don’t need Docker Compose. However, it is 
not a good idea to run Suricata on the same RaspPi as Open-
VAS. The resources the mini-computer offers are simply not up 
to the task. To use both services, you have to invest in two 
Raspberry Pis; in return, though, you can look forward to a far 
more secure setup within your own four walls.

Look online for a description of how to get Suricata up and 
running on a Raspberry Pi [3]. Although the instructions refer to 
a version of the service compiled locally from the source code, 
most of the details, such as the configuration settings, can also 
be transferred to the variant in a Docker container. Several sites 
on the web offer IoT heuristics for Suricata. These rulesets are 
what enable the application to detect IoT-based attacks in the 
first place (Figure 5). Some IoT parameters can also be found in 
the source code for the heuristics set that comes with Suricata.

For Suricata to meaningfully monitor traffic on its own network, 
the router needs to have a mirror feature, which means that it mir-
rors all traffic flowing through it on one port of the device, making 
it appear that all the traffic is flowing through that port. If your 
own router does not support this feature, you might have to try a 
manageable switch – manageable switches usually offer a mirror 
feature. The details depend heavily on the local setup.

Conclusions
Home users are not completely at the mercy of vendors when it 
comes to security. Powerful tools from the Linux world such as 
OpenVAS and Suricata help to nip attacks in the bud or at least 
detect them while they are in progress, giving you a chance to 
respond. The golden standards of Internet security also apply in 
the context of IoT devices. Regular updates to fix bugs, smart de-
fault configurations of devices such as routers, and sensible 
practices such as avoiding default credentials require very little 
effort but are highly effective. Users of IoT devices would do 
well to heed these rules – at the end of the day, that is the price 
you pay for the convenience of having IoT appliances.  nnn

[1]  Docker Compose file for OpenVAS: https://  greenbone.  github. 
 io/  docs/  latest/  22.  4/  container/  index.  html#  docker‑compose‑file

[2]  Suricata Docker Container:  
https://  github.  com/  jasonish/  docker‑suricata

[3]  Instructions for setting up Suricata on a Raspberry Pi:  
https://  jufajardini.  wordpress.  com/  2021/  02/  15/ 
 suricata‑on‑your‑raspberry‑pi/

Info

Figure 5: Suricata does not detect existing vulnerabilities but uses heuristic 
observations to detect ongoing attacks. © Wikipedia / Linux Screenshots
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N ew technologies and new provid-
ers are constantly expanding the 
range of potential smart home 
applications. Solutions from vari-

ous manufacturers are often mutually in-
compatible, which means customers can-
not leverage the full potential of home 
automation services.

But there is another approach. Zigbee 
is a protocol for low-power wireless com-
munication based on the IEEE 802.15.4 
standard. The Zigbee protocol is often used for home auto-
mation devices. Dresden elektronik [1] has been working on 
light control systems based on the Zigbee protocol for some 
10 years and now offers numerous vendor-agnostic systems 
for the smart home. The company also distributes the Rasp-
Bee module for home automation with a Raspberry Pi. A 
RaspBee device with the accompanying software can help 
you reap the benefits of the smart home without expensive 
gateways and cloud connections.

The RaspBee module, which has already reached its second 
generation, is a piece of hardware attached on top of a Rasp-
berry Pi (called a HAT) that helps users convert the system into 
a control center for smart home devices such as lights, alarms, 
or smart sockets and switches. The RaspBee II module [2] sup-
ports devices from various manufacturers with home automa-
tion solutions based on the Zigbee protocol. The underlying 
technology is a framework for wireless networks that are espe-
cially suitable for home automation due to their low data vol-
ume and low energy requirements.

The modular Zigbee protocol supports extensions, and some 
manufacturers try to boost customer loyalty by adding new 
functions that lead to incompatibility with devices by other 
providers, thus preventing users from switching. The Zigbee II 
module takes this into account by having the developers test 
components from a wide range of vendors and add them to 
continually updated compatibility lists [3].

The RaspBee II module turns 
your Raspberry Pi into a smart 
control center for Zigbee 
devices. By Erik Bärwaldt

Home Manager

Control your smart home with RaspBee II and your Raspberry Pi

The latest RaspBee module is far more compact compared 
with the first-generation model (Figure 1), and it also comes 
with an important innovation. Thanks to a battery-buffered RTC 
on the HAT, the system is now able to sync with the Raspberry 
Pi control center after a power failure to carry out time-critical 
tasks. According to the manufacturer, the battery should last for 
at least two years and will provide power for up to eight years if 
the system is used daily. It is a replaceable button cell.

In addition, the RaspBee II module comes with a power am-
plifier that gives users an effective range of 30 meters inside 
buildings. Outdoors, a range of up to 200 meters should be pos-
sible. Because Zigbee installations act as a mesh network, 
where devices such as lights or smart sockets play the role of 
repeaters, you can easily extend the range without additional 
hardware.

RaspBee HATs are supported by two software packages. You 
can use the deCONZ platform to configure the hardware. The 
graphical tool visualizes Zigbee networks, to which you can add 
devices from different vendors. deCONZ runs in the background 
during this process. The second component is the Phoscon app, 
which is also graphical and browser-based. Phoscon acts as a 
graphical front end for controlling lighting installations [4].

Installation
Get started by simply plugging the RaspBee II module onto 
the pin header of the Raspberry Pi – on the side facing the 
slot for the MicroSD card (Figure 2). The module supports 
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and the deCONZ configuration software will launch automati-
cally. In the graphical network representation in the deCONZ 
control interface, you will initially only see the existing gate-
way (Figure 3).

Then, working on any machine on the local network, open a 
web browser and type http://  RaspPi_IP_address:80 as the target 
address. After a short startup delay, the browser window dis-
plays the gateway. Clicking on the gateway icon takes you to a 
configuration dialog where you can set a password for logging 
into the gateway. After that, future settings require logging into 
the gateway (Figure 4).

The routine prompts you to turn on all the lights you want to 
integrate with the Zigbee network. But before doing so, you 
have to reset the lights to the factory defaults, otherwise the 
RaspBee module will be unable to identify the components. 

all versions of the Raspberry Pi, so you can use an older 
model for home automation. You need a current version of 
Raspbian “Buster” or Pi OS “Bullseye” as the operating 
system.

The Rasbee manufacturer offers a total of four different im-
ages for MicroSD cards. These images contain a customized 
Raspbian “Buster” on which the deCONZ application is prein-
stalled. One of the images already has the Homebridge Hue 
plug-in, which you can use to control components of the Phil-
ips Hue lighting system. The images all have the Raspbian 
working environment, except for one, so you can conveniently 
run the configuration graphically. All images are also suitable 
for the first generation RaspBee module.

The images with the desktop environment each weigh in at 
just shy of 880MB, while the headless image without the 
graphical environment 
only takes up 395MB. 
The provider recom-
mends using a fast Mi-
croSD card with a mini-
mum capacity of 8GB for 
all images. It should at 
least meet the Class 10 
standard to avoid laten-
cies during operation [5]. 
Alternatively, check out 
the vendor’s website, 
where you will find de-
tailed instructions for in-
tegrating the software 
packages required for the 
RaspBee II module with 
conventional Pi-OS im-
ages [6]. If you decide to 
use the preconfigured 
images, a system update 

Figure 2: The Zigbee II module is plugged into the end of the 
Raspberry Pi’s pin rail.

Figure 1: The Zigbee II module (left) has 
shrunk considerably compared with its 
predecessor (right).

Figure 3: The main section of deCONZ shows you the gateway.
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symbols to the left of the individual nodes reveal whether the 
device is a light source or some other device. Use the plus sign to 
the right of each device to transfer it to the vertical group col-
umn on the left. Don’t forget to Save your work after adding all 
the desired components to the group (Figure 6).

Making a Scene
In the next step, you add what are known as scenes to the in-
stallation and then configure the individual nodes in each 

Dresden elektronik supplies instructions for resetting lighting 
by various home automation manufacturers.

After you switch on the lights, deCONZ searches for them and 
lists them. The software then automatically draws connecting lines 
from the gateway to each device to outline the mesh network (Fig-
ure 5). The identified components appear in a table in the browser 
window of the Phoscon app. Click on one of the devices in deCONZ 
to display its technical data in a vertical pane on the left.

Because deCONZ is vendor-independent, you can add Zig-
bee-compatible devices 
from different manufac-
turers to your smart home 
setup. But before purchas-
ing individual compo-
nents, it makes sense to 
take a look at the compat-
ibility list provided by the 
vendor to make sure your 
choice of device actually 
works with the RaspBee II 
system.

Grouping
Once all devices are logged 
onto the gateway, click 
Mainpage in the Phoscon 
app browser window. 
Then proceed to create an 
initial group in an overlap-
ping dialog box. Groups 
are typically used to desig-
nate different rooms with 
smart home components 
in the Phoscon app.

After clicking Create first 
group, go on to define the 
group name in a separate 
dialog box. The app makes 
suggestions for a group 
name. After you Create the 
new group, you are taken 
to the dialog for assigning 
the identified components. 
If you click on the gear 
icon in the bottom right, 
you will come across the 
Manage lights option. In 
the Available lights dialog 
that appears, you need to 
add the desired compo-
nents to the group.

Be careful: Some compo-
nents, such as intermedi-
ate switches that integrate 
a conventional device into 
the smart home, are also 
identified by the software 
as lights and listed accord-
ingly. Luckily, meaningful 

Figure 4: When you launch the Phoscon app, you initially see only the gateway.

Figure 6: You can see the group members and add new ones in a graphical interface.

Figure 5: deCONZ draws connecting lines to outline the mesh network.
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scene. For example, you 
can turn switches or 
lamps on and off using 
timer controls or dim the 
lights in the scene editor.

The Scenes editor op-
tion lets you open the 
scene dialog, where you 
need to click on Add 
Scene and assign a mean-
ingful name. After click-
ing Create, you can con-
figure and save the de-
sired settings as a func-
tion of the options sup-
ported by the enabled de-
vice (Figure 7).

If you now switch back 
to the Groups menu, you can use the Schedules dialog to de-
fine when you want the tool to enable a specific scene in the 
current group. Schedules | Actions lets you set an alarm or a 
timer, to which you can assign a name.

Following the Create step, you will find yourself in the con-
figuration dialog for timer control. Just a few mouse clicks let 
you define which scene is linked to which action and at what 
time. You can also specify the length of the fade time before 
starting the timer (Figure 8).

You need to repeat this procedure for each room in which 
you have Zigbee network components. When you are done, 
you can enjoy reliable automated control of your home 
devices.

Conclusions
The RaspBee II module makes it easy to manage devices sup-
porting the Zigbee protocol. The Rasbee II’s control software 
is very flexible – you can even use it on remote machines via 
VNC, and the accompanying software supports most of the 

Zigbee devices on the market. You can even integrate older 
systems without any manual configuration, provided the de-
vices are not burdened with incompatibilities caused by pro-
prietary extensions.  nnn

Figure 7: The scene editor lets you control the devices individually.

Figure 8: The timer lets you automate the control of individual devices.

[1]  dresden elektronik:  
https://  www.  dresden‑elektronik.  com

[2]  RaspBee II module: https://  phoscon.  de/  en/  raspbee2

[3]  Compatibility lists: https://  phoscon.  de/  en/  conbee2/  compatible

[4]  Software descriptions:  
https://  phoscon.  de/  en/  raspbee2/  software

[5]  Downloads: https://  phoscon.  de/  en/  raspbee2/  sdcard

[6]  How-tos: https://  phoscon.  de/  en/  raspbee2/  install
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M any home automation solutions provide a central 
dashboard that serves as a nerve center for the In-
ternet of Things (IoT) environment. From the dash-
board, you can monitor and manage light levels, 

thermostat temperatures, and all the other settings the system 
controls. Some users don’t realize that the dashboard can also 
provide information from beyond your home network. In other 
words, you can use the tools of the home automation environ-
ment to fetch information from the Internet and display it in a 
handy at-a-glance view along with your IoT settings.

For instance, you might have personal or hobby topics that 
you check periodically. These personal data points might be 
the wave height at a local surf spot, the insect levels at a favor-
ite camping area, or the best time of go fishing. You probably 
know exactly where to find this information, however, it still 
requires several steps to start up a web browser, click on a 
bookmark, and scan the page for the desired data – which 
might just consist of a single number or a couple of words.

In this article, I will look at how to scrape these hobby data 
points from web pages with just a single line of Bash code and 
display the results in the dashboards of two home IoT pack-
ages, Home Assistant [1] and Node-RED [2].

Getting Started
Several different automation solutions 
offer web-scraping tools. For example, 
Python has the Beautiful Soup [3] li-
brary, Home Assistant has the Scrape [4] 
sensor, and Node-RED has the scrape-it 
[5] flow. These web-scraping tools are 
all very usable, but unfortunately they 
require a detailed knowledge of the 
HTML/ Document Object Model for the 
requested page.

An simple alternative approach is to 
use the Lynx [6] text-based web browser. 
You can use Lynx to strip out all the 
HTML tagging and dump just the text on 
a page. The output from Lynx can be 

piped to common commands such as grep, sed, and awk to filter 
out the required values. The advantage of the Lynx approach is 
that you don’t need to understand the internal HTML on a page, 
and it only takes one line of Bash code to get what you need.

To install Lynx on Raspian/ Debian/ Ubuntu:

sudo apt install lynx

Offline Examples
The first step in developing custom web-scraped data points is 
to find the required Bash commands. Working directly on ei-
ther Home Assistant or Node-RED can be a little challenging. 
Luckily, you can do all your basic testing on a laptop, and then, 
once you’ve got things working, you can move the code over to 
your IoT system.

Two personal-interest topics for me are the pollen levels in a 
local hiking region and the amount of snow at a ski resort 
where I’m planning to take my family.

The Lynx ‑dump option will output a stream of text with 
HTML tags, HTML encoding, and JavaScript removed. The 
command syntax that I’m looking for is:

lynx ‑dump http://somepage.com  | "filter the output until U

  I get the result"

You can use one line of Bash code to scrape a web page and show the data 
you’re tracking in Home Assistant or Node-RED. By Pete Metcalfe

Scrape and Show
Adding Internet data to your home automation dashboard

01  # define the weather page URL

02  theurl="https://www.theweathernetwork.com/en/city/ca/ontario/lions‑head/pollen"

03  # get the pollen value (on the 6th line)

04  lynx ‑dump $theurl | sed '6!d'

Listing 1: Pollen Level

01  # define the ski resort URL

02  theurl="https://www.snow‑forecast.com/resorts/Whistler‑Blackcomb/6day/mid"

03  # find the line with "Top Lift", and

04  # then parse out the 3rd (snow) value

05  lynx ‑dump $theurl | grep 'Top Lift' | awk '{ print $3 }'

Listing 2: Get the Snow Base
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Figure 1 shows how I used Lynx to find the pollen level from a 
weather page. For this example, I first look at the top 10 lines in 
the output, and I compare this output to the actual web page. 
A quick check shows that the pollen level value is on the sixth 
line. You can use the sed utility to delete all but the sixth line 
by setting the option to : ‘6!d’.

The full Bash script to get the pollen level from my favorite 
hiking area is shown in Listing 1.

The second example, Figure 2, uses Lynx with a grep call to 
find the text “Top Lift” on a web page. In this snapshot, the 
output is returned as four words: Top Lift: 2.3 m. The snow 

depth (2.3) is the third word in the string. There are a few ways 
to extract words in a string, and for this example, I use the awk 
utility. The full Bash script to get the snow base for my upcom-
ing ski trip is shown in Listing 2.

Now that I’ve got the Bash commands for my personal data 
points, I can move to the next step of adding them to my Home 
Assistant and Node-RED systems.

Home Assistant Command-Line Sensors
The Home Assistant command-line sensors offer an interface 
that makes the output from Bash commands available as Home 

Assistant viewable entities. The first step 
is to install the Lynx utility. There are 
several ways to install applications into 
Home Assistant. The important point is 
that Lynx needs to be available in the 
same working space that the command-
line sensors run in. A simple way to en-
sure this is to use a command-line sensor 
to install Lynx directly.

To install sensors, modify the /config/
configuration.yaml file. You can access 
this file through the File Editor or Termi-
nal Home Assistant add-ons, or via a se-
cure shell (SSH) connection.

Figure 3 shows a temporary sensor 
called Install_Lynx that has been added 
to /config/configuration.yaml. This 

Figure 1: Finding the pollen level at a local hiking spot.

Figure 2: Finding the snow base for an upcoming ski trip.
Figure 3: Creating a temporary 
sensor to install software.
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To test that Lynx is 
working within 
Node-RED, you can 
use an inject, an 
exec, and a debug 
node (Figure 6). For 
my test, I used the 
Bash statement to 
find pollen levels as 
the command in the 
exec flow. It’s impor-
tant to note that the 
top output connector of exec flow is the output result 
(stdout).

The next step is to create some logic that schedules the 
scraping of web pages and then shows the data on a web dash-
board. Figure 7 shows a Node-RED example that uses a Big 

sensor will run the apk add command to install software. After 
this file is updated and saved, you’ll need to restart Home As-
sistant. After you install the required software, you should re-
move this temporary “install” sensor – otherwise the system 
will try to re-install Lynx every 60 seconds.

Another approach would be to only install the software if it 
isn’t there. The command would be:

if ! ( apk list lynx ); then apk add lynx; fi

After Lynx is installed, you can add some new command-line 
sensors that access the personal web-page data. Figure 4 shows 
a sample /config/configuration.yaml file with the Install_Lynx 
sensor removed and two new sensors that use the web-scraping 
Bash commands. These web pages don’t update too frequently, 
so the scan_interval is set to 1 hour (3,600 seconds). As in the 
previous step, restart Home Assistant after the new sensors are 
added.

The final step is to 
put the new sensor 
tags into a viewable 
presentation. Select the 
Home Dashboard from 
Home Assistant’s 
Overview option. Fig-
ure 5 shows the addi-
tion of a card that con-
tains the newly created 
web-scraped com-
mand-line sensors.

Using Lynx 
with Node-RED
Like Home Assistant, 
Node-RED requires 
you to load the Lynx 
utility on the Node-
RED system. For a 
Raspian/ Debian/ 
Ubuntu system, you 
can install Lynx with:

sudo apt install lynx

Figure 4: Creating sensors with web-scraped data.

Figure 5: Creating a card with 
newly added sensors.

Figure 6: Node-RED web-scraping test logic.

Figure 7: Node-RED logic to put web-scraped data on a dashboard.
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Timer to trigger the 
scraping of web 
pages. For the pre-
sentation of data, 
a Text dashboard 
flow is used to 
show the pollen 
levels, and a Gauge 
dashboard flow is 
used for the snow 
levels. The real-
time data is avail-
able at: http://  my_
node_red_ip_ad-
dress:1880/  ui (Fig-
ure 8).

Using Node-RED within Home Assistant
If you are running Node-RED within Home Assistant you will 
need to install Lynx within the Node-RED working 
environment.

Like with the command-line sensor install example, the 
Bash apk add command can be run in a Node-RED exec 
node. Figure 9 is an 
example that uses an 
inject node to manu-
ally initiate the instal-
lation. A debug node 
verifies that the com-
mand ran cleanly.

Summary
To create a successful 
home automation so-
lution, it is important 
to access and view all 

the relevant signals on a regular basis. From my personal ex-
perience, I found that, when I first set up the classic IoT en-
vironment for measuring and controlling devices, I would 
only infrequently look at the system. However, since I 
started adding hobby topics to the dashboard, I’ve noticed 
that I use the system a lot more often.  nnn

[1]  Home Assistant: https://  www.  home‑assistant.  io/

[2]  Node-RED: https://  nodered.  org/

[3]  Beautiful Soup documentation:  

https://  www.  crummy.  com/  software/  BeautifulSoup/  bs4/  doc/

[4]  Home Assistant Scrape sensor documentation:  

https://  www.  home‑assistant.  io/  integrations/  scrape/

[5]  Node-RED scrape-it documentation:  

https://  flows.  nodered.  org/  node/  node‑red‑contrib‑scrape‑it

[6]  Lynx text-based browser: https://  lynx.  invisible‑island.  net//

Info

Figure 8: Node-RED dashboard 
with web-scraped data.

Figure 9: Install Lynx in Node-RED within Home Assistant.

You can investigate more neat projects by Pete Metcalfe and 
his daughters at https://  funprojects.  blog.

Author

nnn
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Setting Up a Camera on Your Raspberry Pi
The first step is to set up a Pi-compatible camera for your Rasp-
berry Pi. I say, “Pi-compatible” because there’s no single cam-
era model that works with the Raspberry Pi. Therefore, feel 
free to find any camera that works with your version of the 
Raspberry Pi and fits within your budget. I tested my setup 
with the Pi Camera Module 2 [1], which has an 8MP image 
sensor and only cost about $10 online. In case you’ve 

Y ou have a pet, but you need to be away from home 
for a day. Is it really worth paying for a kennel when 
all you want is to keep an eye on your pet while 
you’re away? Of course, you could use a video door-

bell service (like Ring or Arlo) and simply locate the camera 
device inside your home, but it seems like overkill to pay for 
a monthly service for something that you only need occa-
sionally. Also, for privacy reasons, some people might not 
want to invite a streaming video service into their home 
when they don’t have control over how the video is pro-
cessed and stored.

On the other hand, if you have a Raspberry Pi, an Internet 
connection, and a Pi-compatible camera, it is actually pretty 
simple to set up your own remote access pet cam with a mesh 
VPN. Years ago, in order to get something like this to work, 
you’d need to open a port on your home router/ firewall and 
enable port forwarding in order to allow incoming connec-
tions. That’s a risky undertaking, because you’re opening the 
door for anyone who port scans your router to find an entrance 
to your home network. Thankfully, there are free services 
available that allow you to host your own VPN using your In-
ternet connection at home.

Watching your pets with a Raspberry Pi and a mesh VPN

Good Dog
A Raspberry Pi, a Pi-compatible camera, and a mesh VPN are all 
you need to watch your pets from afar. By Bruce Hopkins

Figure 1: Installing the camera on a Raspberry Pi.
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forgotten, the Raspberry Pi includes a dedicated camera port 
directly on the board that is used exclusively for any of the Pi-
compatible cameras (Figure 1). Therefore, installing the camera 
is a four-step process:
1.  Shut down your Raspberry Pi if it is already turned on.
2.  Lift (but don’t try to detach) the plastic guard that’s on top 

of the camera port.
3.  Insert the ribbon cable for your Pi-compatible camera into 

the camera port, and ensure that the blue strip on the ribbon 
is facing towards the USB and Ethernet ports.

4.  Push down and close the plastic guard on the camera port to 
lock everything in place.
Now that you’ve got your camera installed, the next step is 

to ensure that your Raspberry Pi recognizes the camera. Go to 
Preferences | Raspberry Pi Configuration to access the Prefer-
ences Configuration screen for your Raspberry Pi.

Click on the Interfaces tab and make sure that you select the 
option that enables the camera (Figure 2). To save the settings, 
click the OK button, and then reboot your Raspberry Pi.

Taking a Still Photo
Now that you’ve gotten your camera installed and configured, 
you need to make sure that the drivers work properly and can 
recognize the camera. Therefore, take a simple still photo (no 
need to try out streaming video yet) to make sure that the cam-
era is recognized by your Raspberry Pi. Execute the following 
command at the terminal:

$ raspistill ‑o petcam1.jpg

By default, the raspistill utility waits for five seconds before 
taking a photo, so be sure to wait the appropriate time, and 
check your local directory to verify that the picture was taken.

Live Streaming on the Local Network
Now that you know the Pi is able to use the camera, the next 
steps are to use the camera in video mode, open a port on the 
network interface, and serve the video feed to anyone who 
knows the local IP address and port of your Raspberry Pi.

These steps require both the raspivid command and the 
open source VLC media player. If you don’t already have the 
VLC player installed on your Raspberry Pi, execute the follow-
ing command to install it:

$ sudo apt install ‑y vlc

Next, create an 800x600 H264 video feed at 12 frames/ sec and 
open port 3141 on the Raspberry Pi to serve the video as a 
livestream using the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) with:

raspivid ‑o ‑ ‑t 0 ‑w 800 ‑h 600 ‑fps 12 | U

cvlc ‑vvv stream:///dev/stdin ‑‑sout '#rtp{sdp=rtsp://:3141/}' U

  :demux=h264

You might be more familiar with com-
mon TCP-based protocols such as HTTP 
and FTP, but RTSP is an alternative pro-
tocol used exclusively for streaming 
video and audio [2]. Because web 
browsers don’t support RTSP, you need 
to use video tools such as VLC or Quick-
Time in order to view an RTSP video 
stream. To view the video stream within 
your home network, you need to install 
an RTSP client on your desktop or laptop 
computer.

If you’re using VLC, navigate to Media | 
Open Network Stream in order to open a 
dialog window that enables you to type 
in the IP address and port number for 
your video stream (Figure 3). The URL 
for the video stream must be in the fol-
lowing format:

rtsp://ip_address:port_number

Figure 2: By Default, Raspbian has the camera 
interface disabled, so don’t forget to enable it in 
order to record video or take pictures.

Figure 3: Use an RTSP client (like the VLC media player or QuickTime) 
on your home computer to test the video from your Raspberry Pi.
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the company that maintains it provides a no-cost version for 
personal and hobby projects [4].

In order to set up a mesh VPN using Tailscale, all you need 
to do is install the free Tailscale client on each device that you 
want to participate in your personal VPN. Then log in to each 
client that you want to connect in the personal VPN.

The command to install Tailscale on the Raspberry Pi is:

curl ‑fsSL https://tailscale.com/install.sh | sh

Once you’ve connected your devices over your self-hosted 
mesh VPN, you can test the connectivity between devices by 
sending a ping request to your home PC while outside of your 
home network. If the ping works, the devices are connected.

The final step is to use your RTSP client app just as before, 
but this time, swap out the local-only IP address with the mesh 
VPN address of your Raspberry Pi. Voila, a self-hosted, mesh-
VPN-enabled pet cam (Figure 4)!

Conclusion
This simple exercise illustrates the power of the Raspberry Pi 
as a practical tool for customizing your home environment. If 
you don’t have a pet, you can easily adapt these techniques to 
watch your yard or observe wildlife. If you really get ambitious, 
you could even integrate a motion detector or set up a Pi-com-
patible infrared camera for night vision.  nnn

Viewing the Stream While Away
Now that you’ve got the camera and the video streams working 
from inside the local home network, it’s time to set things up 
to view the pet cam while you’re away from home. Of course, 
to test this out, you’ll need access that is different from your 
local LAN. You might want to connect over your cell phone’s 
hotspot for testing purposes.

Most home routers today provide network address transla-
tion, which means that the hosts on your home network are 
not addressable from the Internet. One way around this is to 
go to the admin settings of your home router, open a particu-
lar port, enable port forwarding on the router, and assign the 
forwarded port to the specific device (and port) that you 
would like to access remotely. However, this approach is ill-
advised in today’s security environment, because anyone 
with a port scanner can scan your router, find the open port, 
and use it to attack your network.

Thankfully, free services exist today that allow you to se-
curely host your own VPN service and connect to your per-
sonal devices located behind firewalls and LAN routers. A tra-
ditional “old school” VPN would allow you, while at home, to 
remotely connect and access the computers and servers at your 
job. Using a self-hosted mesh VPN service (in this case, I’m 
using Tailscale [3]), I can be away from home at my job (or 
anywhere for that matter) and connect to the devices inside my 
home. Although Tailscale does not have a free software license, 

Figure 4: I always wonder what he’s up to while I’m away at work. This is 
the face of an innocent puppy staring at a sausage behind the Raspberry Pi.

[1]  Pi Camera Module 2:  

https://  www.  raspberrypi.  com/ 

 products/  camera‑module‑v2/

[2]  RTSP: https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/ 

 Real_Time_Streaming_Protocol

[3]  Tailscale: https://  tailscale.  com/

[4]  Tailscale pricing:  

https://  tailscale.  com/  kb/  1154/ 

 free‑plans‑discounts/

Info
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Bruce Hopkins is a 
technical writer, and is 
the author of the book 
Bluetooth for Java, by 
Apress Publishers.
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pair. Delock’s version 
tries to log onto an ex-
isting WiFi network. If 
the signal at the mea-
surement location is too 
weak, you can use a 
mobile router to log the 
computer and measur-
ing device onto its WiFi 
network.

Voltcraft does not 
disclose the protocol 
of the SEM6000, but 
on GitHub you will 
find the sem6000 [1] 
library, which was 

probably developed via reverse engineering. Listing 1 sum-
marizes the essential calls. Listing 1 uses the bluepy libraries 
for Bluetooth LE communication and sem6000 for pairing. 

U nderstanding 
energy con-
sumption is 
more important 

now than ever, and the 
tools of the smart home 
provide some interesting 
possibilities for energy 
monitoring. This article 
shows how to use an 
energy consumption 
meter to answer practi-
cal questions about the 
power usage of home 
appliances.

A consumption meter 
is a device that sits between the appliance and the socket out-
let. Some versions include a graphic display to show the cur-
rent power consumption and the total consumption. Other 
models support some form of networking to transmit data to a 
hub or computer system for viewing and further processing. 
I’ll look at two consumption meters that transmit wireless data 
output. The Voltcraft SEM6000 uses the low-energy Bluetooth 
variant known as Bluetooth LE to transmit the data, and the 
Delock 11827 supports WiFi (Figure 1). A Raspberry Pi acts as 
the data logger, recording the measured values over several 
days. Simple Python scripts handle the task of evaluating the 
profiles. This article was written for the 230-volt European 
electrical environment, but alternative consumption meters are 
available for the 120-volt North American market, and, with a 
little ingenuity, you can adapt these techniques to address 
other energy consumption questions in other settings.

Getting a Reading
Active current and active power are proportional to each other, 
which means you only need to record the active power and the 
time of measurement. Emitted interference from the mains cur-
rent and the tiny antennas limit the radio range of the devices 
in Figure 1 to a few meters. The Voltcraft measuring connector 
therefore expects to find a computer nearby with which it can 

Want to bring down your electric bill? Investigate your favorite household appliances with a 
consumption meter and a Raspberry Pi. By Roland Pleger

Guzzler Check

Tracking the energy use of household appliances

Figure 1: The two plug-in meters used in the test: 
Voltcraft SEM6000 (left) and Delock 11827 (right).
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The MYMAC variable in line 6 points to the device-specific 
Bluetooth MAC address.

If the computer and the device find each other and connect, 
the continuous loop outputs the measured values to the con-
sole, starting at line 8. The measurement times are missing 
from the output; the script has to generate and record the 
time itself using built-in Python resources. If the login 

attempt with the password PW is suc-
cessful, the socket can be switched on 
using the socket.setStatus(1) com-
mand and switched off again using 
socket.setStatus(0). (Note that the 
password in Listing 1 is 0000 by de-
fault – you’ll want to change this.)

You control the Delock connector 
with a simple web API. On first use, or 
after pressing the button four times, a 
hotspot named Delock is launched. The 
website on address http://  192.  168.  4.  1 
accepts the configuration data for the 
network that the device will connect to 
later on. Once logged in, the router as-
signs the socket an IP address. After 
that you can reach the Delock connec-
tor’s web server on http://  IP_address. 
The graphical interface makes testing 
far easier. You can type API commands 
directly when calling the address; the 
syntax looks like this:

 http://IP_address/cm?cmnd=command

The Power toggle command lets you tog-
gle the actual state, whereas Power on 
and Power off switch the socket on and 
off. To query the status and read the 
measured values, just use status 8. En-
ergyReset3 0 lets you reset the internal 
counter; TelePeriod 30 sets the measur-
ing period to 30 seconds.

A minimal Python program for the De-
lock will look something like Listing 2. 

Using base_url and ivp_data, the requests.get command builds 
the query for the measurement socket (line 6). The socket re-
sponds with a JSON string; check out Listing 3 for the struc-
ture. The remaining lines of Listing 3 decompose the JSON 
string into the variables power, for the power measurement, 
and rtime, for the time of measurement. Unlike the SEM6000 
Bluetooth device, the Delock itself provides the measurement 
timestamps.

If the Delock connector returns incorrect results, the problem 
could be due to a lack of calibration. You can address the prob-
lem by letting the device measure a consumer with known 
power consumption. The example shown in Table 1 uses a 
light bulb rated at 40 watts, although its actual power is 37 
watts. The voltage only deviates slightly from 230 volts. The 

01  #!/usr/bin/env python3

02  import time

03  from sem6000 import SEMSocket

04  import bluepy

05  PW = "0000"

06  MYMAC = 'B0:B1:B2:B3:B4:B5'

07  socket = None

08  while True:

09    time.sleep(1)

10    try:

11      if socket == None:

12        print("Connecting... ", end="")

13        socket = SEMSocket(MYMAC)

14        print("Success!")

15        print(" You're now connected to: {} (Icon: {})".format(socket.name, 

socket.icons[0]))

16        if socket.login(PW) and socket.authenticated:

17          print("Login successful!")

18          socket.getSynConfig()

19      socket.getStatus()

20      print(" === {} ({}) ===".format(socket.mac_address, "on" if socket.powered 

else "off"))

21      print(" \t{}V {}A ? {}W@{}Hz (PF: {})".format(socket.voltage, socket.

current, socket.power, \

22            socket.frequency, socket.power_factor))

23    except (S EMSocket.NotConnectedException, bluepy.btle.BTLEDisconnectError, 

BrokenPipeError):

24      print("Restarting...")

25      if socket != None:

26        socket.disconnect()

27        socket = None

Listing 1: Read SEM6000

01  import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

02  import requests

03  import json

04  base_url = "http://<i>IP address<i>/cm?"

05  ivp_data = {"cmnd": "status 8"}

06  result = requests.get(base_url, params = ivp_data)

07  x = json.loads(result.text)

08  factor = x["StatusSNS"]['ENERGY']['Factor']

09  current = x["StatusSNS"]['ENERGY']['Current']

10  voltage = x["StatusSNS"]['ENERGY']['Voltage']

11  power = x["StatusSNS"]['ENERGY']['Power']

12  rtime = x["StatusSNS"]['Time']

13  energy= x["StatusSNS"]['ENERGY']['Total']

Listing 2: Reading the Delock

{"StatusSNS":{"Time":"2022‑10‑01T20:03:20",

   "ENERGY":{"TotalStartTime":"2022‑10‑01T18:47:41",

             "Total":0.000,"Yesterday":0.000,"Today":0.000,

             "Power":0,"ApparentPower":0,

             "ReactivePower":0,"Factor":0.22,

             "Voltage":229,"Current":0.002}}}

Listing 3: JSON string
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even in warm environments by shortening the pauses. A look 
at the second-to-last time window in Figure 2 shows what hap-
pens when the refrigerator door is opened. You can see the 
power draw of a few watts for the interior lighting, and the loss 
of cool air causes the refrigeration unit to start up prematurely.

The program in Listing 4 will help you develop your own evalu-
ation program. The listing expects a CSV file with the columns 
Time in seconds and Power in Watts. The SciPy cumulative_trape-
zoid command integrates the power over time and writes the value 
to the new consump column (line 7). Dividing by 3,600 converts 
watt-seconds into watt-hours. The values are logged by the red 
line in Figure 2 (right-hand scale). The second-to-last line of the 
script computes the average power. The average power consump-
tion of 30 watts per year costs EUR100 (~$110), at 40 cents/ kWh.

Figure 3 shows a section of the profile depicted in Figure 2. 
The inrush currents here exceed the nominal value several 
times over. A current generator with limited power interprets 
this as a short circuit and switches off.

You could optimize a refrigerator to run on solar panels by 
making it produce more cold during the day. During the night, 
its door remains largely closed so that the cooler temperature is 
maintained until the next day.

Washing Machine
The performance profile for one washing machine cycle is 
shown in Figure 4. The machine rinses and spins twice, start-

ing at time 1,000 seconds and again 10 
minutes later. Although the motor makes 
do with a few hundred watts, the heater 
has a power draw of 1,700 watts over a 
six-minute period. Unsurprisingly, this is 
precisely where the savings potential 
lies. In the past, you had to boil laundry. 
The first breakthrough was detergents, 
which dissolved grease and cleaned at 
60 degrees Celsius (140 degrees Fahren-
heit). Modern detergents are happy with 
temperatures as low as 20 degrees Cel-
sius (68 degrees Fahrenheit).

The last line from Listing 4 calculates 
the energy consumption of the wash 
cycle from the measured data. In this 
case, the consumption is only 0.23 
kWh. Boiling the washing would re-
quire more than five times the energy. 
At an electricity price of 40 cents/ kWh, 

quotient of the power and voltage gives you the current, which 
is 161mA. The commands from the table change the display to 
the new values. Once you have made this adjustment, the 
power meter should measure not only the bulb, but also all 
other consumers correctly.

To analyze the energy demand of household appliances, you 
only need the time of measurement and the active power as 
measured variables. As practical examples, I’ll consider a refrig-
erator, a washing machine, and a waterbed. I will also determine 
the efficiency of a microwave and answer the question of which 
heats water more economically: a kettle or a microwave.

Refrigerator
According to the plate attached to the device, the refrigerator 
whose data is shown in Figure 2 has a power consumption of 
90 watts. According to the measurement, the compressor makes 
do with 70 watts (blue curve). On and off phases alternate with 
an interval of approximately 30 minutes. The load reserve en-
sures that a refrigerator provides sufficient cooling capacity 

Command Meaning
PowerSet 37 Power: 37 watts

VoltageSet 230 Voltage: 230 volts

CurrentSet 161 Current: 161mA

Table 1: Calibrating Delock

Figure 2: According to the power profile for this refrigerator, its 
compressor gets by on 70 watts.

01  import pandas as pd

02  import numpy as np

03  import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

04  import scipy.integrate

05  df = pd.read_csv('mydata.csv')

06  df = df.set_index(df.iloc[:,0])

07  df.assign( consump=scipy.integrate.cumulative_trapezoid(df.iloc[:,0], df.index, 

initial=0)/3600)

08  print('Mean power (W): ', dg.iloc[:,0].sum()/dg.shape[0])

09  print('Total Energy (Wh): ', dg.iloc[‑1,1])

Listing 4: Python Evaluation Script

Figure 3: As expected, the start-up 
current of the compressor is high.
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a wash cycle costs about 10 cents. Things get really expensive 
if the laundry is not air-dried but put in a tumble dryer. There 
is no button to let you turn down the temperature and reduce 
the financial impact. The energy required for fast drying ex-
ceeds that of a washing machine by more than an order of 
magnitude.

Water Bed
In a water bed, the mattress is filled with several hundred liters 
of water – without insulation. To avoid being cold in bed, you 
need a heating pad to heat the water. In the example shown in 
Figure 5, the pad is rated at 200 watts, but a thermostat limits 
the consumption to an average power of 50 watts.

The measurement from Figure 5 reveals two effects. The 
sleep period started at the time 10 hours. The subject awak-
ened at 17 hours, after which the bed was aired for several 
hours to show the effect more clearly. When a person is lying 
in the waterbed, the temperature of the bed is balanced with 
the person’s own body heat; which means that the waterbed 
consumes practically no electricity during this time. But air-
ing the bed, that is, leaving the mattress exposed without a 
cover, is energy intensive.

To save energy, a waterbed should be well insulated. Little 
can be changed on the underside due to the design. To save a 
few dollars a year, you need to avoid leaving the mattress ex-
posed for too long during the day.

Kettle vs. Microwave Oven
A kettle not only heats water, but also the vessel that holds the 
water. Microwaves heat the water, but not microwave-safe ves-
sels. In a microwave, only part of the electrical energy is trans-
ferred as heat. This means that, for large quantities of water, a 
kettle is more energy-efficient, but for smaller amounts, you 
will want to use the microwave.

To close in on the values of interest, I first heated some water in 
the microwave. The temperature increase for a given amount of 
water and time determines the heat energy absorbed. Its ratio to 
the electrical energy of the microwave, in turn, defines the effi-
ciency: Approximately 60 percent of the electrical power is con-
sumed by the whatever is being cooked; the remaining 40 percent 
is consumed by electronics and cooling. A kettle converts 100 per-
cent of the energy into heat, but a fixed portion of this is spent on 
heating the vessel itself. Figure 6 illustrates the numerical ratios: A 
200-milliliter cup of coffee in a microwave-safe mug can be heated 
more efficiently in a microwave.

Conclusions
A regular check of the household meter shows the daily elec-
tricity consumption. In order to save energy in a targeted way, 
it makes sense to take a look at the consumers you have con-
nected to the power grid. Some devices run permanently. The 
electricity costs per year are directly related to the average 
power consumption, for example, EUR100 for a refrigerator. 
The cost of upkeep for a water bed will drop if you leave it well 
covered during the day. Other devices only incur costs when in 
use. A wash cycle with the washing machine costs less than 50 
cents thanks to modern detergents. Compared with this, even 
state-of-the-art clothes dryers have an energy hunger that is a 
whole order of magnitude higher.  nnn

Figure 4: The performance profile for a washing 
machine shows the individual steps in the wash cycle.

Figure 5: The heat pad in a waterbed can be limited to 
50 watts by a thermostat.

Figure 6: Comparing the efficiency of kettles and 
microwaves for heating water (diagram).

[1]  Library for SEM6000:  
https://  github.  com/  osirisinferi/  sem6000
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system will run autonomously in RAM 
after firing up. There is also a startup op-
tion with integrated audio output.

Bumpy Ride
Snal Linux then takes you to a prompt 
where you can decide whether or not to 

A rch Linux has evolved in recent 
years from a wallflower underes-
timated by many to a much 
sought after shooting star. As a 

result, increasing numbers of Arch Linux 
derivatives with a strong focus on spe-
cific use cases have started to appear. 
One such derivative, Snal Linux [1], a 
lean system for 64-bit hardware with a 
great collection of tools, promises help 
with system repairs.

Snal Linux primarily targets adminis-
trators who frequently have to patch 
hardware or software issues on desktop 
computers and servers. Consequently, 
Snal Linux skips a large preinstalled 
software inventory and only comes with 
the most necessary system maintenance 
tools. Snal Linux’s only standard pro-
grams are the Firefox web browser, 
which you use to access the online doc-
umentation, support services, and 
cloud accounts, and the i3 tiling win-
dow manager, which functions as a user 
interface. With its target audience in 
mind, Snal Linux is exclusively de-
signed for mobile use on a removable 
storage device.

After downloading Snal Linux, trans-
fer the ISO image, which weighs in at 
approximately 1.5GB to a USB stick or 

an optical medium using dd or one of the 
popular graphical tools, such as 
balenaEtcher. From the boot media, Snal 
Linux boots into a GRUB boot menu; you 
can then decide to boot from the boot 
media or from a copy in RAM. If you 
choose the RAM option, the entire 

 All-around system maintenance tool

Flexible 
First Aider
No other operating system offers as many free tools for system maintenance and data recovery 
as Linux. Snal Linux combines these tools to create a compact Live distribution. By Erik Bärwaldt

Figure 1: Although plain, Snal’s i3 interface shows the most important 
keyboard shortcuts on the desktop. Le
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start the X server. If you start with the X 
server, the i3 window manager then 
opens. There are no icons in the graphi-
cal interface; instead the desktop just 
lists some keyboard shortcuts that let 
you control the system. In the i3 panel 
bar at the top of the screen, you will also 
find some status information such as the 
IP address, the current CPU load, and 
the date and time (Figure 1).

You control i3 exclusively from the 
keyboard with the Super modifier key 
(the OS logo key on Windows/ Linux 
computers and the Command key on 
Apple computers). Presssing 
Super+Enter opens a terminal, while 
Super+Q closes it. Super+X starts the 
PCManFM file manager, while Super+Q 
quits the file manager. The only major 
application you can call up directly via 
the desktop – by pressing Super+Z – is 
the Firefox web browser.

Super+D returns a selection menu 
with the available programs. Along with 
the applications, you also see all the de-
pendencies such as libraries. All told, 
this adds up to more than 3,000 files. If 
the files have a graphical interface, you 
will see the corresponding icon next to 
the application name (Figure 2).

Only a few of the graphical applica-
tions can be launched directly via the se-
lection dialog, including VLC media 
player and the Dillo and qutebrowser 
web browsers. Many programs needed 
for system maintenance, such as 
GParted, do not open; this is attributable 
to a missing authentication manager. You 
can call GParted in a terminal by typing 
sudo gparted. You then need to enter the 

password for the snal account, which 
defaults to snal. Ncurses programs also 
cannot be accessed directly via the se-
lection menu. But you can open, say, 
Midnight Commander or htop directly 
in the terminal, just like GParted.

At the Prompt
Snal Linux comes with a number of ter-
minal-based applications for its desig-
nated purpose of system repairs and 
maintenance. Besides Midnight Com-
mander, Partimage, and htop, the devel-
opers have integrated TestDisk and Pho-
toRec for data recovery and forensic edit-
ing of partitions and files on mass stor-
age devices. In addition, the distribu-
tion’s software list for working with 
disks includes Clonezilla, ddrescue, 
FSArchiver, filesystem-specific variants 
of Partclone, Unison, and various tools 
for dealing with file archives.

Snal Linux also provides tools for disk 
management, such as fdisk, cfdisk, 
sfdisk, and cgdisk, as well as terminal-
based programs for checking filesystems 
and mass storage hardware, such as 
e2fsck and smartctl. Popular applica-
tions for network interface management 
and network troubleshooting are also in 

Figure 2: The selection menu 
shows the preinstalled 
applications and packages.

Figure 3: Several applications can run simultaneously in a terminal on the desktop.

Snal Linux
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Snal Linux is stable and fast. Al-
though it fulfills its purpose of system 
maintenance, there are still some in-
consistencies in terms of operation. 
You will need to plan for a longer 
learning curve. A significant improve-
ment needs to made in the ability to 
launch graphical applications and ap-
plications that require elevated autho-
rizations. The list of dedicated tools for 
data recovery and network trouble-
shooting is largely complete. However, 
it would be great to have better docu-
mentation to help less experienced ad-
ministrators work more efficiently with 
the system.  nnn

place. However, the developers do not 
give you tools for deleting files and 
cleaning up filesystems.

Sharing
With i3, you can keep several virtual 
desktops open at the same time. To 
switch between them, press Super+n, 
where n is the number of the desired 
desktop (when you open a desktop, its 
number appears in the top left-hand cor-
ner of the screen). Each virtual desktop 
can run programs autonomously, and 
multiple applications can share screen 
space according to the tiling principle.

For example, you can run several in-
stances of the LXTerminal simultane-
ously on one desktop. Instead of open-
ing multiple tabs within an instance, 
two or more instances of the terminal 

are opened, which you can then use 
independently. To split the desktop 
into multiple panes, right-click the 
desktop in a terminal and choose New 
Window from the context menu. You 
can then enter commands in both ter-
minals without them interfering with 
one another ( ).

Conclusions
Snal Linux is extraordinarily frugal in 
terms of resources, not least due to the 
lean window manager, i3. Snal Linux 
needs little more than 400MB RAM 
while running, even with several virtual 
workspaces running graphical applica-
tions. This makes Snal Linux a good 
choice for low-power computers that 
have Atom processors and not much in 
the line of RAM (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Snal Linux does not use more memory than absolutely necessary.

[1]  Snal Linux: https://  sourceforge.  net/ 
 projects/  snallinux/
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MEPIS, although currently, like MEPIS 
did, it now uses Debian Stable. Like 
MEPIS, antiX is also known for its 
unique desktop tools. The partnership 
behind MX Linux is a natural one, with 
the founding distros matching well.

Installation and Resources
Before installing, you should examine 
MX Linux’s vertical integration. The 
project’s website displays four tabs:

Download offers three desktops: the 
lightweight Fluxbox, the middleweight 
Xfce, and the heavyweight KDE Plasma. 
All three install with two accounts, root 
and demo, each with a password of the 
same name as the account. These pass-
words are not prominently displayed, but 
are needed for using the Live image [1].

Hardware links to StarLab Systems 
[2], a seller of laptops that can come 
with MX Linux or five other distribu-
tions, all of which are suitable to new 
users. All StarLab machines feature up-
datable firmware, disabled Intel Man-
agement Engine, and coreboot. Key-
boards are also available. Prices are 
slightly higher than from some 

S ince 2019, MX Linux has had 
the most page views on Dis-
troWatch. The reason is not 
hard to find. A collaboration 

between developers of the defunct 
MEPIS Linux and the minimalist antiX, 
MX Linux is an example of a vertically 
integrated distribution, meaning a 
one-stop solution for an installation, 
including hardware, support, and 
cloud services. In fact, it appears to be 
the first vertically integrated commu-
nity distro, most of the other examples 

being corporate retailers of original 
software such as Purism, Slimbook, 
System76, and TUXEDO Computers. 
Moreover, MX Linux appears to be an 
effort to recapture the user-friendli-
ness of MEPIS in the first 13 years of 
the millennium. From either perspec-
tive, MX Linux largely succeeds, al-
though not without raising a question 
or two.

Veteran users may recall MEPIS as 
one of a handful of distributions such 
as Corel, Progeny, and Stormix that 
were designed to make Debian easier 
to use. Founded by Warren Woodford, 
MEPIS was particularly noted for its in-
staller in the years before the first ver-
sion of the current Debian installer 
was released in 2005. For many, it was 
their first introduction to Debian. As a 
complement to its installer, MEPIS also 
included proprietary codecs, as well as 
an array of desktop utilities and tools. 
Originally, antiX was a derivative of 

MX Linux

 A Classic Revival
A look at the user-friendly, vertically integrated community 
distro. By Bruce Byfield
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Bruce Byfield is a computer journalist and 
a freelance writer and editor specializing 
in free and open source software. In 
addition to his writing projects, he also 
teaches live and e-learning courses. In his 
spare time, Bruce writes about Northwest 
Coast art (http://  brucebyfield.  wordpress. 
 com). He is also cofounder of Prentice 
Pieces, a blog about writing and fantasy at 
https://prenticepieces.com/.
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comparable sellers of Linux machines, 
but the hardware is high-end.

Documentation includes links about 
MX and Debian, as well as the available 
desktop environments, and hints about 
how to research on the web [3].

Cloud links to Shells, an MX partner of 
personal clouds [4].

The advantage of this information is 
that users can find all they need on a 
single site, which is still an unusual ex-
perience for buyers of Linux systems.

Installation can use a standard disk 
image, or one designed for virtual sys-
tems such as VirtualBox or Gnome 
Boxes. Before installation of either be-
gins, MX offers a tour of the distribution, 
along with other documentation. The in-
staller itself has a documentation pane, 
which not only explains installation 
choices, but also many of the basics of 
Linux and its structure and the history of 
Debian and Unix (Figure 1). The empha-
sis during installation is on choice. For 
example, users have a choice of whether 
to user proprietary codecs, and of which 
services to run at boot. Although this ap-
proach means that an MX installation 
may take longer than that of many distri-
butions, it also means that fewer as-
sumptions are made.

Curated Software
The Xfce version of MX Linux includes a 
Conky dock (Figure 2). Much of the 

customization of the distro lies in its se-
lection of software. Some of the selection 
includes standard options such as Libre-
Office, Firefox, and Thunderbird, or Xfce 
standards such as the Thunar file man-
ager and the Orage calendar. However, 
much more third-party software is less 
usual, such as AdBlock and the Feather-
Pad text editor. Depending on your pref-
erence, you might also want to note that 
MX ships with systemd, but it must be 
enabled from the Advanced Options for 

login [5]. By default, though, it uses 
SysVinit.

Other software originates with the 
collaborating distros. From antiX, MX 
inherits Live USB and Snapshot tools. 
MEPIS’s contributions are more exten-
sive, with 26 apps whose names are 
prefaced with MX, although a few of 
them are from antiX (Figure 3). Of the 
rest, some are unexceptional, with sim-
ilar tools being available in most desk-
top environments. For instance, MX 
Viewer, like Plasma’s Gwenview or 
Okular, is a standard tool for viewing 
common file formats, while MX Tweak 
is a rebranding of a standard Linux 
tool, although it is supplemented by 
MX Cleanup. Nor is there anything 
unique about MX User Manager, no 
doubt because there is only so much to 
be managed in user accounts. How-
ever, among the MX tools are more 
outstanding utilities. For instance, MX 
iDevice Mounter opens files from 
macOS. Administrative tasks are also 
made easier with the self-explanatory 
MX Boot Options, as well as MX Fix 
GPG Keys, which helps to simplify the 
use of encryption keys, and MX Repo 
Manager, which, among others, incor-
porates a popular Debian script to find 
the fastest repository to use for pack-
age installation. Such apps are wel-
come enhancements, and for veteran 
users perhaps the main appeal of the 
distribution.

Figure 1: MX’s installer includes extensive embedded help.

Figure 2: The Xfce version of MX Linux complete with a Conky dock.
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elementary and Zorin, to notice that 
MX looks like a relic of the years when 
Linux was still trying to match other 
operating systems and function was 
more important than appearance. Its 
default wallpaper, for instance, is 
among the most ugly available, with a 
line of abstract symbols that at first 
glance looks like another dock. Nor 
does the design of the custom tools 
show much consistency.

Of course, such cosmetic deficiencies 
can be overcome by customization. 
Moreover, the appeal of MX Linux is 
more than nostalgia. The excellence of 
its documentation, for instance, is 
matched by few distributions. If MX 
Linux is an indicator of how far the 
Linux desktop has come, it remains a 
highly usable distribution. In the end, 
nothing more is needed to explain its 
continued popularity.  nnn

Is MX Linux Relevant 
Today?
In many ways, MX Linux is a modern 
successor to MEPIS and antiX, combin-
ing the best of both, and continuing 
their tradition of choice, explanation, 

and education. You can easily imagine 
how welcome MX Linux might be to 
new Linux users. However, Linux has 
moved on since the heyday of MEPHIS, 
and the major distributions today have 
much the same advantages. In particu-

lar, I have to won-
der if MX needs 
many of its cus-
tom tools when 
its desktop envi-
ronments supply 
many of them 
with a very simi-
lar layout. Simi-
larly, while the 
vertical integra-
tion is conve-
nient, today there 
is no shortage of 
available hard-
ware and service 
resources for 
Linux that are 
easy to find.

Perhaps more 
importantly, you 
have only to com-
pare the distros 
supported by 
StarLab, such as Figure 3: MX Linux features numerous unique tools 

and utilities.

[1]  MX Linux: https://  mxlinux.  org/

[2]  StarLab Systems:  
https://  ca.  starlabs.  systems

[3]  Support: https://  mxlinux.  org/  support/

[4]  Cloud services: https://  www.  shells. 
 com/  l/  en‑US/  pricing?  special=mx_linux

[5]  systemd instructions: https://  mxlinux. 
 org/  wiki/  system/  systemd/
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actual object is curved. This is not ex‑
actly accurate, of course, but it comes 
very close to the truth for relatively 
small areas in the context of the gigan‑
tic spherical radius of the Earth.

Minima and Maxima
For example, if a trail extends between 
longitudes ‑31.002 and ‑31.001 (longi‑
tudes west of the prime meridian have 
negative values), and the display ter‑
minal has a width of 80 characters, the 

W hile I was working on hike‑
find, a command‑line pro‑
gram that chooses a trail 
from a collection of GPX 

files with track points, for a recent issue 
[1], I got the idea of drawing the trail 
contours the program found in a termi‑
nal window. Unfortunately, a GPX file 
generated by an app such as Komoot or 
a Garmin tracker only contains geocoor‑
dinates as floating‑point numbers. They 
refer to the points of the globe through 
which the trail passes (Figure 1).

These geopoints on a spherical sur‑
face now need to be converted to a 
two‑dimensional coordinate system so 
that they look as natural as possible on 
a flat map. This problem was solved 
centuries ago. Any map, whether 
paper or digital, is based on the genius 
idea of projecting geopoints on the 
globe, which are available as latitude 
and longitude values, onto an XY coor‑
dinate system on 
a plane.

Back to the 
Year 1569
As early as 1569, 
Gerhard Merca‑
tor, a cartogra‑
pher from Flan‑
ders, set out to 
flatten the spheri‑
cal data deter‑
mined by early 
sea navigators. To 

do this, he simply projected the spheri‑
cal surface of the Earth onto a cylinder 
wound around it (Figure 2). The outer 
layer of the cylinder, in turn, can be 
easily unrolled and viewed as a flat 
map. However, this projection (with a 
vertical winding cylinder) is only 100 
percent correct at the equator and suf‑
fers from distortions to the north or 
south of it, until – finally – grotesquely 
inflated land masses appear in the 
polar regions.

But when it comes to drawing my 
trails in a terminal window, an even 
simpler mechanism will do the trick. 
The algorithm simply interprets the 
numerical degrees for longitude and 
latitude as values that increase linearly 
with the actual distance on the globe. 
In other words, the method interprets 
an area on the surface of a sphere con‑
strained by longitude and latitude as a 
simple rectangle, even though the 

Map projection on a two-dimensional 
terminal with Go

 Cave  
 Painter
While searching for a method to draw geodata 
right into the terminal, Mike Schilli discovers the 
wondrous world of map projections. By Mike Schilli

Figure 1: Geocoordinates in a GPX file.

Figure 2: A cylinder wrapped 
around the globe for the Mercator 
projection [2]. Wikipedia, CC BY-SA 4.0 Ph
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linear projection maps the longitudes to integer X‑values be‑
tween 0 and 79 (Figure 3). The sample principle applies to 
latitudes and their projected Y‑values.

To do this, Listing 1 uses the projectSimple() function start‑
ing in line 28 to first determine the minimum and maximum 
values for the geographical latitude and longitude of all track 
points of the recorded trail as the latMin/latMax and lonMin/
lonMax variables. During the first round of the for loop starting 
in line 33, the variable first is set to true, and the function ini‑
tializes the overall min/ max values found to the position of the 
first track point. In the following rounds, first is set to false, 
and the extremes only change if the current track point is out‑
side the previously defined window.

Once the for loop is done with all the track points, lines 
56 and 57 set the widths of these windows to latSpan and 
lonSpan. Given this maximum bandwidth, lines 59 and 60 
compute the X‑ and Y‑coordinates for the target coordinate 

Figure 3: The simple linear projection from longitude 
(lon) to X-values is good enough.

01  package main

02  import (

03    "flag"

04    "fmt"

05    "github.com/tkrajina/gpxgo/gpx"

06    "image"

07    "os"

08    "path"

09  )

10  

11  func gpxPoints(path string) ([]gpx.GPXPoint, error) {

12    gpxData, err := gpx.ParseFile(path)

13    points := []gpx.GPXPoint{}

14    if err != nil {

15      return points, err

16    }

17  

18    for _, trk := range gpxData.Tracks {

19      for _, seg := range trk.Segments {

20        for _, pt := range seg.Points {

21          points = append(points, pt)

22        }

23      }

24    }

25    return points, nil

26  }

27  

28  func projectSimple(geo []gpx.GPXPoint, width int, height 
int) []image.Point {

29    xy := []image.Point{}

30    var latMin, latMax, lonMin, lonMax float64

31    first := true

32  

33    for _, gpxp := range geo {

34      if first {

35        latMin = gpxp.Latitude

36        latMax = gpxp.Latitude

37        lonMin = gpxp.Longitude

38        lonMax = gpxp.Longitude

39        first = false

40        continue

41      }

42      if gpxp.Latitude < latMin {

43        latMin = gpxp.Latitude

44      }

45      if gpxp.Latitude > latMax {

46        latMax = gpxp.Latitude

47      }

48      if gpxp.Longitude < lonMin {

49        lonMin = gpxp.Longitude

50      }

51      if gpxp.Longitude > lonMax {

52        lonMax = gpxp.Longitude

53      }

54    }

55  

56    latSpan := latMax ‑ latMin

57    lonSpan := lonMax ‑ lonMin

58    for _, gpxp := range geo {

59      x := int((gpxp.Longitude ‑ lonMin) / lonSpan * 
float64(width‑1))

60      y := int((gpxp.Latitude ‑ latMin) / latSpan * 
float64(height‑1))

61      y = height ‑ y ‑ 1 // y counts top to bottom

62      xy = append(xy, image.Pt(x, y))

63    }

64    return xy

65  }

66  

67  func cmdLineParse() (string, string) {

68    flag.Parse()

69    prog := path.Base(os.Args[0])

70    flag.Usage = func() {

71      fmt.Printf("usage: %s gpxfile\n", prog)

72      os.Exit(1)

73    }

74    args := flag.Args()

75    if len(args) != 1 {

76      flag.Usage()

77    }

78    return prog, args[0]

79  }

Listing 1: gpx.go
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creates a map named isSet. It uses a 
row and column index to reference a 
Boolean value that is true for track 
points and false everywhere else. In a 
scripting language such as Python, this 
could be done easily with a two‑di‑
mensional hashmap or matrix. But 
doing this in Go is a Sisyphean task, 
because the program code needs to 
manually handle second‑order memory 
management, which bloats the code 
disproportionately. This is why List‑
ing 2 resorts to a trick and uses a one‑
dimensional map. The index here is 
the integer value y*width+x (i.e., the 

system in the terminal window. To do 
this, they determine the distance of the 
current track points in the GPX data 
from the left or bottom edge of the 
window, divide this by the window 
width, and multiply the resulting float‑
ing‑point value by the width of the tar‑
get system.

This gives me the X‑ and Y‑values 
from 0 to width‑1 and height‑1 in the tar‑
get window, which is width characters 
wide and height characters high. Be‑
cause the X‑coordinates in the terminal 
window later run from left to right, but 
the Y‑coordinates (especially in the GUI 
shown below) run from top to bottom, 
line 61 turns the Y‑values on their heads.

Initially, the gpxPoints() function 
reads the data from the GPX file starting 
in line 11 in Listing 1 and conveniently 
provides it to the caller as an array slice 
of floating‑point values. The gpx package 
from GitHub lends a hand in interpreting 
the GPX format here; it will be down‑
loaded and included in the source code 
automatically later on when you compile 
the binary.

At the end of Listing 1 there is a cmd‑
LineParse() function, which you need in 
the various main programs to analyze 
the command‑line parameters, as sub‑
mitted by users typing them in the shell.

On Screen!
The main program for easy plotting of 
the GPX data in a terminal (Listing 2) 
expects a GPX file with the XML‑en‑
coded geodata of a trail as an argument 
on the command line. It uses the 

gpxPoints() function from Listing 1 to 
extract the track points. Line 18 in List‑
ing 2 calls the projectSimple() function 
from Listing 1 and passes both an 
array slice of GPX points and the di‑
mensions of the current terminal, 
which are dynamically determined by 
the GitHub term package. The returned 
object is an array slice with the XY co‑
ordinates of the track points projected 
onto the flat terminal area.

To allow the line‑by‑line output start‑
ing in line 24 to quickly check whether 
the terminal cell in the current output 
contains the trail’s track point, line 17 

01  package main

02  import (

03    "fmt"

04    "golang.org/x/term"

05    "log"

06  )

07  

08  func main() {

09    _, file := cmdLineParse()

10    geo, err := gpxPoints(file)

11    if err != nil {

12      log.Fatalf("Parse error: %v\n", err)

13    }

14  

15    width, height, _ := term.GetSize(0)

16    height ‑= 2

17    isSet := map[int]bool{}

18    xy := projectSimple(geo, width, height)

19  

20    for _, pt := range xy {

21      isSet[pt.Y*width+pt.X] = true

22    }

23  

24    for row := 0; row < height; row++ {

25      for col := 0; col < width; col++ {

26        ch := " "

27        if isSet[row*width+col] {

28          ch = "*"

29        }

30        fmt.Print(ch)

31      }

32      fmt.Print("\n")

33    }

34  }

Listing 2: gpx-plot.go

Figure 4: The trail on Komoot in a browser …
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offset of the current element if you 
treat the cells along all the terminal 
rows as a continuous array).

The double for loop starting in line 
24 then finally outputs the trail line‑
by‑line on the terminal (Figure 4). To 
do this, the code first assumes that 
there isn’t a track point for the coordi‑
nate currently being processed; this is 

why it sets the output string ch to a 
space character. But if the lookup in 
the isSet() map reveals that there in‑
deed is a track point, it sets the string 
to an asterisk character *. Line 30 out‑
puts the contents of the current cell 
and then moves on to the next round; 
it does this until it reaches the end of 
the current line and then moves on to 
the next line.

The usual three‑card trick, shown in 
Listing 3, compiles the source files and 
links in the packages I referenced from 
GitHub. The result is a binary named 
gpx‑plot, which expects the name of a 

GPX file, as shown in Figure 5, and then 
draws the track points from the file on 
standard output in the terminal.

Enhance!
If you want more detail at a higher reso‑
lution, you either need to scale down the 
font used by the terminal and open the 
window wide enough or switch the ter‑
minal to graphics mode. The latter is 
done by the termui package, which I 
have used in this column many times.

Listing 4 reads the GPX file just like in 
Listing 2 and then uses ui.Init() to set 
up the terminal UI. The display consists 
of two widgets, a large Canvas object at 
the top and a single‑line Paragraph wid‑
get with a border at the bottom that out‑
puts the name of the GPX file plotted at 
the top of the Canvas widget for informa‑
tional purposes.

The widgets rely on termui’s built‑in 
SetRect() function to help them take up 
their positions in the terminal window. 
The function expects the spatial bound‑
ary of the widgets as coordinates with 
row and column values; termui counts 
the columns from left to right, and the 
rows from top to bottom.

The call to projectSimple() in line 28 
of Listing 4 returns the projected track 
points, which are already in the correct 
coordinate system. This means that, for 
each track point, line 30 only needs to 
call the c.SetPoint() method of the 

$ go mod init hikemap

$ go mod tidy

$ go build gpx‑plot.go gpx.go

Listing 3: Compiling

Figure 5: … and on the terminal courtesy of gpx‑plot.

01  package main

02  import (

03    "fmt"

04    ui "github.com/gizak/termui/v3"

05    "github.com/gizak/termui/v3/widgets"

06    "log"

07  )

08  

09  func main() {

10    prog, file := cmdLineParse()

11    geo, err := gpxPoints(file)

12    if err != nil {

13      log.Fatalf("Parse error: %v\n", err)

14    }

15    if err := ui.Init(); err != nil {

16      panic(err)

17    }

18    defer ui.Close()

19  

20    w, h := ui.TerminalDimensions()

21    txt := widgets.NewParagraph()

22    txt.Text = fmt.Sprintf("%s rendered %s", prog, file)

23    txt.TextStyle.Fg = ui.ColorWhite

24    txt.SetRect(0, h‑3, w, h)

25    c := ui.NewCanvas()

26    c.SetRect(0, 0, w, h‑3)

27  

28    xy := projectSimple(geo, 2*(w‑1), 4*(h‑4))

29    for _, pt := range xy {

30      c.SetPoint(pt, ui.ColorWhite)

31    }

32  

33    ui.Render(txt, c)

34  

35    for e := range ui.PollEvents() {

36      if e.Type == ui.KeyboardEvent {

37        break

38      }

39    }

40  }

Listing 4: gpx-tui.go
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Canvas widget. Pressing any key closes 
the terminal UI and the shell returns to 
its prompt.

Eye Candy
All told, though, the terminal display 
still leaves something to be desired. Ref‑
erence points such as roads are missing, 
as are the natural boundaries usually of‑
fered by maps, such as coastlines, rivers, 
and mountains. Unfortunately, map data 
from providers such as Google Maps is 
not available for free (feel free to boo at 
this point).

However, there is always OpenStreet‑
Map (yay!). This community project’s 
maps are licensed under the Open Data 
Commons Open Database License [3], 
and there is even a tile server from which 
arbitrary applications can download the 
maps as tiles free of charge, even without 
registering. A tile displays a small section 
of the world map in appropriate detail, 
depending on the zoom setting.

The process of finding the tile for a 
given latitude and longitude on Earth at 
a given zoom setting is well docu‑
mented [4]. Applications need to put 
the three values into a geometric for‑
mula and then download the tile data 
as a PNG file from https://tile.open‑
streetmap.org/Z/X/Y.png (where Z, X, 
and Y are the zoom setting, and two 
calculated values based on the latitute 
and longitude of the location). How‑
ever, there’s an even easier way. The go-
staticmaps Golang library – available on 
GitHub – elegantly abstracts both the 
task of fetching tiles for specific lati‑
tudes and longitudes and of inserting 
markers into the displayed maps.

To turn this into production, compile 
the source code in Listing 5 with

go build gpx‑osm.go gpx.go

which creates a Go binary named 
gpx osm.. When called with a GPX file as 
an argument, the trail comes up drawn 
neatly in blue on a map (Figure 7).

How does this work? Line 23 in Listing 
5 uses NewContext() to create a new map 
object. The previously called for loop iter‑
ated through all the track points in the 
GPX file, appending each one as a LatLng 
object to the array slice named edges. The 
call to NewPath() in line 25 turns this into 
the segments of a path object that AddOb‑
ject() inserts into the virtual map. The 

termui Canvas object to draw a graphical 
dot at the correct location on the Canvas 
widget.

The Render() function in line 33 
throws both widgets up on the screen, 
and the for loop starting in line 35 
uses ui.PollEvents() to check for 
things like keyboard events until line 
37 stops the carousel if the user 
presses any key to halt.

To compile, again you need the three 
commands mentioned in Listing 3; only 
this time the build command is

go build gpx‑tui.go gpx.go

The resulting gpx‑tui binary expects a 
GPX file, as you can see in Figure 6, 
and displays the trail’s track points at a 
relatively high resolution in the termui 

Figure 6: Listing 4 displays the GPX file in the terminal’s graphic mode.

Figure 7: Hiking trail enriched with OpenStreetMap data.
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path’s color is set to deep blue with an 
RGB value 0x0000ff, and the alpha chan‑
nel defines full opacity with a value of 
0xff. The weight of the path is specified 
by the value of 10.0, which is quite thick.

The Render() function on the Context 
object molds the whole thing to the right 
shape in line 26, while SavePNG() in line 
32 writes the PNG data to a file in the /
tmp directory. To immediately show the 
new artwork on screen, line 35 calls the 
Eye of Gnome utility with the path of the 
temporary map file as a parameter – and 
up comes the map with the trail drawn 
on it. Amazing!

All done: Without further ado, you 
now have a handy tool that graphically 

displays selected trail files, which means 
you immediately know where you are 
going when you make a selection. The 
whole thing now cries out to be inte‑
grated into an application, perhaps with 

a Fyne GUI. It goes without saying that 
there are virtually no limits to what cre‑
ative programmers can do here!  nnn

Mike Schilli works as a 
software engineer in the 
San Francisco Bay Area, 
California. Each month 
in his column, which has 
been running since 1997, 
he researches practical applications of 
various programming languages. If you 
email him at mschilli@perlmeister.  com 
he will gladly answer any questions.

Author

01  package main

02  import (

03    sm "github.com/flopp/go‑staticmaps"

04    "github.com/fogleman/gg"

05    "github.com/golang/geo/s2"

06    "image/color"

07    "log"

08    "os/exec"

09  )

10  

11  func main() {

12    _, file := cmdLineParse()

13  

14    geo, err := gpxPoints(file)

15    if err != nil {

16      log.Fatalf("Parse error: %v\n", err)

17    }

18    edges := []s2.LatLng{}

19    for _, gpxp := range geo {

20      edges = append( edges, s2.LatLngFromDegrees(gpxp.

Latitude, gpxp.Longitude))

21    }

22  

23    ctx := sm.NewContext()

24    ctx.SetSize(800, 600)

25    ctx.AddObject( sm.NewPath(edges, color.RGBA{0, 0, 0xff, 

0xff}, 10.0))

26    img, err := ctx.Render()

27    if err != nil {

28      panic(err)

29    }

30  

31    const png = "/tmp/osm.png"

32    if err := gg.SavePNG(png, img); err != nil {

33      panic(err)

34    }

35    cmd := exec.Command("eog", png)

36    if err := cmd.Run(); err != nil {

37      log.Fatal("Error: ", err)

38    }

39  }

Listing 5: gpx-osm.go

[1]  “Programming Snapshot – Go Filters” 

by Mike Schilli, Linux Magazine, issue 

269, April 2023, pp. 48-52

[2]  Mercator projection:  

https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/ 

 Mercator_projection

[3]  OpenStreetMap data license: https:// 

 opendatacommons.  org/  licenses/  odbl/

[4]  “Slippy map tilenames”: https://  wiki. 

 openstreetmap.  org/  wiki/  Slippy_map_

tilenames#  Lon.  /  lat.  _to_tile_numbers
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results, but, unless you have a specific 
suspicion, you probably will choose to 
run a standard test (a set of related ele-
mentary tests). A standard test takes lon-
ger, but it gives a more thorough investi-
gation of the system. The structure (Fig-
ure 2) for running any test is:

unhide TEST OPTIONS

The Standard Tests
The elementary tests listed on unhide’s 
man page are grouped into seven stan-
dard tests:
• brute: Brute-forces or runs all tech-

niques. This process can take 5-10 
minutes, even on a recent computer, 
but it is extremely thorough.

• proc: Compares /proc with the output 
of /bin/ps.

• procfs: Compares information gath-
ered from /bin/ps with information 
gathered by procfs.

• procall: Combines the proc and procfs 
techniques.

• quick: Combines the proc, procfs, and 
sys techniques, and is some 20 times 
faster than running the three sepa-
rately. It may give false positives due 
to its speed. However, if a positive re-
sult is found, another test should be 
run to confirm it.

L inux systems can be compromised 
by the installation of hidden pro-
cesses visible only from the ker-
nel. Unhide is a generic name for 

a series of related commands designed 
to detect such processes through a tool-
kit of over 30 tests, most of which in-
volve examining and comparing various 
elements of the system. Of all the ver-
sions, the one for Linux is by far the 
most developed. Originally, the Linux 
version was called unhide‑linux, but in 
Linux repositories, it is generally named 
simply unhide [1].

The unhide command works by scan-
ning for inconsistencies within the parts 
of a Linux operating system that allow 
users to view what the kernel and re-
lated processes are doing. Many system 
elements compare /proc, the pseudo file-
system that displays information about 
the running system, and /bin/ps, which 
contains all processes currently running 
on the system. Others compare /bin/ps 
with the system calls between the Linux 
kernel and /bin/proc, which contains 
data about processes. Another compares 
the structure of process IDs (PIDs) with 

the conventional structure and size of 
other PIDs. These sources of information 
operate largely independently of each 
other, so differences between them may 
reveal an illegal intrusion. Most of them 
are not used by ordinary accounts, and 
even root should generally only view 
them. Consequently, unhide provides a 
safe glimpse into these processes that 
can help admins decide what future 
steps to take. Unusually for a Linux 
package, unhide consists of static depen-
dencies, because if hidden processes 
exist, by definition, they cannot be de-
tected by regular system resources. How-
ever, unhide does not take steps to re-
move intrusions, and any hits in the re-
sults should be checked before any re-
sponse is made.

You will find unhide as a standard 
package in the repositories of most distri-
butions, and it may even be installed by 
default or as part of another security util-
ity. Running the bare command gives a 
list of elementary tests, which are individ-
ual tests; you will find these tests de-
scribed briefly in the man page (Figure 
1). Running elementary tests can give fast 

Finding hidden processes with unhide

 System Alert
The unhide forensics tool scans your system for inconsistencies to 
uncover hidden processes. By Bruce Byfield
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• reverse: Checks that all threads seen 
by ps are also seen in procfs and sys-
tem calls. Its purpose is to verify that a 
rootkit has not disabled a security tool 
and forced ps to show a false process.

• sys: Compares /bin/ps with system 
calls.

The difference between elementary and 
standard tests is in the details. All tests 
have a similar structure. They report 
when they move from one stage to an-
other, and they list any positive results. 
If no positive results are found, the com-
mand exits with no message. If a hidden 
process is found, the output gives a PID, 
whether it runs from the commmand 
line (which makes it potentially more 
dangerous) or whether it is executable 
(more dangerous still), as well as un‑
hide’s diagnosis of the process (Figure 
3). Note that some transitory processes 
may be hidden and can be identified as 
harmless with online research.

Options
Options are placed at the end of the 
command. Most tests will take most 

options, except where noted. To test 
thoroughly, you should run all possible 
options. The options include:
• ‑d: In a brute test, this option auto-

mates what you would want to do 
manually. That is, if you receive posi-
tive results, the first thing you should 
do is rerun the test, which is precisely 
what ‑d does. Should both runs of the 
test give the same result, you can be 
reasonably confident of the results. 
But if the results differ, you should run 
other standard tests for a clearer 
picture.

• ‑f: Writes a logfile named un‑
hide‑linux_YYYY‑MM‑DD3, showing the 
time and structure of the test run, as 
well as any results to the current direc-
tory. If you are trying to deal with hid-
den files after running unhide, you may 
want a printout 
of this log to 
keep track of 
your investiga-
tion (Figure 4).

• ‑m: For procfs, 
procall, 

checkopendir, and checkchdir, this op-
tion runs in verbose mode and runs ad-
ditional, unspecified tests, possibly 
running all four of these standard tests, 
although documentation is lacking.

• ‑v: Gives more detailed output (ver-
bose). These details are not displayed 
by default to decrease the time tests 
take to run, but may be useful when a 
test is rerun. When the ‑v option is set, 
a test will scan results for additional in-
formation, but may not find any. Not 
all tests will display additional informa-
tion with ‑v, but running ‑d and ‑v to-
gether may sometimes be useful.

Other Versions
When working with unhide, there are 
several other variants of the command 
you might want to explore:

Figure 1: A few of the elementary tests offered by unhide: See the man page for a complete list.

Figure 2: All unhide tests have a similar structure. In this case, the quick standard test identified no positives.

Figure 3: A typical positive result: This one was 
found using the brute standard test.
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the end, the fastest way to recover is to re-
install a recent backup. In the end, unhide 
is an alert, not a solution – although an 
analysis of one compromised machine 
might help you prepare a new machine 
more rigorously.  nnn

• unhide‑tcp: Identifies unlisted TCP/ 
UDP ports that are listening, but not 
listed. The structure and commands 
are somewhat similar to those of 
unhide.

• unhide‑posix: A version of unhide for 
Unix-like systems other than Linux, it 
is not as thorough as the Linux 
version.

• unhide‑gui: A recent desktop version 
of unhide, it has only appeared in 
Debian Unstable and Testing, but I 
could not get it to run while research-
ing this article, nor find an image. Pre-
sumably, unhide‑gui will become us-
able in Debian 12, the next general 
release.

In addition, you will find unhide bundled 
in other security tools such as Rootkit 
Hunter (rkhunter).

Working with Results
When running unhide, remember that the 
command is not always definitive. When 
you get positive results, you should con-
firm them by rerunning tests and running 
additional ones, as well as using some of 
the command options. Take notice, too, of 
the tentative diagnosis in the test, and 
check for an increase in traffic on the sys-
tem. You may be able to identify the PID 
by a search if it is a legitimate one.

If you conclude that a machine has been 
cracked, isolate it immediately. Do not at-
tempt to examine possible intrusions di-
rectly from the machine, because you will 
not get reliable results and only waste your 
time. Instead, boot from a Live DVD to ex-
amine the compromised machine. Unfor-
tunately, this is likely to be a slow process, 
involving long research sessions online. In 

Figure 4: A logfile showing no positive results after running the quick test.

[1]  unhide: https://  www.  unhide‑forensics. 
 info/  ?  Linux

Info

Bruce Byfield is a computer journalist and 
a freelance writer and editor specializing 
in free and open source software. In 
addition to his writing projects, he also 
teaches live and e-learning courses. In his 
spare time, Bruce writes about Northwest 
Coast art (http://  brucebyfield.  wordpress. 
 com). He is also co-founder of Prentice 
Pieces, a blog about writing and fantasy at 
https://prenticepieces.com/.
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domain in a web browser. Then select a 
language for the user interface and the 
website, set a password for the site ad-
ministrator, and click Install.

Bludit now redirects you to a sample 
page titled Welcome to Bludit. Clicking 
on the blue admin link will take you to 
the Bludit login page, where you can log 
in as admin.

You will then see the dashboard (Fig-
ure 1) with visitor statistics at the bot-
tom of the page. On the right, a list of ac-
tivities shows what you recently 
changed on the website. Right after the 
install, you will only see a few entries in 
this list. The sidebar on the left lets you 
access various tools, such as the page 
editor, for creating new content or edit-
ing the website settings.

Creating Content with 
Bludit
To create a new page or blog entry, click 
New Content in the sidebar. A WYSI-
WYG editor then appears; you need to 
enter the post’s title in the top input box 

A lmost half of all websites are cre-
ated with WordPress [1] accord-
ing to current estimates. While 
WordPress is a mature, proven, 

and easy-to-use content management 
system (CMS), it is still often too com-
plex, especially for beginners and 
smaller websites, and unnecessarily 
consumes server resources.

Beginners in particular don’t need all 
the functions provided by a database 
CMS such as WordPress. Ironically, be-
ginners often turn to WordPress, even 
though a flat-file CMS would be a far 
better choice. A flat-file CMS, such as 
the well-known open source Grav [2], 
offers most of the features of a conven-
tional database CMS, but it does not re-
quire its own database: The content is 
in the form of files that reside directly 
on the web server. A flat-file CMS sim-
plifies the software installation and 
makes it easier to set up and maintain 
the website. In addition, doing without 
a database eliminates some attack vec-
tors for hackers.

This article introduces Bludit [3] and 
GetSimple CMS [4], two flat-file CMS alter-
natives to Grav. Both are far leaner than 
Grav, but still come with all the important 
features. Each provides a graphical user in-
terface, multi-user capabilities, themes for 
custom website design, and a large selec-
tion of plugins to extend functionality. The 
most important difference between the 
two programs is that Bludit uses JSON to 
store web content on the server, while 
GetSimple CMS relies on XML.

Bludit
Bludit, the younger of the two, has been 
under development since 2015. Bludit only 
requires a recent version of the PHP script-
ing language on the web server. To install, 
download the Bludit archive from the proj-
ect page [3] and unzip it. If needed, then 
connect to your web host via FTP and up-
load the 6MB content of the unzipped di-
rectory to your webroot directory.

Alternatively, Bludit can also be run in 
a subfolder below webroot. To start the 
Bludit Setup Wizard, call up your 

Not everyone needs a conventional database content management system. For beginners and 
smaller websites, a flat-file content management system offers ease of use, while eliminating 
attack vectors. By Anna Simon
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and the content in the large input box 
below it (Figure 2). You can then use the 
tools in the toolbar above the large input 
box to format the content.

To insert images, do not click on the 
small image icon in the toolbar. Instead, 
click on the Images button in the top 
right corner of the editor. In the upload 
dialog that opens, click Browse and se-
lect the image you want to insert. After 
uploading, select one of the options to 
insert the image next to the small square 
thumbnail. You can either insert a full-
scale image or a linked thumbnail. In ad-
dition, the image can also be used as the 
page’s lead image.

Bludit basically supports two types 
of content: static pages and blog posts. 
You access static pages via a link in the 
website’s navigation bar. However, 
blog posts are only shown on the 
homepage. If you select the Sticky page 
category, the blog post will remain at 
the top of the homepage, even if there 
is newer content.

You can define the page type by click-
ing Options in the top right corner of the 
page editor and then going to the Ad
vanced tab. When you get there, navigate 
to the Type menu and select the desired 
page type. Bludit uses Blog post as the de-
fault. To publish the page, just click Save.

Now switch to Content in the sidebar on 
the left under Manage. You will see a list 
of all existing pages or blog posts. To the 
right of the entry titles, you will find links 
that let you edit or delete the content.

Bludit Page Settings
To edit page settings, click General in the 
sidebar on the left under Settings. In the 
first tab, General, you can change the 
title and subtitle of the website, along 
with the information and copyright no-
tice in the footer. After editing, press 
Save in the top right corner (Figure 3) 
to apply the changes.

You can change the website’s design 
by enabling a different theme via Set
tings | Themes. To the right of the side-
bar, you will see a list of installed 
themes. In a fresh Bludit installation, 
there are just two variants; Bludit en-
ables Blog X by default. A very similar 
theme, Alternative, is also available.

You can also download a new theme 
from the Bludit website [5]. Once you 
unzip the theme, use an FTP program to 
move the contents of the unzipped archive 
to the bl‑themes/ directory of your Bludit 
installation on the web server. Then reload 
the Themes page in the Bludit back end to 
add the new theme to the list. You can 
then enable the theme by pressing Activate 
under the theme name. The descriptions 
of many themes contain hints about their 
use or operation; you should pay attention 
to this information.

Figure 1: Right after logging in, a dashboard appears showing visitor 
statistics, among other things.

Figure 2: A convenient WYSIWYG editor is available for creating new static pages and blog entries.
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GetSimple CMS
One of the oldest flat-file CMSs, GetSim-
ple CMS has the same installation re-
quirements as Bludit, and the first part 
of GetSimple’s installation is also very 
similar. Download the program archive, 
unzip, and upload the content to your 
webroot directory. Then launch the in-
staller in your browser. You additionally 
need to add the /admin suffix to the do-
main name to call the installation script. 
You will then see the results of the sys-
tem check in your browser (Figure 4).

To continue the setup, click Continue 
with setup on this page. A web form then 
appears where you can enter the website 
name, a username, and an email address 
before pressing Install Now. On the next 
page, you will see a registration confir-
mation and a password that GetSimple 
created for you. Clicking Login here logs 
you into GetSimple and takes you to the 
user interface, the CMS’s back end.

You will then see the Getting Started 
page of GetSimple. Click on Settings in 
the top right corner. At the bottom of 
this page, you will first want to change 
the password.

Creating Content in 
GetSimple
Click the Pages tab to access page man-
agement. With a fresh GetSimple instal-
lation, you will see a single sample page 
named Welcome to GetSimple in the list. 
The page cannot be deleted, but it can 
be edited. Click on the page to open it in 

Bludit Plugins
Plugins are installed in the same way as 
themes and add new features to Bludit. 
If you click on Plugins below Settings, 
you will see that the default installation 
of Bludit already comes with numerous 
plugins, some of which are already en-
abled. You can find more plugins on the 
Bludit website [6], but many of them 
are not genuinely useful.

Some of the plugins cost money. For ex-
ample, the ImageGallery Lite plugin only 
allows one photo gallery on the website; 
to create multiple galleries you need to 

purchase ImageGallery Pro ($5). How-
ever, even the pro version is missing im-
portant functions such as image titles and 
descriptions. Some plugins failed to work 
during testing, while others were difficult 
to use, such as the Mastodon extension.

However, Bludit is still a likable little 
CMS. It offers various other functions, 
which I don’t have space to cover in this 
article. Thanks to the clear-cut graphical 
user interface, managing Bludit is ex-
tremely intuitive, which is why begin-
ners in particular will quickly be able to 
find their way around Bludit.

Figure 3: In Settings | General, you can set the website’s title along with other information about the website.

Figure 4: Installing GetSimple relies on a web installer.
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the page editor (Figure 5). Now change 
the title and content of the page before 
pressing the gray Save Updates button 
on the right.

To insert images into web pages, you 
first need to upload them to the server. 
To do this, click on the Files tab, go to 
the top of the tab, and press Browse on 
the right. Select the image you want to 
install and press Upload. Then open a 
page in the page editor and click on 
the thumbnail image in the editor tool-
bar. The Image Properties dialog box 
then opens (Figure 6); you can press 
Browse Server to view and select the 
uploaded photos.

A default installation of GetSimple only 
supports static pages that you access 
through a link in the website’s navigation 
bar. If you want to create a blog, you will 
need to install the News Manager (up
dated) plugin. You can download it 
from GetSimple’s website [7]; unzip 
the archive and upload the contents to 
the /plug ins/ folder on the server.

To enable the plugin, click on the Plug
ins tab, where the News Manager (up
dated) entry now appears in the list of 
installed plugins. Now press the Activate 
button in the Status column. Finally, se-
lect the page where you want to display 
the news or blog posts. Unlike Bludit, Figure 5: GetSimple’s page editor offers numerous settings.

Figure 6: Before inserting images, you first need to upload the images to the web server using the graphical 
upload tool.
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showed that they also work smoothly 
with the latest version of GetSimple. 
This also seems to apply to theme 
compatibility.

Conclusions
Bludit and GetSimple CMS are intuitive 
programs that are especially recom-
mended for beginners and smaller web-
sites. Although the user interface designs 
differ, major parts of the feature set are 
virtually identical. GetSimple has the 
edge here, mainly because of its many 
useful extensions.

Bludit’s biggest advantage is the su-
perbly designed themes. Although there 
is no usable gallery plugin available for 
Bludit, I found it easier to design a photo 
or portfolio website with Bludit than 
with GetSimple in testing, because 
Bludit offers a suitable theme.

Having said this, GetSimple is better 
suited for most other use cases, such as 
for smaller companies or projects. Get-
Simple does require some willingness on 
the part of the site operator to delve 
deeper into the topic of web design and 
template or theme customization. Sur-
prisingly, GetSimple does not come with 
usable visitor statistics. There is a plu-
gin, but it requires Matomo or Piwik. 
And this, in turn, means setting up a da-
tabase, which undermines the idea of a 
flat-file CMS.  nnn

blog posts can be accessed from any 
page in GetSimple, not just via the 
homepage.

To do this, click News Manager on the 
right side of the Page Manager and then 
click the dark Settings button at the top. 
At the very top of the menu, select the 
appropriate page below Page to display 
posts: and press Save Settings at the bot-
tom to confirm the change. To create 
new posts, click Create New Post at the 
top of the News Manager.

GetSimple Themes
You install themes in GetSimple just like 
in Bludit. Download the theme, unzip it, 
and transfer the contents of the folder to 
the /theme/ directory on the server. Then 
enable the new theme on the Theme tab 
of the GetSimple back end.

Components are one special feature of 
GetSimple themes. For example, the 
standard Innovation theme has the 

Sidebar component. The sidebar of the 
sample page only contains some informa-
tion on the CMS’s functions. To custom-
ize the content, click the Edit Components 
button below Choose Theme on the right 
and edit the text in the large Sidebar input 
field. The Innovation theme also lets you 
display or insert social media links via the 
Theme | Innovation Theme Settings tab.

GetSimple Plugins
In GetSimple’s add-ons repository [7], 
you can find many useful plugins. For 
example, MonsterGallery and I18N Gal-
lery (Figure 7) are two recommended 
plugins for photo galleries. Many of the 
available extensions indicate that they 
only work with GetSimple up to version 
3.1 or 3.2. However, this is misleading 
and seems to mean only that they have 
not yet been officially released for ver-
sion 3.3. A test with some of these pl-
ugins, such as the Multi User plugin, 

Figure 7: The I18N Gallery plugin lets you create image captions and 
descriptions for your photo gallery.

[1]  WordPress: https://  wordpress.  org/

[2]  Grav: https://  getgrav.  org

[3]  Bludit: https://  www.  bludit.  com

[4]  GetSimple CMS:  
https://  get‑simple.  info

[5]  Bludit themes:  
https://  themes.  bludit.  com

[6]  Bludit plugins:  
https://  plugins.  bludit.  com

[7]  GetSimple plugins:  
http://  get‑simple.  info/  extend/
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that point – at least for those really im-
portant ICs (that can also run Linux), 
known as field-programmable gate ar-
rays (FPGAs).

The basic flow and core concepts of 
FPGA design are not intrinsically more 
difficult than those for efficient soft-
ware design. However, they are differ-
ent enough that a complete FPGA tuto-
rial for beginners could well fill half 
this magazine.

Instead, to tempt even people who have 
never heard of FPGAs to try designing 
them, I deliberately cover just the bare 
minimum necessary to do two things:
1. Understand what ICs really are, why 

FPGAs exist, how they work, and why 
they must be designed in a certain way.

I n 2023, the number of people who 
have written some form of soft-
ware code at least once is surely 
orders of magnitude greater than 

whatever it was in 1991, when Linux was 
born. That is good, but in my opinion, 
another very important group should 
have grown even more in the same pe-
riod, but didn’t: I refer to the people who 
have tried at least once to design digital 
integrated circuits (ICs) – that is, digital 
hardware instead of software.

This is a pity, because without such 
circuits no software could exist, and de-
signing them is much more accessible 
today than it was 30 years ago. My goal 
in this article, which requires no previ-
ous knowledge of digital ICs, is to prove 

MakerSpace
Designing field-programmable gate arrays

Planting Trees
Learn what FPGAs are, how they work, and how to design 
FPGA integrated circuits on Linux. By Marco Fioretti

Figure 1: The NAND gate is the basic building block of digital 
microelectronics.
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2. How to try the design flow on any 
Linux computer, before actually buy-
ing an FPGA development board. In 
this part, I show how to install the free 
editions of the two most important 
FPGA design environments these days 
and give a high-level overview of 
FPGA design flows and FPGA design 
languages. In a follow-up article, I will 
describe how to simulate an FPGA de-
sign to test its correctness.

Digital IC Building Blocks
Digital electronic chips are combinations 
of a few basic building blocks. The com-
mon characteristic of those blocks, 
called logic gates, is that all their input 
and output signals can only be in one of 
two states, normally high or low voltage, 
conventionally represented as TRUE or 
FALSE or as 1s or 0s.

To clarify this concept, consider the 
several views of the logic gate called 
NOT-AND (NAND), a basic circuit that 
“produces an output which is false (0) 
only if all its inputs are true” [1], accord-
ing to its truth table in Table 1. Figure 1 
shows the several levels of abstraction of 
a NAND logic gate, down to its physical 
implementation on silicon.

The drawing on the left in Figure 1 is 
the symbol that represents one NAND 
gate in functional diagrams. The electric 
circuit in the middle shows how to con-
nect two of the microswitches, known as 
transistors, both to each other and to 
power or ground lines, to implement the 
NAND behavior of Table 1: Only when 
both transistors are “open” (by turning 
“on,” i.e., applying high voltage to con-
trol pins a and b) is the OUT pin con-
nected directly to ground – that is, low 
voltage or FALSE (0).

The rightmost part of Figure 1 shows 
one way to connect microscopic stripes 
of metal and semiconductors on a silicon 
wafer to create the physical equivalent of 
the electric NAND circuit to its left.

The NAND gate is important because 
“any boolean function can be 

implemented by using a combination 
of NAND gates” [1].

Repeat this millions of times: Con-
nect all the gates to each other with 
microscopic stripes of metal and clock 
signals that synchronize all transitions 
from one state to another, and you get 
modern ICs. These tiny squares en-
cased in flat plastic can perform, in an 
extremely reliable way, any function 
that can be expressed in boolean for-
mat – that is, processing sequences of 
1s and 0s. Those silicon matrices of 
many millions of logic gates form the 
core of all digital ICs, from Arduino mi-
crocontrollers to all the CPUs in all 
computers and smartphones and from 
GPUs to the custom chips that mine 
bitcoins.

Benefits of Digital ICs
The advantage of digital hardware over 
any software that can do the same job 
running on any general-purpose CPU is 
inherently parallel processing, which 
takes place at constant, much higher 
speeds, with much smaller power con-
sumption. Almost always, with software, 
you only get the appearance of multi-
tasking, as the CPU continuously 
switches from running instructions of 
one program to running instructions of 
another program, or kernel code – so 
fast than you might never notice the al-
ternation – until even the CPU can’t keep 
the pace anymore.

Instead, inside gate arrays, all the 
modules that correspond to some logi-
cal function work in a totally parallel 
fashion, exactly because they are inde-
pendent physical circuits and not bun-
dles of instructions competing for pro-
cessor time.

In the same gate array, you might have 
a few square millimeters of logic gates 
that compress images all the time while 
the surrounding modules each do some-
thing completely different (e.g., anything 
from transmitting data over Ethernet to 
calculating square roots) regardless of 
the load on all the other blocks. As I al-
ready mentioned, synchronous opera-
tions and constant performance are 
guaranteed because logic gates can be 
set to change state only at fixed intervals 
on the transitions (edges) of a common 
clock signal.

The price to pay for all this perfor-
mance is immutability: Until they 

physically break, RAM modules can only 
be RAM modules that just store bits, 
CPUs can only recognize and execute 
one predetermined set of machine code. 
Modem controllers cannot become GPUs 
for gamers and vice versa. In general, 
those and all other so-called application-
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) can 
only do the one job they were designed 
to do and nothing else, ever, because all 
the connections among single logic gates 
that transform a generic gate array into a 
specific IC are permanent and created 
during manufacturing.

An obvious, very troublesome conse-
quence of this immutability is that you 
cannot “patch” errors in the placement 
or connections of some logic gate inside 
a gate array as you could patch, recom-
pile, and reload software shipped with 
some bug. When a hardware error hap-
pens, you must throw that chip away 
and make a new one. Because of the 
complexity of today’s ASICs, this means 
the tiniest error in the design and manu-
facturing of a prototype can cost millions 
of dollars and weeks of delay.

Input Output
A B A NAND B

0 0 1

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

Table 1: NAND Truth Table

Figure 2: FPGA chips, like the 
Stratix IV from Altera (top) and the 
Spartan from Xilinx (bottom), can 
become any digital circuit you 
want (and run Linux, too).  
Altera image CC BY 3.0 [2]; Xilinx image CC 

BY-SA 4.0 [3].
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testing and for generating the physical 
layout of the final gate array. This hap-
pens by using some more or less so-
phisticated hardware description lan-
guage (HDL; Figure 3), which I explain 
later in this article.

Third, you write “test benches,” which 
have extra HDL code whose only pur-
pose is to feed one or more of the mod-
ules that go into the FPGA with exactly 
the same digital waveforms their silicon 
implementations would receive as in-
puts. Then, you load everything into an 
HDL simulator and check, visually or by 
parsing the logfiles with a script, 
whether those modules produce the 
right outputs at the register-transfer level 
(RTL, more on this below).

Because this “RTL simulation” is for 
several reasons the most critical part of 
many projects, I will cover it in detail in 
a separate article, together with more ex-
planations about writing HDL code.

Once you are satisfied with the simula-
tion, it’s time to “synthesize” the circuit – 
that is, to pass the HDL files, together 
with the FPGA equivalent of software 
makefiles, to special compilers that check 
whether your design can fit in the target 
chip and work at the desired clock speed.

Those checks can fail for several rea-
sons, the simpler being that your HDL 
code needs more transistors than the 
FPGA contains. If that happens, you 
have to rewrite the HDL code more effi-
ciently or use a bigger FPGA. If the 
checks succeed, the compilers proceed 

Then Came FPGAs …
FPGAs (Figure 2) were invented just to 
avoid the risks and limitations discussed. 
They are ICs that give up a non-negligible 
amount of gate density, maximum speed, 
and power consumption optimizations in 
exchange for huge flexibility, at a level that 
software alone may never reach.

Inside an FPGA, each cell of its gate 
array is surrounded by, and attached to, 
extra wires, microswitches, and other 
circuitry that can connect it to any of the 
other cells in a non-permanent way. The 
connections are enabled or disabled ac-
cording to the instructions that the FPGA 
automatically downloads as a “program-
ming file” every time it is powered up 
from an external memory chip that you 
can rewrite at will.

Therefore, if you need to fix a bug in 
an FPGA you already soldered to a board 
or you need to implement new, com-
pletely different functions inside it, you 
just load different instructions in that 
memory and power cycle the board: 
When it comes up again, the FPGA chip 
will be a completely different piece of 
digital hardware.

The only things you cannot change are 
the maximum clock speed, the number 
and nature of pins, and the pin connec-
tions to the rest of the host board. Inter-
nally, however, the FPGA can be any 

circuit you want, as long as it’s feasible 
with the amount of transistors it con-
tains and you respect all the design con-
straints. Modern FPGAs are so big and 
powerful that you might even include in 
their designs whole processors able to 
run Linux. (See the “Linux Inside 
FPGAs” box.)

The flexibility of FPGAs enables 
rapid, inexpensive prototyping of any 
complex custom logic and makes it 
possible to sell and deploy hardware 
products whose hardware functions 
can be upgraded remotely, without any 
manual intervention on the chips 
themselves or the boards that host 
them. Even more important, for the 
purposes of this article, this same flexi-
bility makes FPGAs excellent learning 
tools for digital IC design.

If you need one more reason to realize 
the importance of FPGAs and why it 
might be a good career move to know 
them, consider this: In the last decade, 
the two biggest manufacturers of FPGAs, 
Altera and Xilinx, were acquired by none 
other than Intel and AMD, respectively.

How to Design FPGAs
Several parts of the design flow of mod-
ern ICs, including FPGAs, closely re-
semble those of complex software like 
the Linux kernel or LibreOffice: First, 
you partition the system into sub-mod-
ules, specifying exactly how each of 
them should behave internally and how 
it communicates with all the others and 
the outside world; 
that is the board 
that will host the 
chip. As with soft-
ware, you can “in-
stantiate” (i.e., in-
clude in your de-
sign) many al-
ready existing 
modules from 
third parties or 
some previous 
project.

Second – and 
this is where the 
real differences 
start – you must 
write a precise 
model of how 
each new module 
works in a format 
suitable both for 

Many people know that the Linux ker-
nel can be tuned to run in very small 
processors for all sorts of embedded 
applications. What is less known is 
that, when designing a modern FPGA, 
you can, just as a software program-
mer does with software libraries, 
“load” turnkey designs of small CPUs 
called “soft processors,” so-called be-
cause you “load” them inside a bigger 
circuit, instead of buying and mounting 
them as separate chips.

Both Altera and Xilinx have their own 
soft processors called Nios [4] and Mi-
croBlaze [5], respectively, that can run 
custom versions of Linux, among other 
things. Their use inside FPGAs is facili-
tated by development platforms like 
PetaLinux [6], which is built on top of 
the Yocto Linux distribution. PetaLinux 
tools allow quick generation of custom 
Linux systems or just kernel images for 
Xilinx boards, complete with device 
drivers and testing tools, both for simu-
lation and for the real hardware.

Linux Inside FPGAs

Figure 3: A basic sample of the Verilog HDL.
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with the conversion of the HDL code to 
layout. The two most important results 
of this phase, called synthesis, will be a 
netlist and a bitstream.

The netlist is an HDL or equivalent 
model of the layout that you can load 
with your test benches in the simulator 
to check that the layout does work like 
its original model. This step, called gate-
level simulation, is necessary because, 
although your HDL might be function-
ally correct, it requires too many levels 
of cascaded logic gates at some point to 
work at the desired clock speed. I will 
show how these problems can happen 
and how to fix them in a later article. 
The bitstream is the file you download in 
the board after you are sure that every-
thing works to tell your FPGA how to 
connect its gates.

In practice, the real flow contains some 
other steps, but because they are more 
dependent on the vendor, or usually less 
critical than those I just described, I will 
skip them here. The next step is to install 
on Linux the FPGA tools by Xilinx and Al-
tera and see how they work.

Quartus Prime and Vivado
The official development platforms for 
state-of-the-art Altera and Xilinx chips, 

called Quartus Prime and Vivado, are 
supported on the Linux distributions tra-
ditionally closer to the corporate world 
(i.e., Red Hat Enterprise, CentOS, SUSE 
Enterprise, and Ubuntu LTS; Altera also 
supports Amazon Linux). To understand 
which versions of each distribution is 
compatible with each platform, please 
check the download pages mentioned in 
the discussion of each tool.

Professional use of full installations of 
both Vivado and Quartus requires ex-
pensive licenses. The free-of-charge, lim-
ited versions shown here, however, are 
more than any beginner FPGA designer 
might ever need to learn all the tricks of 
the craft.

To install Quartus, visit the Intel FPGA 
Software Development Center [7] and 
download the current Linux version of 
the Intel Quartus Prime Lite Edition De-
sign Software. Once its TAR archive is on 
your computer, expand it in a temporary 
folder and launch the setup.sh script to 
start the graphical installation program.

Besides accepting the license agree-
ment, you will only have to provide 
the absolute path of a folder with 
enough disk space to host the whole 
suite (I chose /fpga/quartus) and wait 
until everything is ready. Once the 

installation is complete, taking up 
about 17GB of disk space, you will find 
the quartus executable and all its auxil-
iary commands in the subfolder $IN-
STALLDIR/intelFPGA_lite/$QUARTUS_VER-
SION_NUMBER/quartus/bin.

Figure 4 shows the Quartus graphical 
interface in its default configuration. If it 
seems intimidating, don’t worry! You 
can rearrange it in several ways. In the 
long run, you will likely end up using 
the command-line versions of all those 
components anyway, because it’s a 
much more efficient way to work, at 
least for certain phases of the design. As 
an environment for beginners, though, I 
think it’s great.

The central blue area of the window is 
where you write your HDL code or run 
simulations. At the beginning of a proj-
ect, however, the most important parts 
would be the Compilation Hierarchy (top 
left), IP Catalog (top right), and Tasks 
(center left) panels. The first shows how 
all the modules of your design are nested 
into each other; the other two areas de-
serve more attention.

Quartus divides the FPGA design flow 
I already outlined in five phases. Two 
tools are the RTL Simulation and Gate 
Level Simulation I already mentioned: 

Figure 4: The Quartus Prime interface for FPGA development puts all the most important functions in plain sight.
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The bottom panel of the Quartus inter-
face is a Tcl Console where you can 
launch scripts for Quartus tools and see 
logfiles or error reports.

Vivado
The current version of Vivado at the 
time of writing was ML Edition 2022.2. 
Like Quartus for Altera products, 
Vivado supports all phases of Xilinx 
FPGA development. To install it, you 
must first create a free AMD account by 
following the link on the download 
page [8]. Then, you can download the 
current Linux version of the Xilinx Uni-
fied Installer, which for version 2022.2 
is an executable BIN file of 271MB. To 
proceed with the download, you must 
also provide your address; this step is 
necessary according to the AMD web-
site to get export approval from the U.S. 
government.

The first thing to do after the down-
load is to create a dedicated folder for 
Vivado. Consider that the complete 
suite of Xilinx tools needs about 250GB 
of disk space, but 60GB are enough to 
get an environment more than adequate 
for a beginner. Once that folder is ready, 
type the commands

the others are called Full Design, Rapid 
Recompile, and Compilation. Full Design 
is used in the initial configuration and 
general high-level management of a proj-
ect where, among other things, you may 

add other libraries of standard, reusable 
components to those already provided 
by Quartus (partially shown in Figure 5). 
Rapid Recompile is used, as its name 
suggests, to run and verify small, incre-
mental changes to an already synthe-
sized design.

The Compilation steps, shown in Fig-
ure 6, perform all the checks described 
above: They place all the modules in the 
gate array, route all their connections, 
and generate both the bitstream to load 
into the FPGA and the netlist for gate-
level simulation.

Figure 5: The IP Catalog panel 
shows one of the many libraries 
shipped with Quartus, providing 
many math functions.

Figure 6: The Quartus Tasks 
panel gives quick access to all the 
phases of FPGA compilation.

Figure 7: Vivado might seem different from Quartus, but by recognizing the same functions, it’s easier than 
you might expect.
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#> sudo apt‑get install libtinfo5

#> chmod 777 Xilinx_Unified_U

   2022.2_1014_8888_Lin64.bin

#> ./Xilinx_Unified_2022.2_1014_U

   8888_Lin64.bin

at the prompt in the download folder of 
the installer, being sure to replace the 
version number with the version you 
downloaded.

The first command is necessary only 
on Ubuntu LTS, as explained in the 
Xilinx online documentation [9]. Other-
wise, the install process is similar to that 
for Quartus, but keep in mind that the 
installer needs to download a lot of stuff 
from the Xilinx website, so you’ll need to 
be online with a stable, relatively fast 
connection. Once the installation is com-
plete, you can start Vivado from your 
desktop environment or from the com-
mand line:

#> cd /z/fpga/Vivado/2022.2/

#> ./bin/vivado

The Vivado graphical interface (Fig-
ure 7) has a different style and differ-
ent layout choices than Quartus. A 
closer look, however, will reveal that 
many of the panels have similar con-
tent, which is not surprising, because 
both products are design platforms for 
the same type of integrated circuits. 
Two Vivado panels, however, deserve 
your immediate attention, always 
keeping in mind that equivalent func-
tions are present also in Quartus.

Figure 8 illustrates a crucial part of the 
beginning of every FPGA project – that 
is, choosing the right chip. As the 
screenshot shows, you may choose be-
tween two packages, with different num-
bers of I/ O pins, I/ O buffers (IOBs), pre-
configured RAM modules, and other 
elements.

The Template Selector shown in  Fig-
ure 9 gives an idea of the support for 
design of FPGAs with embedded micro-
processors: If you need a custom IC 
with a MicroBlaze or even a generic 
RISC CPU, you don’t have to build it 
from scratch, because both the core and 
several peripherals are available as con-
figurable macros.

Besides complex components, design-
ers can also use many other turnkey com-
ponents at lower levels, like the arithme-
tic blocks (Figure 10, left).

The language shown in Figures 3 and 
10 is Verilog, which shares the crown 
for most used HDL with very high 
speed integrated circuit (VHSIC) hard-
ware description language (VHDL). 
Both languages were developed in the 
1980s but are still doing well, in spite of 
the arrival of much more sophisticated 
languages. Don’t ask which is better, 
though, unless you are ready for end-
less HDL versions 
of the vi vs. 
Emacs or KDE vs. 
Gnome wars.

I will analyze 
HDL in more de-
tail in the article 
to come on simu-
lation. For now, 
the first thing you 
really need to 
know about HDL 
languages is that 
they are made for 
concurrency. 
Each “block” in 
an HDL module 
represents one 
separate blob of 
logic gates that 
work simultane-
ously with all the 
others, always in 
the same way, re-
gardless of the 
order in which 
those blocks are 
written in the 
module, or even 
scattered in mul-
tiple files.

The second thing to recognize is the 
different levels of HDL. The highest, 
which is the quickest to write but might 
be not translatable to silicon, is behav-
ioral: Basically, you describe what a cir-
cuit does as synthetically as possible, 
without worrying about its physical fea-
sibility or performance. This step is very 
useful, if not mandatory, for both quick 
modeling and simulation purposes.

Figure 8: Templates for ready-to-use models of very 
complex circuits are easily available in Vivado (and 
Quartus, too).

Figure 9: Every FPGA vendor produces a number of 
chips grouped in several families: Choosing the right 
chip is the first critical decision to make in a project.

Figure 10: Besides high-level modules for CPUs and similar systems, 
Vivado and Quartus contain plenty of components at the RTL level.
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Conclusion
I have been saying since 2011 that it’s 
time to bring FPGA design to the 
masses, and you can find on my blog 
plenty of posts that make that argument 
[10], both at the personal and at the ed-
ucational and political levels. In 2023, 
borrowing that famous proverb about 
planting trees, I can only add that the 
best moment to learn FPGAs was 20 
years ago, and the second best moment 
is now. Study this and the next article, 
give FPGA design a try, and let me 
know how it goes!  nnn

Below the behavioral level is RTL, 
wherein every single register that must 
exist in the hardware is explicitly de-
clared and is updated according to the 
current values of other registers or input 
signals. Synchronous updates, which 
you must declare explicitly, happen only 
at clock edges. A well-written RTL can 
always be synthesized, meaning the 
tools will be able to translate it into a set 
of silicon gates that work in the expected 
way with the expected timing.

The right side of Figure 10 shows the be-
ginning of every well-written HDL module: 
After a header (not entirely shown) that 
contains version number, authors, and a 
synthetic description, you have the so-
called instantiations and port list.

These declarations give modules unique 
names (e.g., COUNTER_TC_MACRO), so other 
parts of the design can load it, and lists 
first the values of every configurable pa-
rameter it may have (e.g., a 48-bit-wide 
counter output bus) and then all the input 
and output ports. Albeit not mandatory, it 
is a common and extremely recommended 
good practice to list one signal per line, fol-
lowed by a brief description of its purpose.

Internally, HDL modules look like that 
in Figure 3: After the port list is almost all 
the content, either declarations of internal 
registers (in the lower part of the figure) 
or instantiations of synchronous blocks 
(i.e., register assignments that happen 
only on each positive or negative edge of 
some clock signal) or the statement:

always @(posedge...

Figure 11 is the HDL simulator in 
Vivado and anticipates what you will 
learn in the next article: To know 
whether your design is right, you have 
to feed it with realistic waveforms and 
check that all its outputs always look 
exactly as they should, according to 
the design specification. Quote often; 
you can have the software do lots of 
checking by giving it instructions like 
“print an error message if the value of 
output signal X does not change one 
clock cycle after input signal Y stays 
low for 10 cycles.” Sooner or later, you 
will have to look very closely at wave-
forms if you want to know what 
caused a problem.

Figure 11: A crucial part of every FPGA design is simulating the 
physical behavior of the hardware circuit, pin by pin.
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Most people today think of a newsfeed as something that 
happens on social media, but the protocol known as RSS 
has been serving up headlines and news links for more 
than 20 years. And the best part is, RSS doesn’t depend on 
AI voodoo to figure out what kind of news you want. You 
can customize your news yourself by selecting the 
sources that interest you. This month, we explore RSS and 
show you how to build your own homegrown RSS news 
aggregator. Also inside this month’s 
Linux Voice, we look at how to edit 
images with Converseen, and we 
round up some popular desktop 
tools for compressing and 
archiving files.

Doghouse – Linux Club 68
Jon “maddog” Hall
Fostering an after-school Linux Club by 
encouraging participation.

Converseen 69
Daniel Tibi
If you have an extensive collection of 
photos, you will hardly want to edit each 
photo individually. Converseen lets you 
rotate, scale, and convert a large number 
of images in a single run.

Graphical Archiving Tools 72
Erik Bärwaldt
Linux supports a number of easy graphical 
tools for saving data to compressed 
archives.

FOSSPicks 80
Graham Morrison
This month Graham looks at Godot 4, 
PostRunner, LeanCreator, lurk, Cubic, 
SuperStarfighter, and more!

Tutorial – Homegrown RSS Aggregator 88
Marco Fioretti
Create the perfect mix of news with an 
RSS aggregator. Linux supports several 
open source aggregators, or, if you’re 
looking for the perfect fit, you can even 
create your own.
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W hen I was growing up, we had a saying that people 
needed to have “skin in the game.” The saying meant 
that in order to create the best you had to participate 

and not just be a spectator.
Recently I suggested that a Linux Club (lpi.org/ clubs) be 

started at a progressive high school near me. My contacts at 
the school thought this was a great idea.

Starting an after-school club for FOSS is often a lot easier 
than trying to intermix FOSS into an existing program in a 
school. You do not have to change the school’s curriculum or 
interfere with the school’s certification. The school board does 
not have to be involved, and parents can regulate whether their 
children attend or not. Rather than try to put the club during 
school hours (and possibly limiting the attendance of some 
students), usually an after-school club can be available to all.

However, I still hesitated. I did not want to commit to an on-
going weekly or semi-weekly club when the only skin in the 
game would be mine.

Normally school clubs are started by students themselves 
and may be mentored by a faculty member or a parent of one of 
the students. It may be facilitated by the institution (whether it 
be a church or secular school) or some other outside institution 
(such as the Scouts program) where local leaders (Scout 
Leader and Assistant Scout Leaders) are typically drawn from 
the group of parents. However it was the Scouts themselves 
who were supposed to lead the patrols and troops, to organize 
the hikes and meetings – skin in the game.

My personal desire would be that the students themselves 
lead the program, with some of the students being organizers 
and others helping with technical topics to help everyone move 
along. The rising tide lifts all boats.

Much of the “hard” organization of a local Linux Users’ Group 
(LUG), such as finding a meeting place and creating a calendar, 
is a lot easier for a school club. The administration of the school 
can supply a room for the meeting, and the room would be free 
of cost. The days and times of the meetings would be relatively 
easy to plan (since they would mirror the school year), and a 
calendar could be set up using the school’s communication 
means (website calendar, newsletter, etc.)

The hardest part would typically be finding the topics to dis-
cuss and finding people to discuss them. This is where men-
tors would help a lot, to suggest topics to the students and the 
order that they might be discussed. Then the student organiz-
ers could prioritize the topics and find speakers who would lead 
the discussion about the topics.

In running clubs, I might suggest two levels of presentation. 
One level for the “newbies” who have never used FOSS before 
and one level for the more experienced student, so they will not 
become bored with the club. In order to implement this, the club 
might meet on odd weeks to do beginner presentations and on 
even weeks to present the more advanced topics. Of course each 
topic level would be open to both levels of students, but with ex-
pectations set that beginners may not understand shell program-
ming (in the beginning) and advanced students might be a little 
bored with a discussion about how to do an installation.

If the school steps forward and finds these student/ teacher 
leaders, then I am happy to act as an advisor/ mentor to the 
club. Does this mean I show up at every meeting? No. However 
I may be able to suggest speakers who live in the area that 
would be willing to talk to some students or suggest online vid-
eos they can watch or books they can read. I can help them 
with a curriculum for the club that will lead them past knowing 
nothing about FOSS to learning a lot about FOSS and computer 
engineering in general.

I headed up the Greater New Hampshire Linux User Group 
(GNHLUG) for over 10 years (1995-2005) until world travel 
(100+ countries, visiting most of them more than twice) 
made it too hard to attend the meetings and make sure the 
meetings went okay.

I set up a mailing list, and once a year asked the potential 
attendees what they would like to learn. I put the topics into two 
lists (newbie and advanced) and asked the same group of peo-
ple to do a ranked vote on what they would like to learn. I took 
the top 50 from each list and sent it out again to see who would 
be willing to speak on each topic. Then I had a list of 50 newbie 
topics and 50 advanced topics, two for each meeting and 
speakers who could present. From this I created a calendar.

It worked for 10 years; it can work again.  nnn

MADDOG’S  
DOGHOUSE
Fostering an after-school Linux Club by encouraging 
participation. BY JON “MADDOG” HALL

Jon “maddog” Hall is an author, 
educator, computer scientist, 
and free software pioneer 
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advocate for Linux since 1994 
when he first met Linus Torvalds 
and facilitated the port of 
Linux to a 64-bit system. He 
serves as president of Linux 
International®.
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The main window of the application is divided 
into two areas. On the right you see a (initially 
empty) list of all the images to be processed. You 
can add new files either via the File | Add images 
menu or by pressing the matching button in the 
toolbar. When you click on one of the entries, Con-
verseen displays a preview in the sidebar on the 
left, along with information about the file type, file 
size, image size, and resolution (Figure 1). Check-
ing an entry selects individual images to be edited, 
while Edit | Select all or the Check all button in the 
toolbar lets you select all entries.

Processing PDF files
Converseen can do more than just edit image 
files. File | Import PDF File lets you read PDF docu-
ments and convert their individual pages into im-
ages. But for this to work, Ghostscript [5] must be 
available on the system, and you need to let Im-
ageMagick access it.

In the current version 7 of ImageMagick, open 
the /etc/ImageMagick‑7/policy.xml file with a text 

A fter you have edited a collection of vaca-
tion pics or snapshots from a party, you 
may want to scale them for emailing. 

This doesn’t seem like a big deal at first, but if 
you have to edit each image individually for an 
entire series of photos, this monotonous task 
can consume a huge amount of time. The rem-
edy is basically ImageMagick [1], which batch-
processes files, but can only be controlled using 
shell commands.

If you feel more comfortable with a graphical 
user interface, it is worth taking a look at Conver-
seen [2], which is based on ImageMagick. For the 
install [3], you have a choice between an AppIm-
age and Flatpak or Snap packages across various 
distributions. Some distributions also let you pick 
up Converseen via the package manager, and the 
source code [4] is available on GitHub if you prefer 
to build the tool yourself.

After setting up the program, launch by select-
ing the entry in the desktop menu, or type the 
converseen command in the shell.

If you have an extensive collection of photos, you will hardly want 
to edit each photo individually. Converseen lets you rotate, scale, 
and convert a large number of images in a single run.  BY DANIEL TIBI

Rotate, scale, and convert complete 
image series with Converseen

Mass Conversion

Figure 1: The main window lists all the files you can edit. If you click on an entry, you will see a preview of the image on the 
left along with more detailed information about the file.
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choose to rotate 90 or 180 degrees clockwise or 
counterclockwise. The field below lets you flip the 
images horizontally or vertically.

Output Options
In the lower part of the Actions Panel you can set 
the output options. First specify the filesystem lo-
cation where you want Converseen to store the 
edited files.

By default, the program saves the images 
under their original names. If necessary, you can 
choose the file names yourself by selecting Re-
name. You can then add a prefix and a suffix to 
the name of the original file, which is represented 
by a hashtag (#). A name specification would 
look something like #_edited.

If you decide to use the Progressive number 
option instead, Converseen will number the pro-
cessed files consecutively. It starts with the 
number you enter in the field below.

Changing the Format
If you do not specify anything else, Converseen 
will keep the original file format. You can define 
other target formats at the bottom of the main 
window. Look for the desired output format in the 
Convert to list. Click on Image Settings to set the 
compression level for PNG and JPEG images.

editor and comment out the policy directive for 
the delegate domain there, as shown in  line 2 of 
Listing 1.

If you are still using ImageMagick 6, edit the 
/etc/ImageMagick‑6/policy.xml file instead. As 
shown in line 4, you need to comment out the 
policy statement for the coder domain and re-
place it with the version from line 5.

Scale and Rotate
After selecting the desired images, turn to the 
Actions Panel on the left (Figure 2). Scroll down, 
and below the preview image you will see two tabs. 
Dimensions lets you scale the selected images.

To change the size, check Scale image. Use the 
selection field to decide whether you want to 
specify the size in absolute values (pixels) or as a 
relative value (percent). To keep the aspect ratio of 
the images, just check the box. Then enter the val-
ues to which you want to scale the images in the 
Width and Height fields.

You can adjust the value in Resolution. Save the 
values in DPI in the corresponding fields. (DPI 
stands for dots per inch – a unit of measurement 
for the resolution of image files. For the web, 72 
DPI is usually fine, for print you will need 300 DPI.) 
If you want to rotate and flip images, switch to the 
tab of the same name. In Rotate image you can 

Figure 2: You can use the Actions Panel on the left to configure the settings for the conversion.

01  ### In /etc/ImageMagick‑7/policy.xml:

02  <!‑‑ <policy domain="delegate" rights="none" pattern="gs" /> ‑‑>

03  ### In /etc/ImageMagick‑6/policy.xml:

04  <!‑‑ <policy domain="coder" rights="none" pattern="PDF" /> ‑‑>

05  <policy domain="coder" rights="read|write" pattern="PDF" />

Listing 1: ImageMagick Configuration
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Not all file formats support transparent back-
grounds. If necessary, check Replace Transparent 
Background and then decide on the color that 
Converseen will use to replace the transparency.

Once all the settings are in place, start the con-
version run in Actions | Convert, by pressing F5, or 

clicking on the matching button in the toolbar. 
Converseen reports its progress in a status win-
dow (Figure 3).

After completing the action, press Open destina-
tion bottom left in the status window to go to the 
converted files.

Conclusions
Converseen proves to be a very useful program 
that lets users quickly and easily rotate, scale, 
and convert image files to other formats in batch 
operations, supported by a graphical user inter-
face. It is a tool that belongs in every amateur 
photographer’s digital toolbox.  nnn

Figure 3: You can track the conversion progress in the sta-
tus window. Once Converseen has finished, press the Open 
destination button bottom left to go to the edited files.

[1]  ImageMagick: https://  imagemagick.  org

[2]  Converseen:  
https://  converseen.  fasterland.  net

[3]  Download Converseen for Linux:  
https://  converseen.  fasterland.  net/ 
 download‑for‑linux/

[4]  Source code:  
https://  github.  com/  Faster3ck/  Converseen

[5]  Ghostscript: https://  www.  ghostscript.  com
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Ark
Ark [1] is KDE Plasma’s graphical front end for 
managing archives. When you install a distribution 
with KDE Plasma desktop, Ark is typically installed 
automatically. Ark uses Linux command-line 
programs as a back end. You have the choice of 
using archive tools such as Gzip, bzip2, 7-Zip, 
RAR, and Tar. With Ark, you can create and extract 
archives, as well as view and modify them.

If you call the program from the KDE Plasma 
desktop menu, you will be taken to a simple window 
with a conventional buttonbar and two buttons 
below: Open Archive and Create Archive (Figure 1).

As soon as you create a new archive, Ark opens 
an overlapping window, where you enter the target 
path, archive name, and file type. Ark offers a list of 
supported formats. Depending on the options sup-
ported by your choice of archive file format, you 
can make adjustments via the Compression, Pass-
word Protection, and Multi-volume Archive parame-
ters. When you are ready, press OK to confirm.

The routine now jumps back to the main win-
dow and waits for you to add files to the archive 
using the Add Files button. The next step opens a 
file browser, where you can select directories and 
individual files and add them to the archive. When 
you are done, the file browser closes and the data-
sets appear in the main window. If you added en-
tire directories to the archive, you will see a small 
triangle to the left of the directory name (Figure 2) 
that lets you expand the directory.

To open an archive, click Open Archive and navi-
gate to the desired archive. You need to select the 
archive format, otherwise Ark will not show you 
any archive files. Select the archive you are look-
ing for, and then press Open. You can edit the ar-
chive contents in the main window, for example, 
by selecting Add Files. To remove files or folders, 
right-click on the file or folder and select Remove 
from Archive in the context menu.

Rename lets you assign new file or directory 
names. Unzip opens another context menu where 
you can select the target path for Unzip to in a file 

C ompressed archives make it easier to 
email and share large volumes of data. 
While Linux offers a variety of command-

line tools that support different formats and func-
tions, graphical front ends and easy-to-use, stand-
alone packing programs can save you the trouble 
of having to learn the syntax. This article explores 
some popular options.

Linux supports a number of easy graphical tools for saving 
data to compressed archives. BY ERIK BÄRWALDT

Easy tools for archiving your datasets

Zip Artist

Figure 1: Ark requires no training to use

Figure 2: Archive contents can be viewed in Ark.
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browser and let the program unpack the desired 
contents in the target directory. When doing so, 
Ark creates its own path in the target folder using 
the name of the archive as the top directory in the 
tree. Ark then copies any subdirectories in the ar-
chive to the target path. Consequently, you will al-
ways have a reminder of the archive from which 
you extracted the individual contents.

To unpack a complete archive, select Extract 
from the buttonbar top left in the program win-
dow. You cannot select individual files or directo-
ries in the opened archive’s file list. In the file 
browser, set the target path for the extracted ar-
chive and click Extract. Ark then jumps back to the 
main window and displays the contents of the ar-
chive in the list view.

Ark also shows you an overview of the contents 
of individual files from an archive. Right-click the 
desired file and select the Open option. The tool 
opens the file using a suitable desktop application, 
such as an image viewer. If you use the Open With 
option, an application list appears in a separate 
dialog.

CoreArchiver
CoreArchiver [2], developed by CuboCore, is an ar-
chiver for C Suite [3], a bundle of small applica-
tions with low resource requirements designed for 
everyday use. The C Suite apps, developed under 
the GPLv3, are maintained independently of desk-
top environments; these apps are also a good 
choice for less powerful computers. Because 
CoreArchiver is available as a Flatpak, an AppIm-
age, and in other formats, you can install and use 
it across many distributions. CoreArchiver’s no-
frills interface initially only offers you the option of 
opening or creating an archive (Figure 3).

Clicking on Create Archive takes you to a new di-
alog, where you specify the archive name, target 
path, and archive type. CoreArchiver supports all 
archive formats commonly used on Linux. How-
ever, you should not specify the archive type in 
this dialog, because CoreArchiver always resets to 
the default after adding files and directories to the 
archive.

Once you have defined the name and storage 
path for the archive, you can proceed to add files 
and folders in the same dialog by selecting Add 
Files and Add Folders. In each case, the tool opens 
a typical file browser, where you can browse the 
directory structure and select the desired con-
tents. Click Open, and the tool switches back to 
the main dialog, where it displays the selected 
contents, including the source paths and the sizes 
of the individual files. You can view the contents 
of individual folders by clicking the small triangle 
to the left of the desired folder.

Once you have added files and directories to the 
archive, you can now choose a format in the 

archive type selection field (Figure 4). Pressing the 
Compress button will then create the archive. 
CoreArchiver displays a progress bar during this 
process.

The Open Archive option in the tool’s input win-
dow unpacks the archive. Now press Select in the 
file browser. CoreArchiver jumps back to the dia-
log that displays the contents, where you are 
shown the archive name. Press the button with 
the three dots to the right and select the target di-
rectory. Select applies the path. After clicking Ex-
tract in the program window, CoreArchiver un-
packs the archive to the specified location. While 
doing so, it also recreates the subfolders from the 
original directory structure.

Unlike many other tools, CoreArchiver cannot 
retroactively add additional content to existing ar-
chives. Nor can you view the contents using exter-
nal applications such as image or text viewers. 
The icons for the files show the file types, but the 
files cannot be unpacked individually. You can 

Figure 3: The CoreArchiver launch window is visually unspectacular, but functional.

Figure 4: CoreArchiver lets you select the desired format from a list.
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The Other Options and File Format: By extension 
options let you select a file extension, which im-
plicitly also specifies the archive type. Engrampa 
also lets you set password protection and split 
larger archives into two or more parts if the ar-
chive format supports these options. Alternatively, 
you can set the file format in the All Supported 
Files selection field. Be aware that the dialog also 
lists formats that are unsuitable for conventional 
archiving, such as EPUB and ODF.

After you choose a format, the matching exten-
sion appears at the top of the name window to the 
right of the archive name. Click on Create in the 
lower right corner to create the archive. Engrampa 
closes the file browser and enables the options 
for adding files and directories.

Pressing one of the buttons launches a file 
browser again. You can then select individual 
files or folders and press Add to transfer them to 
the archive. The files are compressed directly, as-
suming the selected archive format supports 
this. Finally, in the main window, a list of selected 
directories and files appears (Figure 5). The for-
mats of the individual files are listed in a sepa-
rate column, and an icon to the left of each file 
indicates its type. The archive has already been 
created and automatically stored.

If you select Open to load an existing archive, 
Engrampa outputs the archive’s contents in a 
table. If necessary, you can delete individual files 
from the archive using the context menu. But be-
fore the contents disappear, you need to unpack 
the archive. After deleting, Engrampa automati-
cally repacks the archive.

If you want to unpack a complete archive, you 
need to open it first. In the file browser, define the 
target path and click Extract. By default, the pro-
gram keeps the directory hierarchy. To unpack in-
dividual files or directories, use the context menu 
with the archive open. In the file browser, enter 
the path for saving the unpacked file or folder 
(Figure 6).

File Roller
File Roller is the Gnome desktop environment’s [5] 
graphical archiving front end. Installed along 
with Gnome, File Roller integrates seamlessly 
into the desktop. Operations are oriented on 
Gnome conventions; you will not find a conven-
tional menubar. Instead, you can access the in-
dividual functions via buttons and a hamburger 
menu in the titlebar.

After starting, you can create a new archive or 
open an existing one with the New Archive or Open 
options in the hamburger menu. If you want to 
create a new archive, you need to enter the details 
in a small dialog. You can also define the archive 
format via a selection field. Depending on your 
choice of format, you can define a password for 

only remove individual files from an archive by 
clicking on them and then deleting them by select-
ing Remove Files.

Because CoreArchiver also does not include any 
options for configuring the individual archive for-
mats, this program is only useful for users who 
want to set up static archives that will not need to 
be modified in the future.

Engrampa
Engrampa [4] is the graphical front end for man-
aging archives on the MATE desktop. If the 
MATE desktop environment is installed, you can 
start Engrampa via the menu. Engrampa has a 
simple, conventional program window featuring 
a menubar and buttonbar, as well as a naviga-
tion bar that you can use to browse the direc-
tory structure.

Initially, only the two buttons for creating a new 
archive and opening an existing archive are avail-
able. Pressing the plus button on the far left cre-
ates a new archive. In the file browser that opens, 
enter the name of the archive and the target direc-
tory in the directory view below it.

Figure 5: You can identify the file type in Engrampa by the icons.

Figure 6: Engrampa lets you unpack individual files or folders.
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the archive, enable encryption of the file list, or 
split the archive into several parts under Other 
Options (Figure 7).

The two-section program window then appears. 
On the left, you will see the archive you created. 
The initially empty section on the right will display 
the files and directories you select to add to the ar-
chive. You can use the plus symbol in the titlebar 
to fill the archive with content. In the file browser 
that opens, your directories and mounted addi-
tional drives are displayed on the left. To the right, 
File Roller displays the tree structure of the direc-
tory. You can now check individual files and direc-
tories to add to the archive. After pressing the Add 
button, the file browser closes and File Roller adds 
the selected content to the archive. File Roller also 
compresses the content during this process (if 
the selected archive format supports this option), 
so populating the archive can take a while for 
larger datasets.

After completing the archiving process, the files 
and folders are displayed in a table in the right 
panel of the program window (Figure 8). Double-
clicking opens the individual directories, while ex-
isting hierarchies with subdirectories simultane-
ously are displayed on the left side. The program 
backs up all the contents automatically. To open 
an existing archive in the empty main window, go 
to the hamburger menu and choose the Open op-
tion. You can then view the archive’s contents in 
the main window.

After opening an archive, you can unpack single 
files by right-clicking to select and then choosing 
Delete in the context menu. To add files to the ar-
chive, press the plus button in the titlebar and use 
the dialog. You can also define exclusion and in-
clusion criteria for the content.

If you only want to unpack individual files or 
directories from an archive, you can choose 
them individually by right-clicking and selecting 
Extract. File Roller then opens the file browser 
again and asks for a target path. Pressing the 

Extract button does what it says on the label. 
The program will display a success message 
and let you open the target directory in the file 
browser (Show the Files).

PeaZip
As a standalone archiver, PeaZip [6] does not rely 
on the Linux-specific packing programs. PeaZip 
targets professional users rather than casual 
users who just want to archive a few folders and 
files now and then.

PeaZip impresses with a conventional but 
brightly colored interface. Besides a horizontal 
buttonbar and menubar, you will also find a verti-
cal navigation sidebar on the left. To the right is 
the main area of the window with the contents. 
Above it is another bar, where you can see the 
path of the current main directory and browse the 
folder structure using the arrow keys.

To create a new archive, select File | Create new 
archive in the menu. PeaZip switches to a dialog 
where you can specify basic information, such as 
the archive’s name and format, as well as enable 
special features, such as splitting the archive or 
assigning a password for it. You can also drag and 
drop content into the free area using the desktop 
file browser. Files and directories to be added are 
shown, along with the path, file or directory size, 
and file formats. Like in Engrampa, icons show 
you the file types (Figure 9).

In the Output field, you then specify a name 
and storage path for the archive; the Type field 
lets you specify the format. In addition to the 
common archiving formats, PeaZip supports its 
native PEA [7] format. If you want to use the ar-
chive in an environment where different archiving 
programs are in use, a cross-platform format, 
such as ZIP or GZIP, is a good choice.

However, PeaZip does not fully support all ar-
chive formats. It can read and extract some for-
mats, but not create them. In this case, the Func-
tion field is grayed. Depending on the selected 

Figure 7: Depending on the archive format, options may not 
be available.

Figure 8: The File Roller interface does without a conventional menubar.
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list view and open them by right-clicking to open 
the pop-up context menu. In the menu, select the 
Extract option and then select the Extract selected 
object(s) item from the submenu.

PeaZip switches to a configuration dialog 
where the files you wish to unpack are listed at 
the top. Beneath the list, you choose the output 
path and some name settings. If there is already 
some content with the same name in the target 
path, you can adjust the individual file names. 
PeaZip automatically creates any target directo-
ries that do not yet exist. If you confirm the con-
figuration again by pressing OK, PeaZip goes 
about its work, showing you the progress in a 
status window, which automatically closes on 
completion. Back in the main window, you can 
now access the unzipped files using a file 
browser without any restrictions.

To extract a complete archive after opening, se-
lect Extract in the buttonbar. PeaZip now takes 
you to a dialog where you define the target path 
and some other options, such as the behavior of 
the unpacker if files of the same name already 
exist. In addition, you can remove the original ar-
chive by checking the Delete archives after extrac-
tion option. If you specify a folder that does not 
yet exist as the target path, PeaZip automatically 
creates it.

After completing the configuration, press OK to 
confirm.

PeaZip provides several special functions that 
significantly simplify the management of large ar-
chive collections. You can easily convert individual 
archives to a different format. As the first step, 
highlight the archive and select Convert in the 
main window. During this step, you can assign a 
new name in a dialog, if needed, and set the de-
sired format in the Type field.

After pressing OK, PeaZip converts the archive 
and shows you the progress. Conversion can 
take a while for larger archives because the ap-
plication first unpacks the source archive and 

archiving format, you can then make changes in 
the Level, Split, and Password | Keyfile fields. If no 
options are available for the selected format, the 
corresponding buttons will simply be grayed.

After pressing OK to confirm your choice of set-
tings, PeaZip creates the archive and transfers the 
contents. While this is happening, you will see a 
small window with a progress bar and short sta-
tus report (Figure 10). If everything goes smoothly, 
the status window closes at the end. If an error 
occurs, the progress bar will change from green to 
red. A Hints about the error link will then appear 
bottom left above the progress bar; clicking on 
this link displays detailed information in a sepa-
rate window.

For existing archives, you need the File | Open 
archive dialog. You can find and open the archive 
you need in the file browser. After choosing an ar-
chive, you will find its contents in the main win-
dow. Clicking on individual folders in the list view 
lets you browse the directory tree and display 
files. To display files, PeaZip calls on various ex-
ternal programs to read a variety of standard 
formats.

In addition, PeaZip lets you unpack individual 
files and directories, as well as entire archives. To 
extract a single or multiple files, select them in the 

Figure 10: PeaZip keeps you informed while archiving 
content.

Figure 9: PeaZip offers a wealth of options for working with archives.

Figure 11: PeaZip only creates self-extracting archives for 
Microsoft operating systems.
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then creates it again in the target format in a sec-
ond step. If an error occurs during conversion, 
the routine stops and displays a message in the 
status window.

Self-extracting formats are useful for making ar-
chives available on computers that do not have an 
archiving tool installed. PeaZip creates these ar-
chives with an .exe file extension. They can be 
opened on DOS and Windows, but not on Linux. In 
IT infrastructures with many different operating 
systems, the recommended approach is to in-
stead use an archive format with cross-platform 
support, such as ZIP, instead of a self-extracting 
format (Figure 11).

Additionally, you can use PeaZip to check the in-
tegrity of an archive (Figure 12). To do this, first 
select the archive in the main window and then 
click on the small open triangle top right next to 
the Test button. In the context menu, call one of 
the offered check routines. Repair routines are 
also available for ARC archives.

The List and List (with details) options show the 
file contents of the archive in a separate window, 
with compression methods and further attributes 
for the individual files in the detailed view. The 
simple list view, on the other hand, only gives you 
a table with the existing files.

PeaZip also has a feature to help you find dupli-
cates in archives. Select File manager | Find dupli-
cates in the selection menu that opens and click 
on Suggest Possible Duplicates in the drop-down 
menu. PeaZip shows you the suspected dupli-
cates in a separate window.

You can also use PeaZip to securely delete con-
tent; whether or not it is packaged in an archive is 
irrelevant. The software also supports secure de-
letion of folders and hidden files. Secure delete 
has three modes: Quick Delete does not physically 
delete the data but simply removes the entries 
from the file allocation table. Zero Delete over-
writes the marked files with zeros, and Safe Delete 
overwrites the contents with randomly generated 
combinations of numbers and digits.

To delete content, first select the desired files 
and folders in the main window’s file view. Then 
click on the small open triangle top right next to 
the Secure delete button. In the selection menu 
that now opens, click on Quick Delete, Zero Delete, 
or Safe Delete depending on your preferences. 
After you confirm the prompt, PeaZip displays the 
progress in a separate window. After completing 
the deletion process, PeaZip jumps back to the 
main window and updates the file view at the 
same time.

Xarchiver
Xarchiver [8] has long been known as the standard 
graphical front end for archive management on 
Xfce. The project has detached itself somewhat 
from Xfce and is also considered the tool of choice 
on LXDE. Instead of a standalone archiving pro-
gram, Xarchiver is a graphical user interface for the 
command-line tools commonly used for archiving 
content on Linux. The conventional main window is 
composed of a small buttonbar and menubar and 
two large segments in which Xarchiver displays the 

directory tree and the contents of 
the individual folders.

When you start Xarchiver, only 
the two buttons on the left, for cre-
ating a new archive and opening an 
existing one, are active. The Create 
a new archive option takes you to a 
separate dialog, where you enter 
the name and target path. You de-
fine the format in the Archive type 
field. After you press Create, the 
window closes and Xarchiver cre-
ates the archive. You can then add 
content in the main window. To add 
content, click on the third button 
from the right in the buttonbar. In 
the file browser, select the desired 
files and add them to the archive by 
pressing Add.

By default, Xarchiver backs up 
the files without retaining the 
source paths. If you want to include 
the paths, select the Save with full 
path option. The contents then end 
up in the main window, where Xar-
chiver lists them in a table, Figure 12: PeaZip also lets you run integrity checks on archives.
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individual files or folders from an archive, right-click 
on the desired archive or highlight the files with a sin-
gle click. Then select Extract from the context menu, 
and a dialog will prompt you for the target path. Then 
press the Extract button again; Xarchiver will now ex-
tract the content to the desired location.

For a complete archive, first open the archive, 
and then select Extract files in the buttonbar. The 
software will now open a dialog where you can 
specify the target path and some options. When 
you then click Extract, Xarchiver will decompress 
the contents in the target directory and keep the 
existing folder structure. At the same time it cre-
ates a root folder with the archive’s name, which 
allows you to store multiple archives in the same 
target directory without accidentally overwriting 
files or directories of the same name.

If supported by the archive format, Xarchiver 
also generates self-extracting archives. With an 
archive open, click Action in the menubar and se-
lect the Make SFX option in the context menu. In 
the file browser, type a name for the self-extract-
ing archive, select the target path, and click Save. 
Xarchiver now creates the desired archive with ex-
ecute permissions. On other Linux machines, you 
can open the archive by double-clicking in the file 
browser or simply by calling the archive file at the 
command line (Figure 14).

During unpacking, the routine displays a num-
ber of status messages. If there are already files 
or directories of the same name in the target 

including some statistical information, such as 
the file size, path, permissions, date, timestamps, 
owner, and group (Figure 13).

You can double-click on a folder in the archive 
to view its contents in the table. In the left pane, 
you can also trace the archive’s folder structure 
using the subfolders in a tree view. Xarchiver im-
mediately adds the contents to the archive; man-
ual saving is not necessary. You can also open an 
existing archive in the main window. After select-
ing the desired archive in the file browser, its con-
tents appear in the main window.

Xarchiver offers two dialogs for extracting a com-
plete archive or individual content from it. To extract 

Figure 13: Xarchiver also shows you all the files in a clear-cut way.

Figure 14: Xarchiver lets you extract self-extracting archives without any problems on Linux.

Ark CoreArchiver Engrampa File Roller PeaZip Xarchiver

License GPLv2 GPLv3 GPLv2 GPLv2 LGPLv3 GPLv2

Independent of console-based archivers Partially Yes No No Yes No

Cross-platform support No No No No Yes Yes

Integrated file browser Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Post-edit archives Yes Restricted Yes Yes Yes Yes

Unzip individual files and folders Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

View files Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Check files Yes No Restricted Yes Yes Yes

Create self-extracting archives No No No No Yes Yes

Convert archives No No No No Yes No

Secure deletion of files and folders No No No No Yes No

Table 1: Graphical Archiving Tools

Figure 15: Xarchiver also supports integrity checks.
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directory, Xarchiver interrupts the unpacking pro-
cess and waits for input on how to handle the du-
plicate content. This routine does not let you spec-
ify target directories, however. Xarchiver always 
extracts the contents of the archive in the folder 
where the self-extracting archive file is located. 
When storing the archive file, you need to pay at-
tention to the target directory and remember that 
the self-extracting archive can no longer be modi-
fied by typical archiving programs.

Xarchiver supports integrity checking for some 
archive formats. First open the archive and then 
enable the check routine by selecting Archive | 
Test. Further settings are not possible. The routine 
automatically checks the archive and outputs a 
message on completion (Figure 15).

Conclusions
The graphical tools described in this article (see 
Table 1) significantly simplify the handling of ar-
chives under Linux. You do not have to understand 
the details of compression options and file for-
mats to use these tools, nor do you need to learn 
cryptic parameters. If you need to create 

self-extracting archives or access integrity check 
options for existing archives, make sure that the 
program supports the required functions. You are 
always safe with PeaZip, which offers an excep-
tionally wide range of functions that are suitable 
even for professional requirements.  nnn

[1]  Ark: https://  apps.  kde.  org/  ark/

[2]  CoreArchiver: https://  gitlab.  com/  cubocore/ 
 coreapps/  corearchiver

[3]  C Suite:  
https://  gitlab.  com/  cubocore/  coreapps/

[4]  Engrampa: https://  github.  com/ 
 mate‑desktop/  engrampa

[5]  File Roller:  
https://  gitlab.  gnome.  org/  GNOME/  file‑roller

[6]  PeaZip: https://  peazip.  github.  io

[7]  PEA format: https://  peazip.  github.  io/ 
 pea‑file‑format.  html

[8]  Xarchiver: https://  github.  com/  ib/  xarchiver
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 FOSSPicks
Seeing how powerful Godot has become, Graham is now determined to 
become the bedroom games programmer he’s dreamt of being since he 
was 15.  BY GRAHAM MORRISON

Sparkling gems and new  
releases from the world of  
Free and Open Source Software

Project Website
https://  godotengine.  org

W e last looked at Godot 
a few years ago, with 
the release of Godot 

3.0. Reflecting the ambition of that 
release, its coverage was con-
signed to our games page. But a 
lot has happened to the project 
since then. There was a $250,000 
development grant from Epic, a 
$120,000 grant from the Russian 
game developer Kefir, and signifi-
cant donations from Ubisoft and 
Embark Studios. Investments like 
these are rare for open source proj-
ects, and illustrate how important 
the project has become. It’s 

certainly a better story than the one 
where a sole solitary developer 
works on some essential infra-
structure in their spare time.

Godot has garnered this atten-
tion because it fills an important 
role, in much the same way that 
Linux does. It’s an engine that 
helps developers create games, 
and the biggest and most widely 
used game engines are Unity and 
Unreal Engine (UE), both of which 
are unashamedly proprietary and 
even hostile towards portability. 
Developing a game for either sys-
tem commits you to its APIs, ren-
dering pipelines, and asset stores 
in much the same way that devel-
oping for Windows in the mid-
1990s would lock you into its eco-
system. Godot is open source 

games development that won’t lock you in, won’t force you 
to install upgrades, and won’t charge you a percentage of 
whatever you might sell your game for. More importantly, 
it will reward whatever effort you put into learning the plat-
form with continued openness and relevance, much like 
the effort we’ve all invested in learning Linux.

Version 4 is a huge upgrade, and one that demarcates 
Godot’s transition from an amateur’s prototyping tool to a 
professional games development engine that can compete 
directly with Unity and UE’s dominance. You can see this 
from your first glance over the user interface. The central 
scene view, the inspector, the scene explorer, and the node 
views all look consistent, slick, and professional. Behind the 
scenes, the 3D engine has seen great improvement, not just 
in low-powered OpenGL games, but in its quality and capa-
bilities. There’s a new Vulcan renderer, which will be great 
for Steam Deck development, as will support for AMD’s 
FSR. There are new global illumination options, including 
voxel global illumination. There are advanced shadow ren-
derers, volumetric fog, a new sky shader, and asset import 
capabilities with automatic LOD generation and occlusion 
culling. The end results are amazing, and put Godot’s 3D 
output into the AAA league. It’s also easy to explore these 
features, from both the excellent demos that come with the 
release, and from the panels around the 3D view.

For games with fewer dimensions, there’s an amazing 
new tile map editor. This is worth a standalone review on 
its own because, alongside the essential drawing tools, it 
includes professional features such as layers, terrain auto-
tiling, metadata, and animations. Tiles are expanded to re-
move gaps, and when partnered with the improvements to 
the 2D rendering output, Godot 4 has streamlined the 
whole process of creating 2D games. Output rendering im-
provements include multi-sample anti-aliasing, directional 
2D lighting, and shadows. To help with programming logic, 
the internal scripting engine has been bumped from ver-
sion 1 to version 2, and C# and .NET now have first-party 
support. All of these improvements are already delivering 
results, not just in the quality of the games being gener-
ated by Godot, but in the rate the community is expanding. 
It means the documentation is also improving, with more 
tutorials, and more video coverage, which all feed back 
into the success of the project and the beginning of what 
we hope is a new era in open source game development.

Game engine

Godot 4

1. Nodes and scenes: All game elements have a node, and much of a game can be cre‑
ated simply by adding and organizing them. 2. Viewport: Create views to see and posi‑
tion nodes within your game, and ultimately, create what the player sees. 3. Tabs: Multi‑
ple views can remain accessible as tabs. 4. Object manipulation: Objects can be 
manipulated within the viewport much like they can in Blender, with X, Y, and Z handles. 
5. Properties: Also as in Blender, edit node properties without resorting to any code. 
6. Inspector: Switch between properties, nodes, and editing history. 7. Output pane: 
See debugging information for various parts of your game. 8. Resources: Everything 
needed for your game is listed here, including code and shader files.
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Network monitoring

ntopng
I t’s remarkable that most 

home networks provide very 
little analysis of the network 

traffic they’re carrying, or further 
details on what they’re sending to 
and receiving from the Internet. 
The best that most home routers 
can manage is a network usage 
graph, perhaps with a pie chart 
split into broad packet categories 
for video, file transfers, and music. 
One of the reasons we don’t have 
access to deeper analytics is likely 
because the vast majority of users 
can’t even log into their routers, let 
alone worry about the seven layers 
of the OSI model or the difference 
between UDP and TCP. But there 
should be a middle option for 
those of us who do want it, and 
ntopng might be that option. As its 

name suggests, ntopng is the 
“next generation” version of the 
general network analysis tool 
ntop, which was itself developed 
to show network status in the 
same way the top command did 
for process status.

The big difference between 
ntop and ntopng is that rather 
than sending output to the com-
mand line, you instead study its 
packet analysis through a web 
browser. It latches on to a net-
work interface, or even a Wire-
shark online or offline packet 
capture, and sorts the network 
traffic according to many differ-
ent criteria. The most useful are 
local and remote IP addresses, 
which application protocols are 
being used, currently active 
hosts and their “live flows” of in-
terconnectivity, and even geolo-
cation analysis. It can go much 
deeper, but most average Linux 
users will be able to derive a lot 

from these charts alone. The only downside is that 
ntopng is only an open source core project, which 
means there are limitations in the downloadable ver-
sion. This version is called the “community” version, and 
its limitations won’t affect home users wanting to add a 
missing feature to their router to understand their net-
works better, but may temper what should otherwise be 
an overwhelmingly positive recommendation.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  ntop/  ntopng

If you have a FRITZ!Box router, an ntopng script can grab packets 
from your entire network for further analysis on another machine.

FIT file manager

PostRunner
T he idea of the quantified 

self, where you track and 
learn from biometric data 

generated by your activity, first ap-
peared a couple of decades ago. 
It took time for our technology to 
catch up, but self-monitoring and 
analysis is now common and ex-
tends far beyond the number of 
steps you take or the flights of 
stairs you climb. Google’s Fitbit, 
Apple’s Watch, Garmin’s trackers, 
and devices from many other 
manufacturers can now monitor 
heart rhythm, blood oxygen levels, 
cardio fitness, respiration rates, 
stress, sleep, hydration, activity, 
temperature, and many other sta-
tistics. The downside, of course, 
is that this data is difficult to ac-
cess outside of each manufactur-
er’s walled garden, and this is 
where PostRunner can help – at 
least for users of some common 
Garmin devices. PostRunner is a 
command-line utility that can 
manage and interpret the FIT files 

generated by many Garmin de-
vices, including its Forerunner and 
fēnix fitness watches, and it can 
do this better than Garmin’s na-
tive tools.
FIT, Garmin’s “Flexible and Interop-
erable Data Transfer Protocol,” in-
cludes sensor parameters, ses-
sion events, and real-time activity 
tracking. The format is unfortu-
nately not open source, but it is 
well documented with an open 
API. FIT-formatted files can be 
downloaded directly from Gar-
min’s web portal, but they can also 
be accessed purely offline from a 
device via its USB-mounted FAT or 
MTP filesystem. PostRunner has 
been developed to import these 
files directly to avoid cloud ser-
vices or online interpretation. After 
running the postrunner import 
command, the target FIT file is de-
coded and added to PostRunner’s 
internal database. Each activity 
will get its own reference, starting 
from 1. Further commands such 

as summary, monthly, events, and records can be used to view 
activities and output aggregated data, including internal to-
tals and personal records. Best of all, running postrunner 
show generates a beautifully rendered web page for each 
activity, charting parameters such as speed and altitude 
alongside an OpenStreetMap view of a route and the raw 
GPS data. It’s just as good and less opinionated than the 
hosted equivalents from the big manufactures, and best of 
all, your data hasn’t gone anywhere.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  scrapper/  postrunner

Alongside displaying FIT activity data, PostRunner can even extract 
seven days worth of Extended Prediction Orbit data to help make 
GPS locks much quicker.
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Content converter

FFmpeg 6

T here can’t be many Linux 
users who don’t have 
FFmpeg installed, even if 

they’re not aware of it. FFmpeg 
has become the backbone of 
media manipulation and can 
seemingly handle everything. It’s 
used to transcode optical discs, 
stream videos, remove advertis-
ing, extract audio, encode audio 
and video, and to silently bridge 
the ever increasing gap between 
the formats provided by streaming 
services and those we find conve-
nient on our computers. And as 
anyone who has typed ffmpeg on 
the command line can attest, all 
this incredible flexibility does result 
in complexity. FFmpeg has more 
build options and command-line 
arguments than the Linux kernel, 
but this is what enables FFmpeg 
to work with so many media co-
decs, and to solve so many 

problems with convoluted media 
containers, their codecs, and file 
naming conventions.

This is why the release of ver-
sion 6 is such a big deal. It will 
have a significant impact on your 
system even if you don’t realize it. 
This is also the first release in the 
new annual release cadence. 5.0 
was released a year earlier, and 
6.0 is the first major update under 
the new regime (5.1 was an LTS 
release), with 220,000 lines of 
code touched. Many of those 
touched lines help with perfor-
mance, with significant work 
done to make FFmpeg multi-
threaded. This enables it to run 
across as many processing units 
as you can spare, but there’s lots 
more work to do. The plan for the 
future is that every component in 
the transcoding pipeline will run 
within its own secure thread, and 
the work will continue through the 
next release cycle. To further help 
with performance, there’s also 
AV1 hardware decoding for Intel, 
AMD, and NVIDIA hardware; new 

and much faster FFT functions for audio analysis and con-
version; and even optimizations for RISC-V. There’s also 
support for HDR images, desktop duplication, and many 
new decoders, all with seemingly random acronyms, in-
cluding Bonk, APAC, VQC, ADPCM, and WADY. To most of 
us, it’s all equally baffling, but there’s no doubt FFmpeg is 
one of the most important open source projects we de-
pend upon, and each release should be celebrated.

Project Website
https://  ffmpeg.  org

A 2023 presentation on FFmpeg at FOSDEM admitted that not 
enough people talk about the project, despite “nearly everything you 
see online” being based on its technology.

Qt IDE

LeanCreator
The Qt project has a long 

history of experimenting 
with different code li-

censes and business models. This 
has sometimes brought it into con-
flict with the Linux community, with 
its early proprietary license fueling 
the foundations of Gnome, for in-
stance. It has since remained open 
source, but various new develop-
ments and components have 
drifted into and out of inclusion as 
the Qt project experimented with 
new funding models. Even recently, 
the current custodians of Qt, the Qt 
Company, announced it would only 
release LTS versions of Qt 6 and 
not intermediate patches, forcing 
the KDE project to maintain its 
own. All this leaves Qt’s sub-proj-
ects, such as the brilliant platform-
agnostic Qt Creator, stuck in the 
middle of a storm they have no 

control over, and no way for users 
to know whether (or how) such 
sub-projects may survive.

Qt Creator has always been re-
leased under the terms of the GPL 
3, but it has also become more in-
terwoven within the Qt framework 
and its own priorities. This is what 
motivated the creation of LeanCre-
ator, a fork of Qt Creator that’s at-
tempting to keep Qt Creator lean, 
open, and adaptable. It is itself built 
from another fork, this time of Qt it-
self, in the shape of a project called 
LeanQt, forked from Qt 5.6.3, which 
was the last version released under 
LGPL v2.1 and v3. Both Lean* proj-
ects have done a brilliant job at ex-
tracting only what’s necessary into 
their respective codebases, and 
LeanCreator builds into a single ex-
ecutable with no further depen-
dences or shared libraries. It’s 

always been a brilliant application, with powerful syntax high-
lighting, autocompletion, and integrated GDB support, and 
these features remain. But significant features have also been 
dropped, including Python, JavaScript, CML, CMake, Autoto-
ols and make support, integrated version control, and Vim 
bindings – which is maybe a step too far. CMake has been re-
placed by Busy, which does require some time to learn, but 
the results are worth it, and unlike the uncertainty of Qt Cre-
ator’s future, will remain firmly in the open source domain.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  rochus‑keller/  LeanCreator

LeanCreator drops Qt Creator’s dependency on both qmake and QML and 
replaces these with deep Busy integration, itself a replacement for qmake.
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Process analysis

lurk
U sing the strace com-

mand can be like using 
ntop (see earlier) in that 

it empowers ordinary users to 
see extraordinary things and 
usually jump to the wrong con-
clusions. By default, strace is 
run against the name of a com-
mand for which it will list what-
ever system calls it executes 
and the libraries those calls 
come from. It’s a lot like debug-
ging your own code within an 
IDE, except you have very little 
context for those system calls, 
and even small executables can 
make hundreds of calls as they 
pass through every library they 
link to. However, we’re not look-
ing at strace specifically, but in-
stead a similar tool called lurk.

The lurk command hopes to 
be a better-looking and more 

focussed alternative to strace. It 
only offers a subset of func-
tions, and those have been 
hand-picked by the developer to 
be accessible and useful for the 
majority of uses. But the output 
also looks better, with good use 
of color, and JSON-compatible 
output that can be further pro-
cessed with tools such as jq. 
Like strace, the command can 
be simply run against the name 
of the executable you want to 
look at, such as lurk ls, and it 
can attach itself to a process 
that’s already running. The only 
filtering allowed is with the 
‑‑expr trace argument, which is 
the same as the strace equiva-
lent, allowing you to limit output 
to specific system calls and 
those that access files, pro-
cesses, and the network, among 

many other options. Regular expressions can be used 
to further fine-tune your searching, such as with lurk 
‑‑expr trace=\!/g ls to filter trace output from the ls 
command to system calls that don’t contain the letter g. 
The documentation contains many more examples like 
these, and while it never makes lurk easy to use, it 
makes it bearable when you know there’s no other kind 
of tool for the job.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  JakWai01/  lurk

If you find yourself commonly using strace with the ‑‑expr 
trace argument, you might want to take a look at lurk. It does the 
same thing, but looks better.

Music streaming server

LMS 8.4

It is unusual for a project such 
as LMS to survive quite so 
long. It started out as a bou-

tique hardware/ software music 
player solution at the dawn of digi-
tal music in 2001. It was then ac-
quired by Logitech, who assimi-
lated the neatly designed hard-
ware players and their Perl-based 
server into its product range, the 
latter of which was released as 
open source. This being Logitech, 
the hardware was eventually 
dropped, but by then, open source 
software clients had replaced the 
hardware and were running on 
Linux desktops, NAS devices, and 
Raspberry Pis everywhere. What’s 
most astonishing is that over 10 
years later, in the era of multiroom 
subscription streaming, nothing 
can still beat that combination of 
Logitech Media Server and open 

source client, and both are still 
being developed and updated.
Logitech Media Server is now 
more commonly known as LMS, 
and version 8.3.2 was released in 
March 2023 by its community 
from its GitHub page. If you’ve 
ever used LMS, you’ll first notice 
that new LMS looks exactly like 
old LMS – an austere mid-
noughties web application that 
lets you add music libraries and 
configure plugins. A lot of effort is 
put into ensuring it still builds on 
modern hardware and distribu-
tions, but what makes LMS such 
an enduring solution, and so un-
like modern streaming, is that al-
most every feature you can imag-
ine is available. You can select 
and create playlists from a data-
base that populates itself from 
your collection, but you can also 
browse your collection by folders 
– something which almost no 
other music streaming service al-
lows. You then can stream audio 
without re-encoding, which 

means FLAC, surround, and high-resolution formats re-
main untouched for audiophiles. There’s even a new 
Material Design web interface that can be installed as 
a plugin, and many other current plugins for Spotify, 
BBC, and service connectivity for countless others. It’s 
a genuine alternative to streaming, and one whose age 
is providing distinct advantages from a bygone era.

Project Website
https://github.com/Logitech/slimserver

The best modern LMS setup has the server running next to your 
music collection Squeezelite client running on an embedded 
device or Raspberry Pi with a high quality DAC.
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Distro builder

Cubic
L inux simply wouldn’t be 

Linux without Linux dis-
tributions and Linux dis-

tribution builders. From Linux’s 
earliest days, it has been the 
people building distributions 
that have put down the roads 
the rest of us have followed. 
From choices about configura-
tion files and package reposi-
tories, to desktops, and even 
systemd, none of this would 
make sense without Yggdra-
sil’s Live CD or Softlanding 
Linux System becoming Slack-
ware. It’s a tradition that has 
crossed the three decades 
since, with many people and 
companies still creating their 
own distros, sharing ideas, in-
tegrating features, and iterat-
ing updates with each release, 
helping all modern distros to 
reach their full potential. We 
now have distributions for be-
ginners, for experts, for musi-
cians, for security experts, for 
developers, and everyone in 
between. Experimenting with 
your own distribution is still a 
great way to learn about Linux, 
and more importantly, learn 
about what you personally like 
about Linux.

Linux history is also littered 
with the tools that help people 
build their own distributions, 
from Gentoo and Arch build 
scripts to SUSE’s Studio, and 
now, Cubic. Cubic is a brilliant 
“Custom Ubuntu ISO Creator,” 
which means it’s not a fully 
fledged distro builder but it can 
still help you build a custom 
version of Ubuntu. This is par-
ticularly useful if you find your-
self always running through the 
same package installation rit-
ual, or you’d like a version of 
Ubuntu that you can share with 
friends and family, knowing 
what packages are installed 
and preconfigured. Cubic does 
this through a simple wizard in-
terface, using an Ubuntu-based 
ISO you download first as the 
source. This is selected in the 
first page of the wizard, which 
also lists important general in-
formation about your chosen 
distribution. These details can 
also be changed, letting you 
create your own release name, 
URL, and version number, for 
example. The next step extracts 
the components necessary to 
provide a minimal virtual envi-
ronment running from within 

the new distribution. This allows direct file-
system access, helping you to set up con-
figuration files or copy across new desktop 
backgrounds and other artwork, for in-
stance. It’s a powerful step, but it can also 
be easily skipped if you don’t want to make 
any low-level changes.

The next page is probably the most use-
ful. It will detect and list which packages 
are going to be available, and you can se-
lect these to remove them from either the 
standard installation or any minimal instal-
lation, if available. This page really lets you 
create the distribution you want, and is 
easy enough for anyone to understand. The 
same isn’t true of the next page, which is 
for configuring boot options. There are 
three tabs for selecting the kernel, adding 
and editing pre-seeding scripts, and for 
GRUB boot manager configuration. There’s 
even an integrated editor, so you can make 
changes to any scripts or configuration 
files, including grub.cfg. You then get to 
choose which compression to use, to give 
you some control over image sizes and in-
stall speeds. Options include LZ4, LZO, gzip 
(default), LZMA, and xz.

The final step will generate the image, 
and the wizard will update through several 
stages to let you know what’s happening. 
Compiling our own version of Ubuntu 
Server took less than 30 seconds, and it 
worked brilliantly. If you’ve ever wanted to 
build your own distro, but never knew 
where to start, Cubic is both powerful and 
beautifully designed. It makes distro build-
ing almost too easy.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  PJ‑Singh‑001/  Cubic

Cubic helps you build a customized Ubuntu without hand‑building packages or 
running make menuconfig to compile your own kernel.

While Cubic is easy to use, it also offers deeper features, including 
an editable virtual environment, package selection, and boot 
configuration.
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Space arena

SuperStarfighter
G ames within games 

have been around for a 
long time. In the 1980s, 

sporting games in particular 
would aggregate several mini-
games together into an “Olym-
pics” or sports triathlon, both in 
the arcade and on home com-
puters. Nintendo used the 
same trick with Wii Sports, and 
Starship Olympics does the 
same for open source gaming 
in the 21st century. It’s a beauti-
fully drawn and rendered, top-
down arena that can host 20+ 
individual games for 1-4 play-
ers. You can play it alone, 
against computer opponents, 
or in cooperative modes, and 
the whole game has been de-
veloped with Godot. It’s set in 
some distant future after every-
one replaced fighting with 

intergalactic sports games. 
Each player takes on the role of 
the champion for some alien 
race in their attempts to win the 
games.

Each game starts at a differ-
ent planet, with a different selec-
tion of games to work through in 
order to win a round. Most of the 
mini-games are a variation of ar-
cade classics, including break-
out, light cycles (with objects 
and shooting), asteroids, and 
“get to the diamond before your 
opponents.” They’re all drawn in 
neon bright colors and spread 
across a CRT-distorted arena. 
Controls are usually little more 
than up, down, left, right, and 
fire, mapped onto a keyboard or 
controller. The fire button is 
often used held down, or in 
short bursts, but each 

mini-game takes very little learning. Several people can 
play at once, either huddled around multiple keyboard 
positions or with multiple controllers. They’re suitable 
for anyone, and it’s a lot of fun trying to beat the com-
puter together or grab as many diamonds as you can to 
push your power bar ahead of your opponent. It’s sim-
ple, but it’s one of the most effective and enjoyable open 
source arcade games we’ve come across, and highly 
recommended.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  notapixelstudio/  superstarfighter

The game can be downloaded or built for free, but a small donation 
will help keep the game being developed in such high quality.

Strategy game

Qonquest 2

M any games have taken 
their inspiration from 
the classic board 

game Risk. It’s the original 
boundary-dispute and resource-
management game, where play-
ers take turns to roll dice to cap-
ture neighboring territories, with 
the dice used to determine how 
many armies each side loses 
until one side dominates the 
other. Many video games have 
used variations of this gameplay 
to capture resources and expand 
territory, and it’s particularly 
common in real-time strategy 
games. But relatively few have 
kept as closely to the original 
recipe as Qonquest 2, a game 
strongly based on the original 
Risk rules. While Qonquest 2 is a 
game fundamentally based on 
Risk, it also does things slightly 

differently and takes particular 
advantage of a computer being 
able to make the game more 
complex and unfamiliar.

Unlike version 1 of the game, 
Qonquest 2 is a colorful desktop 
application built around a map of 
Western Europe and its surround-
ing countries. One big difference 
between this and the original is 
that every territory is independent 
and isn’t part of a larger collection 
of countries. This makes the slow 
gameplay much more interesting 
and unfamiliar, while the game-
play itself remains the same. You 
start the game by selecting one of 
these countries and then per-
forming actions to either move 
troops or deploy troops into a 
neighboring enemy territory. It’s 
then that the virtual mouse rolls 
are engaged. Another difference 

between this and the original is in the number of dice rolls 
you get. The attacker gets two rolls to decide how many 
troop units are destroyed, while the defender gets three. All 
this is shown in pop-up panels that are drawn over the map 
in the same way the ancient CDE desktop environment 
drew windows, and it’s a fitting aesthetic for a computer 
running these kinds of war games.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  TheZipCreator/  qonquest2

Risk was a brilliant board game and Qonquest is a faithful reinter‑
pretation of the original gameplay with some excellent new features 
and ideas.
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introduction to RSS and shows how easy it is to 
build your own RSS aggregator to collect and pro-
cess online news.

Understanding RSS
Technically speaking, RSS is an open standard 
that any website can use to provide small, plain-
text files that contain titles, links, and excerpts. 
Programs called RSS aggregators download 
these files from many independent sources and 
display the headlines in one coherent interface.

These days too many people don’t even know 
that RSS exists, and one reason might be the 
false but widespread belief that RSS died in 2013 
when Google killed off Google Reader.

I have lost count of how many times I have read 
this false claim. RSS never died: It’s just extremely un-
derused, in no small part because those who would 
benefit from it the most – that is, web publishers – 
sometimes actively hide their own RSS feeds [2].

R eally Simple Syndication (RSS) [1] of web-
site headlines is the most underrated tech 
on the Internet. This tutorial offers a flash 

Create the perfect mix of news with an RSS aggregator. Linux supports several open 
source aggregators, or, if you’re looking for the perfect fit, you can even create your own.

BY MARCO FIORETTI

Rolling your own RSS aggregator

Good News

Figure 1: Wikipedia, and the web in general, is full of RSS 
feeds, about Linux or any other topic.

Figure 2: Akregator, the RSS component of the Kontact suite, has the same clean, efficient look and feel of all other 
major KDE applications.
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The truth is that RSS is a very efficient way to 
browse all the news you want in one place. Find-
ing RSS feeds to follow is easy. You can even find 
free services such as WikiRSS [3] that extract RSS 
links matching a given keyword from Wikipedia 
(Figure 1). It is also possible to create and ex-
change whole lists of feeds in Outline Processor 
Markup Language (OPML) [4], a plain-text format 
that is easy to create and process in any program-
ming language. You can even follow any Mast-
odon account via RSS by adding .rss to the end of 
the account’s public profile URL. I could fill pages 
just listing other similar examples of RSS integra-
tion with other services.

Thanks to its decentralization, interoperability, 
simplicity, and openness, RSS is the best way to 
follow scores of news sources without centralized 
surveillance, profiling, or a single point of failure 
[5]. With any RSS aggregator, and there are plenty 
of them, you curate your own experience of the 
web at your pace, without flame wars or other 
distractions.

Open Source RSS Readers
RSS apps for the Linux desktop include Akrega-
tor [6] (Figure 2) and Liferea [7] (Figure 3). Akre-
gator is a KDE application often used in tandem 
with the Konqueror web browser and file manager, 
but it has its own tabbed interface for download-
ing and reading RSS content without opening a 
browser. Liferea can cache articles for offline 
reading, save their headlines in “news bins,” per-
form searches on RSS posts in the news bins, and 
play podcasts linked in the feeds.

Tiny Tiny RSS (TT-RSS) [8] is a web-based ag-
gregator that you can run from its official Docker 
image, (only available for Linux/ AMD systems). 
Like Liferea and Akregator, TT-RSS can filter news 
by several criteria and display the full contents, 

but its main advantage is the fact that it can be in-
stalled on any web server. From there it can sup-
port access by multiple users (Figure 4), even 
from its official Android client.

RSSHub [9] is another web-based RSS front 
end. According to the project homepage, RSSHub 
can generate feeds from “pretty much everything.” 
The easiest way to see what RSSHub can do is to 
try the online demo linked from the homepage. As 
with TT-RSS, you can self-host an instance of 
RSSHub on your own server [10]. As a final exam-
ple of web-based aggregators, take a look at Fre-
eRSS [11] (Figure 5).

When it comes to the command line, a very sim-
ple client such as Rsstail [12] might be all you 
need, but I personally recommend the Newsboat 
program [13] shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8. News-
boat lets you read 

Figure 3: Liferea is another 
very powerful and easy-to-
use RSS aggregator for 
Linux.

Figure 4: TT-RSS brings the same basic interface of Akregator or Liferea to any web browser, for 
multiple users!

Figure 5: FreeRSS has a much more basic interface than 
TT-RSS, but may be even more efficient.
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Figure 9 shows what might be the most effi-
cient and least distracting way to browse RSS 
headlines on a Linux desktop: Just place them in 
dynamic pop-up menus of your favorite window 
manager! To learn how, see my previous article 
on desktop newsfeeds [15].

I have been browsing almost 100 RSS feeds 
every day for almost 10 years with a really bare 
but terribly efficient web-based aggregator I 
coded myself in a few hours. My app works so 
well for me that in all those years I have patched 
or completely rewritten the code several times 
but have never changed its flow. The tool down-
loads all the feeds listed in a plain-text file with 
the format of Listing 1, extracts titles and links 
of all the articles they contain, and shows all the 
text published after the previous run in one su-
per-simple HTML page, grouped by category 
(Figure 10).

The first version of my homemade aggregator 
was a patchwork of very ugly Python and Perl 
scripts that used the RSS modules available for 
those languages. Last year, however, I rewrote the 
whole thing from scratch as the two scripts from 
Listings 2 and 3, and, although they are still ugly, I 
am very happy with the result.

The main script, myrss.sh (Listing 2) runs on my 
server as a cron job of the root user, twice every 
hour, at 7 and 37 minutes. The corresponding 
crontab entry is:

whole articles or play podcasts, filter or group 
feeds according to many criteria, and define mac-
ros to automate actions. Above all, Newsboat can 
directly send links or whole articles to other pro-
grams for post-processing and is generally a 
great foundation for RSS automation. I like News-
boat because it handles any kind of RSS file, it’s 
actively developed, and it is easy to install on any 
major Linux distribution (personally, I’m using it 
on both Ubuntu and CentOS without problems).

Custom RSS Application
RSS makes it very easy to extend or customize a 
reader app to include third-party services – or 
even some of your own code. If you have a web-
site and want to automatically share all updates 
with your Mastodon account, for example, you 
can just use MastoFeed [14].

Figure 6: Bare, but powerful, 
Newsboat is probably the 
best command-line RSS 
aggregator for Linux.

Figure 7: Newsboat showing 
the 20 newest headlines 
from the RSS feed of Linux 
Magazine.

Figure 8: The excerpt of one of the news items shown in Listing 9.

Figure 9: With RSS, the latest news can be always at your 
fingertips, inside the menus of your window manager!

Figure 10: My very own, custom RSS aggregator – a page 
packed with headlines and nothing else!
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7,37  *  *  *  *  root /usr/local/bin/myrss.sh

The script uses Newsboat to do all the actual RSS 
work. The first 15 lines set all the variables that 
the script needs, create the $ARCHIVEDIR folder if it 

does not exist, and remove the results of the pre-
vious run (lines 14 and 15). The $FEEDLIST file, 
partially shown in Listing 1, contains one feed 
per line, with its category and URL separated by 
the pipe character. The numeric prefixes for each 

category name (e.g., 20 for 
“World”) allow me to add, re-
move, or rename categories 
at will, while sorting them as I 
want, in the final HTML page 
shown in Figure 10.

Lines 17 and 18 extract the 
category names from the 
$FEEDLIST into the temporary 
rss-channels file and then save 
them, using the mapfile Bash 
function, in an array called 
$CHANNELS. Running the script 

020‑World|https://brilliantmaps.com/rss

020‑World|https://restofworld.org/feed

030‑TechInnovation|http://rss.slashdot.org/Slashdot/slashdot

030‑TechInnovation|https://news.ycombinator.com/rss

030‑TechInnovation|https://www.datasciencecentral.com/feed/atom

040‑FOSS|http://fossforce.com/newswire

040‑FOSS|http://lxer.com/module/newswire/headlines.rdf

040‑FOSS|http://www.linux‑magazine.com/rss/feed/lmi_news

040‑FOSS|http://www.tuxmachines.org/node/feed

070‑Trekking|http://www.backpackinglight.com/rss

Listing 1: List of RSS Feeds, Grouped by Category

 1      #!/bin/bash

 2

 3      MOMENT=`date +%Y%m%d%H%M`

 4      ARCHIVEDIR="/tmp/myrss‑archive"

 5      SQLITECACHE="$ARCHIVEDIR/tempcache.db"

 6      SQLITECACHE="/root/tempcache.db"

 7

 8      FEEDLIST="/usr/local/etc/feed‑list.txt"

 9      HTMLGEN="/usr/local/bin/generate‑rss‑page.pl"

10      HTMLDIR="/var/www/html/main"

11      NEWSBOAT="/var/lib/snapd/snap/bin/newsboat"

12

13      mkdir ‑p $ARCHIVEDIR

14      rm ‑f $ARCHIVEDIR/latest‑news

15  rm ‑f $ARCHIVEDIR/rss‑channels

16

17      gr ep ‑v '^#' $FEEDLIST | cut '‑d|' ‑f1 | sort | uniq  
> $ARCHIVEDIR/rss‑channels

18      mapfile ‑t CHANNELS < $ARCHIVEDIR/rss‑channels

19

20      for C in "${CHANNELS[@]}"

21      do

22          echo "CATEGORY $C"

23          rm ‑f $ARCHIVEDIR/current‑feeds

24          gr ep $C $FEEDLIST | grep ‑v '^#' | cut '‑d|' ‑f2  
> $ARCHIVEDIR/current‑feeds

25          mapfile ‑t CURFEEDS < $ARCHIVEDIR/current‑feeds

26          rm $ARCHIVEDIR/current‑feeds

27          for F in "${CURFEEDS[@]}"

28          do

29          # save the current feed with newsboat

30              echo $F > /root/single‑feed

31              rm ‑f $SQLITECACHE

32              $N EWSBOAT ‑u /root/single‑feed ‑c 
$SQLITECACHE ‑x reload

33              RESULT=$?

34              if [ $RESULT=0 ]

35              then

36                  echo ‑n  "OK $C / $F  : "

37              else

38                  echo ‑n "ERROR: $RESULT $C / $F: "

39              fi

40

41              sq lite3 ‑separator '|' $SQLITECACHE <<!EOF  | 
sed ‑e "s/^/$C|/" >> $ARCHIVEDIR/
latest‑news‑unsorted

42      .headers off

43      .mode list

44      .output stdout

45      SELECT title, url FROM rss_item;

46      .quit

47      !EOF

48              rm ‑f $SQLITECACHE

49              done

50      done

51

52      so rt  $ARCHIVEDIR/latest‑news‑unsorted | grep http  | 
sort | uniq > $ARCHIVEDIR/latest‑news

53      rm ‑f $ARCHIVEDIR/latest‑news‑unsorted

54

55      fi nd $ARCHIVEDIR ‑type f ‑name "loaded‑urls‑*" ‑mtime 
+60 ‑exec rm {} \;

56

57      ca t $ARCHIVEDIR/loaded‑urls‑* | sort | uniq > 
$ARCHIVEDIR/all‑old‑urls

58

59      cd $HTMLDIR

60

61      mv main‑5.html main‑6.html

62      mv main‑4.html main‑5.html

63      ...

64      mv main.html   main‑1.html

65

66      $HTMLGEN $ARCHIVEDIR/all‑old‑urls > main.html

67

68      cu t '‑d|' ‑f3 $ARCHIVEDIR/latest‑news | sort | uniq > 
$ARCHIVEDIR/loaded‑urls‑$MOMENT.txt

69

70      exit

Listing 2: myrss.sh
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file /root/single-feed (line 30) and then tells News-
boat (line 32) to download the feed contained in that 
URL (the -u option), save all its content in the cache 
file $SQLITECACHE (-c), and then quit (-x reload).

Once Newsboat has done its job, lines 41 to 48 
launch SQLite3 to grab URLs and titles from the 
cache and save them into the file $ARCHIVEDIR/lat-
est-news-unsorted. Line 41 is the most cryptic at first 
sight, but not so difficult to explain. The <<!EOF syn-
tax is what Bash manuals call a here document. It 
means that all the lines that follow, until the one 
that begins and ends with the same string after the 
exclamation mark (that is, lines 42 to 46) must be 
passed as one file to the standard input of the pro-
gram called right before the double < sign.

In other words, the first half of line 41 means 
“run the SQLite3 program to open the $SQLITECACHE 
database and, using the | character as a column 
separator, execute all the commands listed below, 
until the EOF string.”

The statements in the here document just tell 
SQLite3 to fetch all the titles and corresponding 
links from the Newsboat database (line 45), print 

on the $FEEDLIST shown in Listing 1 would fill that 
array with the four categories “020-World,” “030-Te-
chInnovation,” “040-FOSS,” and “070-Trekking.”

The loop in lines 20 to 50 does two things: 
Lines 22 to 26 extract from $FEEDLIST all the 
URLs of the newsfeed that belong to the current 
category $C and save them, using the same map-
file technique of line 18, in another array called 
$CURFEEDS. When $C is “020-World,” for example, 
that array would contain the URLs of the first 
two lines of Listing 1.

The real engine of the script is the inner loop 
shown in lines 28 to 49, which works around what 
is, for my purpose, a limitation of Newsboat: As of 
this writing, there is no way to run Newsboat from 
a script that directly dumps all the titles and URLS 
it finds into a plain-text file. That is not a showstop-
per, however, because Newsboat caches all that 
data into an SQLite3 database. So the trick is to tell 
Newsboat what file to use as the cache and then 
query it with the SQLite3 program.

Consequently, each iteration of that loop saves 
the current element of $CURFEEDS into the temporary 

 1      #! /usr/bin/perl

 2  # All lines with header comments omitted for brevity...

 ...

 7      use strict;

 8

 9      my $RSS_ARCHIVE="/tmp/myrss‑archive";

10      my %OLD_URLS;

11

12      open (OLD, $ARGV[0]) || die "cannot open $ARGV[0]\n";

13

14      while (<>) {

15          chomp;

16          $OLD_URLS{$_} = 1;

17      }

18

19      close OLD;

20

21      my $CURRENT_CHANNEL = '';

22      my $BLOCK_COUNTER   = 0;

23      my $LATEST_NEWS = '';

24

25      o pen (NEW, "$RSS_ARCHIVE/latest‑news") || die "cannot 
open latest news\n";

26

27      while (<NEW>) {

28          chomp;

29          my ($CHANNEL, $TITLE, $URL) = split( /\|/, $_) ;

30          next if $OLD_URLS{$URL};

31          $TITLE =~ s/\N{U+201C}//;

32          $TITLE =~ s/^\#//;

33

34          $URL =~ s/\?utm_source.*//i;

35          substr($CHANNEL,0,4) = '';

36

37          if ($CURRENT_CHANNEL ne $CHANNEL) {

38              $CURRENT_CHANNEL = $CHANNEL;

39              $L ATEST_NEWS .= "</ul>\n<H4>$CURRENT_
CHANNEL</H4>\n<ul>\n";

40              $BLOCK_COUNTER = 0;

41          }

42

43          $L ATEST_NEWS .= "<li><a href=\"$URL\">$TITLE</
a><br></li>\n";

44          $BLOCK_COUNTER++;

45          if ($BLOCK_COUNTER >= 7) {

46              $LATEST_NEWS .= "</ul><br><ul>\n";

47              $BLOCK_COUNTER = 0 ;

48          }

49      }

50

51      print <<ENDOFNEWS;

52      <html>

53      <head>

54      <m eta http‑equiv="content‑type" content="text/html; 
charset=utf‑8">

55      <title>Marco's RSS Aggregator</title>

56      <l ink rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="marco.
css">

57      </head>

58      <body><h3>News</h3>

59      <hr><ul>

60      $LATEST_NEWS

61      </ul></body></html>

62      ENDOFNEWS

Listing 3: generate-rss-page.pl
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them to the standard output without headers one 
per line (line 43), and then quit.

In the second half of line 41, the sed utility adds 
to each line printed out by SQLite3 a prefix con-
sisting of the name of the current channel fol-
lowed by a pipe character. The result is appended 
to the file $ARCHIVEDIR/latest-news-unsorted.

Please note that the actual instructions in the 
here documents may depend on which exact ver-
sion of SQLite3 is available on your system. As an 
example, check out the discussion [16] where the 
Newsboat developers (thanks!) explained to me 
how to do what I needed.

The rest of myrss.sh is much easier to explain – 
or modify as you wish. After the main loop has 
ended, the file $ARCHIVEDIR/latest-news-unsorted 
will contain lines such as

040‑FOSS|Alchemy Is A Free PDF File Converter|U

  https://medevel.com/alchemy‑file‑converter/

plus some blank lines from SQLite3, and possi-
bly duplicated lines, if two RSS feeds contained 
the same link with the same headline (yes, it 
happens regularly). That is the reason to take 
all – and only – the lines of the file that contain 

a URL (grep http), sort them, remove duplicates 
(uniq), and save what remains into $ARCHIVEDIR/
latest-news. Line 55, instead, removes all the re-
sults of previous runs of myrss.sh that are older 
than 60 days. The reasons for both this action 
and for line 57, which compacts all the URLs 
found in the past 60 days into $ARCHIVEDIR/
all-old-urls, will be clear later.

Creating the News Page
The list of news items in Figure 10 is the content of 
one file called main.html. Lines 61 to 64, that save 
with different names the last six versions of that 
file, are useful for debug purposes but optional.

The actual creation of main.html happens in 
line 66, when $ARCHIVEDIR/all-old-urls is 
passed to the other script called gener-
ate-rss-page.pl that is shown in Listing 3. Line 
68 extracts the third column of the latest-news 
file (i.e., only its URLs) and saves them in a file 
marked with the current timestamp ($ARCHIVE-
DIR/loaded-urls-$MOMENT.txt) that will be used 
in the future runs of myrss.sh.

The best way to explain Listing 3 is to start from 
the end. I said that last year I rewrote the whole RSS 
aggregator from scratch, but that is not entirely true. 

In Listing 3, lines 25 to 49 are quick to summarize: They open $RSS_ARCHIVE/latest-news, which 
again contains lines such as

040‑FOSS|Alchemy Is A Free PDF File Converter|https://medevel.com/alchemy‑file‑converter/

Then lines 28 and 29 remove newlines and split each record using the pipe character as a separa-
tor, saving each column in a different variable. If the URL of the current line already exists in the 
%OLD_URLS hash, it means that the page was already seen, sometime in the previous two months, 
so the script jumps to the next news (line 30). If the URL was never seen before, lines 31 to 35 clean 
up the title, URL, and channel name, removing non-ASCII characters, user-tracking strings (line 34), 
and the numeric prefixes from channel names, which aren’t needed anymore (line 35).
If the channel name has changed with respect to the previous record in $RSS_ARCHIVE/lat-
est-news (line 37), the script saves it in $CURRENT_CHANNEL, prints it out as a level-4 HTML 
header (line 39), and resets the $BLOCK_COUNTER variable. This is what partitions the output in 
Figure 10 in different sections titled “World,” “TechInnovation,” and “FOSS.” The <ul> and </ul> 
strings in line 39, and later in line 46, are just the HTML markup for the beginning and end of an 
unordered, bulleted list.
The single headlines are formatted as list elements and appended, just like headers and list delimit-
ers, to the $LATEST_NEWS variable (line 43). Once all latest-news has been scanned, line 51 prints the 
HTML page all at once to standard output, with the list of headlines in $LATEST_NEWS in the right place.
The purpose of lines 44 to 47 is cosmetic but important, at least for me: Every seven items (line 45), 
the script closes the current list, inserts a blank line, and starts a new one (line 46). This simple trick 
greatly improves the overall readability of Figure 10 when it contains lots of news because visually 
separated small lists are easier to scan than just one big wall of text.
Speaking of readability, and to stress the time savings that RSS makes possible even with just a few 
lines of code: Note that sorting the headlines alphabetically (line 52 of Listing 2) makes them much 
faster to scan. In the Oscars or Super Bowl weeks, for example, there will surely be many headlines 
starting with those words all around the web. But if those headlines are grouped together, regardless 
of which website they came from, both spotting and ignoring all of them will be much quicker.

Deep Dive
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Conclusion
Using RSS will improve your web experience, and 
you deserve it. If your favorite website does not 
show their RSS feed, demand that they do it. This 
article introduces some of the leading open 
source RSS tools and describes how to create a 
custom RSS tool that delivers the news just the 
way you like it.  nnn

The part of Listing 3 that actually generates the 
bare-bones HTML page of Figure 10, line 51 onward, 
is the same ugly code I originally wrote more than a 
decade ago. Of course, the reason it’s still there un-
changed is that it’s good enough for my needs. In 
this tutorial, however, that code may also be a useful 
reminder that you don’t need huge, bloated frame-
works to create stuff that just works.

The Perl script works with two files. First, in 
lines 12 to 19, the script copies all the URLs that 
myrss.sh found in the previous 60 days into the 
hash called %OLD_URLS (compared with line 57 of 
Listing 2) and saves them into the file $ARCHIVE-
DIR/all-old-urls, before passing just that file as 
first argument to generate-rss-page.pl.

This step is necessary because I do not want to 
see URLs that I have already seen, even if they have 
a different headline (this too happens frequently), 
even if that first time was several weeks before. The 
60-day window comes exactly from the fact that, 
because many interesting websites are not updated 
often, their RSS feed might not change for weeks, no 
matter how often you download it. For more on the 
code in Listing 3, see the box entitled “Deep Dive.”

[1]  RSS 2.0 Specification:  
https://  www.  rssboard.  org/  rss‑specification

[2]  “The ‘Snob RSS’ Hall of (Constructive!) 
Shame”: https://  stop.  zona‑m.  net/  2021/  02/ 
 the‑snob‑rss‑hall‑of‑constructive‑shame/

[3]  WikiRSS: https://  researchbuzz.  me/  2023/  03/ 
 20/  turn‑wikipedia‑into‑an‑rss‑search‑  engine‑ 
 with‑wikirss/

[4]  OPML: http://  dev.  opml.  org/  spec2.  html

[5]  RSS advocacy posts:  
https://  stop.  zona‑m.  net/  tag/  rss

[6]  Akregator:  
https://  userbase.  kde.  org/  Akregator

[7]  Liferea: https://  lzone.  de/  liferea/

[8]  TT-RSS: https://  tt‑rss.  org/

[9]  RSSHub: https://  docs.  rsshub.  app/  en/

[10]  RSSHub self-hosting guide:  
https://  docs.  rsshub.  app/  en/  install/

[11]  FreeRSS:  
https://  github.  com/  robdelacruz/  freerss

[12]  Rsstail: https://  python‑rsstail.  readthedocs.  io/ 
 en/  latest/

[13]  Newsboat: https://  newsboat.  org/

[14]  MastoFeed: https://  mastofeed.  org/

[15]  “Tutorial – Desktop News Feeds” by Marco 
Fioretti, Linux Magazine, issue 217, December 
2018: https://  www.  linux‑magazine.  com/ 
 Issues/  2018/  217/  Read‑Me

[16]  Newsboat usage in scripts: https://  github. 
 com/  newsboat/  newsboat/  issues/  2320
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 NEWSSTAND
Linux Magazine is your guide to the world of Linux. Monthly issues are packed with advanced technical 
articles and tutorials you won't find anywhere else. Explore our full catalog of back issues for specific 
topics or to complete your collection. 

Order online:  
https://bit.ly/Linux-Newsstand

#265/December 2022

Quantum Computing

Most Linux users know that this futuristic technology leverages the weird power of quantum 
mechanics. But how does it really work? What can I do with it? Are there tools available today 
that will help me experiment? This month we take a deep dive into quantum computing.

On the DVD: Manjaro 21.3.7-220816 and Arch Linux 2022.10.01

#266/January 2023

Generative Adversarial Networks

What is the secret behind the recent explosion of computer art and fake videos?  
One neural network lies to another neural network...

On the DVD: Ubuntu 22.10 and AlmaLinux 9.0

#267/February 2023

Backup

In theory, everyone could use the same backup tool, but the best way to build regular and 
systematic backups into your life is to find a solution that fits with your own habits and 
methods. This month, we preview some popular backup apps in the Linux space so you 
can find one that works for you.

On the DVD: Linux Mint 21 Cinnamon and Kali Linux 2022.4

#268/March 2023

Data Poisoning

Think computers don’t make mistakes? If you slip some doctored-up training samples into 
the mix, you can get a fancy machine-learning system to think a dog is a cat or a 1 is an 8 – 
and you can trigger this bad behavior through a hidden signal no one else will notice.

On the DVD: MX Linux 21.3 and Puppy Linux FossaPup 9.5

#269/April 2023

The Fetiverse

Social media tools connect the world, bringing us the latest news and commentary from 
politicians, movie stars, community leaders, and remote friends. But the tracking and data mining 
of the commercial social media platforms has left many users searching for a better option. This 
month we dive down into the alternative universe for social media users: the Fediverse.

On the DVD: EndeavourOS Cassini 22.12 and Debian 11.6 “bullseye”

#270/May 2023

Green Coding

A sustainable world will need more sustainable programming. This month we tell you about 
some FOSS initiatives dedicated to energy efficiency, and we take a close look at some green 
coding techniques in Go.

On the DVD: Fedora 37 Workstation and TUXEDO OS 2
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openSUSE Conference 2023 May 26-28 Nürnberg, Germany https://events.opensuse.org/conferences/oSC23

CloudFest USA May 31-Jun. 3 Austin, Texas https://www.cloudfest.com/usa/

DrupalCon Pittsburgh June 5-8 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania https://events.drupal.org/pittsburgh2023

OpenSouthCode 2023 June 9-10 Málaga, Spain https://bit.ly/opensouthcode2023

OW2con'23 June 14-15 Paris-Chatillon, France https://www.ow2con.org/view/2023/

DevConf.CZ 2023 June 16-18 Brno, Czech Republic https://www.devconf.info/cz/

SUSECON 2023 June 20-22 Munich, Germany https://www.suse.com/susecon/

KCDC 2023 (Kansas City  June 21-23 Kansas City, Missouri https://www.kcdc.info/  
Developer Conference)

Akademy July 15-21 Thessaloniki, Greece & Online https://akademy.kde.org/2023/

EuroPython 2023 July 17-23 Prague, Czech Republic + Virtual https://ep2023.europython.eu/

GUADEC July 26-31 Riga, Latvia https://events.gnome.org/event/101/

WeAreDevelopers  July 27-28 Berlin, Germany  https://www.wearedevelopers.com/world-congress/ 
World Congress

RustConf 2023 Sept. 12-15 Albuquerque, New Mexico  https://rustconf.com/

stackconf 2023 Sept. 13-14 Berlin, Germany https://stackconf.eu/

EuroBSDCon 2023 Sept. 14-17 Coimbra, Portugal  https://2023.eurobsdcon.org/

Storage Developer  Sept. 18-21 Fremont, California https://storagedeveloper.org/ 
Conference (SDC'23)

All Things Open Oct. 15-17 Raleigh, North Carolina https://www.allthingsopen.org/

DrupalCon Lille 2023 Oct. 17-20 Lille, France https://events.drupal.org/lille2023

Hybrid Cloud Conference Oct. 26 Virtual Event https://www.techforge.pub/events/hybrid-cloud-congress-2/

     Events

Users, developers, and vendors meet at Linux events around the world.  
We at Linux Magazine are proud to sponsor the Featured Events shown here. 

For other events near you, check our extensive events calendar online at  
https://www.linux-magazine.com/events.

If you know of another Linux event you would like us to add to our calendar, 
please send a message with all the details to info@linux-magazine.com.

FEATURED EVENTS

 Akademy 2023 

Date:  July 15-21, 2023

Location:  Thessaloniki, Greece & Online

Website:  https://akademy.kde.org/2023/

 Akademy is the annual world summit of 
KDE, one of the largest free software 
communities in the world. It is a free, 
non-commercial event organized by the 
KDE community.The conference is 
expected to draw hundreds of attendees 
from the global KDE Community. 
Akademy features a 2-day conference 
followed by 5 days of workshops, Birds of 
a Feather (BoF) and coding sessions. 

 EuroPython 2023 

Date: July 17-23, 2023

Location:   Prague, Czech Republic  

+ Virtual

Website: https://ep2023.europython.eu/

EuroPython will be held at The Prague 
Congress Centre in Prague, Czech 
Republic. Virtual attendance also is 
available. The conference will feature 
hands-on tutorials & workshops, 120 talks, 
and other interactive sessions. The diverse 
program will cover different aspects of 
where and how Python solves problems 
or engages in interesting things.

 GUADEC 2023 

Date:  July 26-31, 2023

Location:  Riga, Latvia

Website:  https://events.gnome.org/
event/101/

 GUADEC is the GNOME community’s 
largest conference. Join us in Riga, Latvia 
as we bring together hundreds of users, 
contributors, community members, and 
enthusiastic supporters for a week of talks 
and workshops. 
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Linux Magazine is looking for authors to write articles on Linux and the 
tools of the Linux environment. We like articles on useful solutions 
that solve practical problems. The topic could be a desktop tool, a 
command-line utility, a network monitoring application, a homegrown 
script, or anything else with the potential to save a Linux user trouble 
and time. Our goal is to tell our readers stories they haven’t already 
heard, so we’re especially interested in original fixes and hacks, new 
tools, and useful applications that our readers might not know about. 
We also love articles on advanced uses for tools our readers do know 
about – stories that take a traditional application and put it to work in a 
novel or creative way.

Topics close to our hearts include:

• Security
•  Advanced Linux tuning and configuration
• Internet of Things
• Networking
• Scripting
• Artificial intelligence
• Open protocols and open standards

If you have a worthy topic that isn’t on this list, try us out – we might be 
interested!

Please don’t send us articles about products made by a company you 
work for, unless it is an open source tool that is freely available to 
everyone. Don’t send us webzine-style “Top 10 Tips” articles or other 
superficial treatments that leave all the work to the reader. We like 
complete solutions, with examples and lots of details. Go deep, not wide.

We have a couple themes coming up that we could use your help with. 
Please send us your proposals for thoughtful and practical articles on:

• Cryptocurrencies
• Systemd hacks

Describe your idea in 1-2 paragraphs and send it to: edit@linux-magazine.com.

Please indicate in the subject line that your message is an article proposal.
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Preview Newsletter
The Linux Magazine Preview is a monthly email 
newsletter that gives you a sneak peek at the next 
issue, including links to articles posted online. 

Sign up at: https://bit.ly/Linux-Update

Available Starting  
June 02

The Open Data movement is about empowerment. 
If it is your own personal data, you have a right 
to use it and move it. If it is government data that 
required public funding, the public owns it and has 
a right to access it. Next month, we look at the 
ideas and tools behind the quest for Open Data.

Open Data
Issue 272 / July 2023
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